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PREFACE
1) What are the px-_nc_pal ccmlN_nent _ system tectmoloSy _sues _n
your part£cular d£sc_p].t_e a_ea z__lattve to the development of l_rge-
scale (50-200 kW) tuteL, rated flyvbeel systems for space applications?
2) What are t_e major steps to be r_ken relar.lLve to larse-scale
_utegr.ated fl_ technology development and applicat_on &o the Space
Station?
3) Are r_aere any benefits to be derived from or any £uhe.ren_ r.ecbn£cal
reasons for flight tesT./ng as a par_ o£ the va_dar_iou proc_s_ to
demonstrate the v'£ab/.llty of 2- _tegrated fl_e_.l sywte_?
Results from r_e _ork/a_ _oup del£berar_Lons _ere .smmaz/zed by each
cha_rmm and presented to r_e general audience.
This publ:L_ar.:Lmz c_ a sugary of the w_r.k_hop, which tne.'tudes a
d£_ion of r.be mJo_ ¢onc.l.ustons and x-ecosmendatious .p_oduced by
par_¢._pants. In addison, copies of _be /_llv_dual papers presented as _ as
the fo_ v0r.k/ag _roup reports are coucatned _here£u.
Use of trademarks or mines of man_d_acCu_e.__n _ repor_-does not
o_s_w_e 8n o£_I<d_I eado_m_ of mae_h produc_s .or uanu_actw=ers, e_rJ_r
expressed or J_T_ed, by cbe National AeronaucLcs an8 Space _in_sCracion.
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I_F/'RODUCT TON
The NASA/OAST-sponsored workshop "An Assessment of Integrated Fly_heel
System Techuology" was held at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama, February 7-9, 1984. The purposes of this workshop were to
determine the current state of the technology £n flywheel energy storage systems
and ancillary oomponeuts, to define the technoloKy short£alls and cr_tlcal items
in light of applications requirements, and to identify and priorftize the
technology needs and issues to rectify the denoted shortfalls. To accomplish
these obJ ectives, par ttc£panr_s £rou indus tt-£a.l, academic, and government
concerns reported on various r_cadeoff and system analyses as well as concept and
component technology enhancement e££orts conducted by each organlzaclon. A list
o_ workshop e-_teudees is provided in this documeut, lu addit£on, _rk=Lug g_oups
comprised of workshop part£clpan_s and chaired by experts from industry
addressed the questions of ¢xitlc.al technology needs and issues, applicatious
drivers, and requlremenr_ for fllghc validation. The four worklng groups, the
names .and affJ-ltatious of the associated chairmen, and the areas of
consideration a_e presented in Table 1. In addition, listings of the
partic:Lpants in each working group are _nc.luded in the workiug group su_=artes
in this document,
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TABLE 1
Work/ng Croups
ROTATING ASSEMBLY
Dr. SaCish V. Kulkarni, LLNL
- Rotor Des£Sn and Dyna_cs
- Macer_al Selection and Analysis
- Structural Model_ug
- Containment and Safety
- Integration and Testing
E LECTROMECHANICAL/ELE CTROMAGNE TI CS
David B. Etsenhaure, CSDL
- Suspension
- MoZor/GeneraCor
- Sensors snd Gimbal Actuators
- Modeliug
ELECTEICAL/ELECTEONICS
Arthur D. Schoenfeld, TRW
- Motor/Generator C_rcu/cs
- Suspension System Eleccron_cs
- Power Transfer Across F_taclug Interfaces
- Power Condicioulng and D_stribuCion
- ModelinE
DYNAMICS AND CONTROLS
Ronald E. OElev£e, RI
- Suspension System Control Laws
- Moment,-- and Energ7 Manasement
- Fault Tolerance Robustness
- ConclnEency Cr/terla After Un4C Fa//ure
- Mode.l_ug
o.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An assesslent of the snare of the technology applicable Co integrated
flywheel systems was ID/clated by reviewing the resulns of a workshop held at
the NASA Goddard Space F1/ghe Center lu August 1983 on integrated flywheel
technology efforts conducted by U.S. goveranene agencies. This was follomed by
an overview of development _rk be_ng performed In Europe by various members of
the European Space Agency (ESA). Results from ongoing scudles In industry and
government laboratories were su_ar£zed. These dealt _ltb such copies as the
merits of flywheel systems for space applications, with emphasis on small
sal_e.1]LICes and t:he Space Station; comparisons of these concepts with other
storase devices such as batteries and regenerative fuel cells; and laboratory
appl_catiou of various component technologies in the area of rotating assemblies
and suspension systems. Da_a produced by chose cechnoZoEy efforts ludlcaced
that signlflcant potential beneflcs could be reallzed from the appllcatlon of
t:hese developments to a large variety of spacecraft. A review of the receuc
advances in the area of composite .mCerials as applied to htEh-speed rotors was
presented by a variety of organizations which had participated 4. recent
Department of Energy programs on the appllcation of flywheel technology co
t:erresCr£al transportat±on systems. In addlt:ion, some preli_nary resu/ts from
a study of rotor eontalument Issues were discussed.
The use of hlgh-speed flywheels for energy storage in space requires thac
such syst:ems possess long l_fe characterfst:Ics. One method of ex_endlnE the
operational llfe of these devices _ r_ utilize noncontacci_g rotor suspens:ton
systems such as maEnetic bear_nEs. Resul_s from government sponsored and
independent: research and development efforts in this area were reviewed along
with recent advances in maEnet_c _-ter_Is and _belr attendant potential foe
fu_re appllca_ons.
One of the at:t:rac_ve feat:ures of flywheel s_orage devices Is their power
transfer efflc/ency. To enhance that. characteriser, care must be exercised
Ehac all cons t:i_uant co_ponent:s operate ac optimum efficiency themselves. As
such, _uch effort has gone into the develop_em: of h_gh-efficlency and
h/gh-po_-r elecEron_c devices. In _dd/Cion, efflclenc power _ransfer across
rotar/_g in_erfaces, such as chose present lu g_mbaled systems, has bean
addressed.
Based on previous studies such as cbe InteErated Power/Attitude Control
System (IPACS) st_Ml_es, strong consideration :Is belug g_ven co the _ntegTatton
of the energy 8Eorage/power generat-_on and attlru_e control funetlons Into one
system. In o_dm: to aeeo_odate _he requ_re_enns of these two functions, new
_omentm_ mad energy _umage_ent: methods must be developed. A potene_Lal control
law for wall_Lun/_ storase and _o_eut_m systems was presented and Is included iu
Imbl:tcanion.
Follo_ng _he Jm_/v_dual presentations, the four _rk_ng groups _derrook
del.'tberae'_m_s. Zn these efforr_, each group considered tbe followiug:
I. I_hat are the print/pal component and system technology issues in
your part-£cular d_sc/pliue area relat:_ to the development of large-
scale (50-200 k_) _nte_rrat:ed flywheel systems for ,space applicacions?
2. WhaC are the major step_ to be cake_ relat£ve to large-scale int:eEcaCed
flywheel technology development and application Co the Space Station?
i 4:
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3. Are there any benefice to be de_£ved from or any 4nhereut technical
reasons for fllsbC testing as a part of cbe validac_ou process Co
demonstrate the viability of an inceErated flywheel system?
A summary of the concluslons and recommendatlons developed by each _rk_Lng
Eroup is presented here. A complete report from each group is presented
elsewhere in r_ts document.
TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
RoCatin_ Assembly
- Conduce detailed trade studies and system defin4cions
- Undertake efforts to enhance underscandl_ of C£me-depeudeuc behavior of
composite materials subjected to cyclic stresses and orb£tal environment
conditions
-- Screen and support development of new materia_s to enhance system
performance and _liability
- Use DOE fac_lit£e_s and hardware co _enc data base on composite
material roco_ as well as Co develop life predic_Lou mthodology
-Improve dynamics analysis capabilities for composite maeer_sl rotors,
especially when integ_ated with magner4c suspensiou systems
- Address safety eanasemenc issues as soon as poss±ble
- Undertake a vigorous technology program in this area as soon as possible
Eleccromechan_cal/Eleccr_ecics
--I_med_ace study or studies to decer_Lne opr.imal sys_e_ con_ation
need to be performed
- Focus program to perm£t system _nteL_ation and demouscraciou by 1987
- Support technology e._foccs o_ motor/generators, suspension systems,
gimbals, and sensors co cake advantage Of forecasted and known
technological ix_slbilicle_
- System recom_endat_tons
. Bus voltage = 200+ volts
. Effle/ency (round trip)
1987 80 percent required
1992 _5 percent req-4red
4
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F_ect:lcal/Electronics
- Undertake detailed system studies to de££ne subsystem and component
:eqtLtremenCs
- Generate high-£idel£cy analytical nmdels to valXdate te chnolo_-y
approaches and establish performance potent£al$
- Conduct: early Zaboratory demoustraCion aC rJ_ component an(] sy$ceE levels
Dynanutcs and Control
- Technology _n the dynamics and con_--rol area is co_sidered adequate for
flyvheel storage system development
- V£gorously pursue £1ywheel storage technology e££orts
- Conduct thorough $ystel trades and analyses to resolve such issues as
contingency levels, £ault :Lsolat_on, and robustness
- l_Lghly reco_ud early laboratory de_o_sr_ratton
5
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ROTATING ASSEHBLY NORKINC CROUP SUI_4ARY
Dr. Sa¢ish V. Kulkart:l, Lawrence Llvermore Natlonal Laboratory
Ch a Irman
INTRODUCTION
The output of this workln8 group is represented by this s-emery report. 1¢
follovs a format similar to that prevloosly employed in Department of Energy
(DOE) programs and shal£ address the follotr£ng items (Figure I):
1. Task goals
2. Rationale
3. Strategy
4. Key pac,-'ng issues _- --
The goals associated with the central t_sk meed co be identified to provide
the necessary focus :for the pcogram. The retto_ta.te for the program and the
strategy for accompltshtnX the work :leed to be defined. During cbe course of
the effort several key _ssues-_-i-I1 have to be addressed to tn_ure development
&'UCC_SS-
The Cable (Table i) a_ the end of this summary ident£fies the 17 persons
ud_o made up this pgnel and developed these recommendations.
CONCLUSItWIS _ RECOHH_,I_DATIOblS
The panel addlce_ted ¢he _-ssues as_>ciaCed with such areas as rol:o¢ design
and dynamlcs, rotor emterials and fabricatlon, safe_y, noode_truc¢Ive testlug,
and sy_eem operat£onal loads and environumut. Recommendations a=isJng from the
mrkl_ group deliberations are presehted in the folloving rate.a1.
1. Ta_k Goals "
The pctma_y objective of this developmeur effort should be (]Figure 2) ¢o
demoemccaCe the feasi'bllIW of a fail-safe flyvheel system comprlse_ of uxt_ts
ha_l_ a _ e_eX_y capacity of 5 k_lo_ac¢-hours per _¢. Th¢s syste_
¢omcmp¢ .bo_d be exl_mdable ¢o ame¢ power requirements of 50-200 ktlova_¢s. A
system emergy density of 20 rate-hours/kilogram or more should be achieved, w_th
an operaeleeal life r_t_dresmee of 5-I0 ysars. A key pacing issue (Figure 3)
_c Co _ program goal is the question of vbeCher the £1yvbee_ system
slmmOxl prov/_ie acC4¢ude control and energy storage _mu/¢aueously, or wheche¢ lr.
s_edLd accc_mo_ce _r_y sCoca_e _¢uncC£o_s only. I¢ is recommended _haC a
sysCmm sCudy be _ctad ¢e det:erm:Lue the /apace of chts role comb£naclo_ and
¢o z_esolve, _l_ts £ss_e.
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2. P,at£ouale
Recent studies (Figure 4) conducted by Boe_tu_, NASA, and ochers have shemu
the concept o£ flyvheel energy scormge _o be bJ_hly compeC£t£ve with ocher more
conventional system approaches such as batcez_es. Three of the major advantages
of flywheel systems are longer operational l_£e, b£gher electrical e_f_c_ency,
and b£gher system energy density. The use og compos£te material _ywheels ta
£mportanC £or real£z/_ these advantages.
3. SCrace_y
A signl£icanc amount of technology is ava/lable as a result of programs
sponsored by Cbe Department of Energy (DOE), the Department of Transporr_ar.tou
(DOT), and the U.S. Army (Figure S). Every attempt should be made to capi_a_t_e
on the results o£ these efforts, espeo.£aJ_Ty _u the eweas of compos£te mater"J._ls
uC_lizatlou and flywheel des_J_n. Improvements to Chat dar_ base should be made
to optla_ze _he system design and performance capab_l_yo In r_a_ ve£n,
therefore, a list of published _epo_cs on _hese zoptcs shou_ be generated by
personnel at _he La_ence IAverm_re National Labo_azory and at the Oak l_dge
Nat-tonal I_bora_ol'y, as _ as a_ the o_her Cogn£_an_ fac.t]__t_es, and
distributed co the pa_£c.l.pancs of 1Ibis conference.
Hav£ug a knowledge of tee sr_e of L_e t:echnolo_ in compos_l;e materJLa_s,
*c is _hen possible Co make use of _baC engineeriu8 dar_ base _u the de_tr.iou
o_ cand4daCe =o_or designs (Figure 6)- One _.ssue "d_tch must be pursued _ Uhe
onset o_ any £1yvheel p_ogrmu is co develop an undersr_mdJ_8 of the
C_me-dependenc behavior of compo_£ce_ and, therefore, assess _ao_r lone-Corm
performance. In parallel w_Ch these efforts, che_e is a need co _c_een and
suppoz_ the development: of new _cer£a2_ for f-ut'ure upgrad_ of £1ywbee_l
systems.
In decermiuJa_ a pl_m_lble ma_lyear development program, some excretal
issues (F/gu_e 7) solaced. These cous_Ced of que.-_ons _ w£Ch _mcrJ_c
and nmacer_ f_.ber aspects, as _ as _ des_4_ dat_.
t
r
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i-term durabLllty, balance stsbility, andoffer some advantages In terms
!1 performance capability at higher temperatures.
_i 6. En_neerlng DeslKn Data_ Issues
:.-i
_f_! Addtttoual information is requlred on these and ocher materials because the
:_| currently avallable data base Is zestrlcted to a terrestrlal e_vlronment,
_'t opposed to a space envlronmeut, vhe_e the operar_ional loads and condltions are
_i drastically d/_£ere_t (FIsure 10). other mceas og concern in the use of
,_.--] composite materials are the e_fecCs of radiation on the _ater/al properties. In
,_ ,I addition, the poor transverse load-carrying, capacity of these materials may
:-J sevexely lmpact some rotor de_ and applications. Solutlons to the
'!i transverse strength question range from "1lye with it," to "expend • lot off time" and money Co geC a swall delta Improvement." T_f the for_r approach is
.i
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selected, it is deemed adv£sable to determine _ de_ff4_u value_ to _ce
for the considerable data scatter vhicb exisr.s _n the literature regarding
transverse strength.
To improve the uuderstanding of tim t£me-dependenc behavior of composites,
especially in a cy_--lic load environment, it Is recommended that testing of
e_Lsr_L:_ DOE rotors be a_a£u undertaken. Steps _o effe¢_ accelerated testin_ of
these devlces should a_so be evaluated. Data ob_,a/_ed from these test _ams
v_ be in_cxtmencal in the d_flnltton of 11re predict_oo aethodolo_ries.
7- Flyvheel Deve.Zopu_nt Issues
The development of the flyvheel (F/_nsre 11) nmsc _e tntr_tated by a thorough
study to de_tne the requirements assoc£ated wLrJa chts devlce. An _ to such
ques_4ous as "should the storage device also tncorpoza_e the capabi].tCy of
saclsfyt_ tim control tasks as _ as the powe_ system funct_oasT" aud "_Id
the energy storage £unct_o_ be tim do_[_a_L_g 1tern lu tim des_ cd_ r_e
fl_?" must be provided. Once the_e and other questions have been
sacisfacCor£1y addressed, i_ _ then possible Co de_£_ candtda_e flywheel
concepts. Such de_:Lulr_Lon-mast e_phas:l_e fa:L]L--sa:fe _ but mast _
examine the need and ad_/2.ity of _on_ment. In _ld£r2[on, an _ of i:
m_ be lmr£or_ed in. omcart _th the ocher _l_ments of rJm stora_ sy_ea aad
not as _ _ndelmndemt £t_m £u order to tnmtre _ attaitment of the _le_Lred _.
per_oraence. To effect a r__ely system developaenr_ a _hsse p_ should ,.
tlDde_. P_ X _ 4w4_:i_t:e 2--3 4c_olp_/'4t2Lve _mm _ which .i_
tm_ld result £u prototype _to_q_e maitre £o_ tho_xmgh laboratory evaluations. ;'
The results of tirade ramra wm_Xd titan be used _n a _xnal .,ele_=to_ .of _be
",opc:imm" dest,gn. Phase rv would cben produce • _ s_ea _I_ followed '_'
by _abri_ation and evaluar_L_ at dae sy_m 1eve2, _lLr.h may lue_l_le-:[_!4#_ il
cesc_ should cesc result_ so ind£ca_e ram need. !_.
8. 2o_or Fabrlcar_cm Ism_s i_
One _ .(l_4Fo=e 12) _ by papers .preeented £u _he .£oxlal _on _m_ I_
chat an _o_ _ .be .mo_di_._cc_d. 'vh:l,.ch _ ].esd to dfmpro'vo_em:s _ _:.
f_nenc wound s_le- or m_TC_Lple-r_S rotor f_ca_o_ Xn addit_, ne_ [
o_ncepcs for a_m_ztng r_e aotor/@eneza_r aad suspeuslou 'a,,._,._,..4,,,,__ to i
-_ ._ocor _ _m deve.lOl_,d. Tbsm _'-,,_,xe _ecomm_7 _Co- _u:s_.t the- _,..
storage _mce_. _.
L_
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9. Testing
In terms o£ ceec£_g and evaluaE_on o£ _ocors, two categor£es -were
Ident_£1ed (F_u__e 13). These cons£sted of nondest_ct_ve Snspe©tlon and
ev_luaCion, and spin Cesc£ug. Nondestructive lnspect£on _ be /nstrunencal in
m4_4u_ziug resources expenditures by allosdng for the £denc/_tcat£ou of
manufacturing flaw8 in .the rotor pr£or to the costly sp£n test proKram.
Fur chermore, cbe establ£sbneut of appropriate nondes Crucc£ve inspect_on
tech_Lques (F_ure 1A) w111 fa_ltcate the e_Lluatlon of the 4_pact of handling
damage or serv!ce-lnduced _ accumu3_r.:Loa _o system performance. One o£ the
cr'/tical 1teas ub£ch uz_gt be /denc£f£ed co make the nondescrucctve inspection
and evaluation protein successful _s an accept/reject criteria de£tcutr_ton.
10. Rotor DTnm_cs
Rotor f_L1ures axe frequenr_ly preceded by system dynm_Lc Instab_ll_Les
resulting _ rotor _ce. _v_, not _ rotor tz_Cabl_-tcles lead to
£aJ[_u_es or are caused bY mass _b_en_. Xt _ tbe_efo_ _ec_ to d_l_ne
_echodolog£es for recoB_z_ r_e _L_ferences and _ _pro_e our u_lersl_Ll_g
of rotor and rotor sys_e_ dT_tcs (_g_z_ 15). In _be cue of _e _l_ced
sCor_e sTsce_ _bere _saer_c suspensions _ be ur_lized, the l_l_CC of the
unique ckaracte_sc_c_ of _bese suspens_ous on the rotor systems dyuam£c_ must
be thoroughly _nvas_ated _d m_lerstood.
U. _Sp£n Tesl_Lz_
To reduce tbe cost burden oa the overall development pro_am
(F/_ure 16), _ evaluation of the su_Cab/_LCy of exist.trig DOE sp_ c_t
fac._.._.C:Les for conducr_tu_ the _ e__orc _soc£at_d _£_h ch_$ prog_c_m /_
-requ_ed. Should ulqJ_d/_ of these _mc/._C_es be _.ssa---y, then the ext:enc of
these mod_ficacions _d rAdAr aCcendsnc costs should be de_£ned. In conducr_n_
a c_edible sp/n-ce_C_u_ _orC for these _coroKe devices, _LC _Ls recomended chat
a _ood rep_u_nCac:tou of ch_ cyc_c msd _ceJ. load speccru_ be
£ucorpor_ced 4,,to Cbe _esc setup,, alo_ _ch _mproved s_ns£u_ capabLUCy for
deCecr._n_ oane_ of rotor _a_.lu_e based on chromes :In roto_ ba_.ance m_d]or
dynsmtc charac_erlsctcs.
Safe_ /ssues (Figure 17) _ced v/.th _ storage _oncepC can be
addrmmed duz_ the d_4|n _ by p__ a noe-_ or fa._Ll._e d_4Jn-
Such a demon _m.td accomodace _ safety _ end/or lXlm_d _L_ure
math as zbe _:ker.dyne mec,l'sm_c:m_ fuse. l)_Inlr__oa of the approach
co _e e_L_OT_ _n _ldress_ sageCy ._e_en_ _ _ce 8ppl_cat_ous must be
geaeral_ed.
1_. oc__
OCher _ues vb_ch _ have a s_zc_.._-l.cenr impact en the evoluc_Lou of ch_s
sysCe_ _oncep_ ,(F/_ 18) are-'tbe. :"v(:,_nds _ _zLch. these devices _ be
mmbJecced. Amoq_ these axe the l_meh /oMs which am _ quoted _u tie
vic/_cy of lOOg _nd cbe _ loeds posed by _enC/_ Cempencuru _n the
x_m_e of 85oC. It _s _ed thst _ome cous_deracion be _ven to _:L_tz_
metallic _ocor_ _n the _ntex-_ per/od _c/l all the /smses _atsed _n the _ork/n_
group de_b_racioes am.be r_o_ved.
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PRESENTATION OUTLINE
- TASK GOALS
-  OSALE
- STRATEGY
- KEY PACING ISSUES
. IDENTIFICATION OF TEMOLMY TASKS
F_u-e 1
TASK _aLS
D_JONSTEATE _ FE_IBXLITY OF A FAIL-SAFE FLYi_EEL SYSTE_ BAVI_
A USEFUL _ CAPACITY OF ABOUT 5 kg-hr, A SYSTEM _ DENSITY
OF APPR_INa2ELY 20 9-hr/kg, MiD A LIFETIME "OF 5-'10 YEARS.
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TASK GOALS- KEY PACING ISSUE
SHOULD _ SPACE FLYr,/HEEL SYSTEM PROVIDE AC/ES OR ES ALONE'/.
- INVESTIGA._ THE IMPACT OF A COMBIBED AC/ES
FUNCTION ON THE DESIGN OF AN ES FLYRHEEL
SYSTEM
- (TRADE-OFF OF A DUAL PURPOSE AC/ES FLYWHEEL
SYSTEM VS. SINGLE PURPOSE ES OR AC S_STEM)
Figure 3
!
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]_CENT ASSESSMENTS (E-G-, BOEING, NASA, .. :'-) SHOW
FL1'k'HE_ ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS IN SPACE OFFER
&I)VJ_JW[;ES _ CONPET'rTI"VE SYSTEMS SUCR AS B_L_I"EI_.F.,S,
FUEL (:ELLS,....
- LONGER LIFE
- HIGHER ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY
- HIGHER SYSTEq ENERGY DENSITf
. COMPOSI_ NAZERIAL FLYWheELS ARE
INPOErANT FOR REALIZING THESE
ADVANTmm_
o _'t"
FlEure 4
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STP,ATEGT
_1
- IYTILIZE EXZSTIM(; METERIALS/FLYk'EEEL DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED TO DATE
(DOE, UM_A, U.$- ARM, ETC.)
. MAKE IMPEOVE)f_qTS/MODIFIC&TIOI_ AS I_O_SSJ_Y
- MAKE A LIST OF ALL DOE REPORTS AND SEND TO
PARTICIPANTS
Figuze 5
°..
OBJECTIVES FOR MAIERIALS TASK
- TO USE ESTABLISEED EqGINEERING DATA BASE 0_ MkTERIM_
APPLICABLE TO _8E CANDIDATE ROTOR DESIGNS
- TO ENEAMZ OUR ONDERSTANDING OF _IE TI]_-DEPI_DERT
BEHAVIOE OF CO_I_Sr_ES AM ASSESS THEIR LONG-_
PEEFORMANCE
- TO SCREEN ARD SOPPORT M DEVELOPMENT OF NEW _ POE
PUT_E MPADM OF FLMEELS
F_e 6
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CRITICAL ISSUES Lq b_LTIYEAR PLAN
J
I I _
I °"
f
- FIBER
- ENGINEERING DESIGN DATA
,/
Figure 7
ISSUES WI._Z FI..BEES
_E-:FOE M 1987 TECHNOLOGICAL READ_/D_NSTRATION,
CONSIDER EXISTING FIBERS (T-300, CELION-6000,
o.
• GRAPBI'I_,. L_VLAR-49, S2-CLASS) I_I.CIZ AZ_ WELL
CIZABACTERIZED
- SIMULTANEOUSLY DEVELOP P_ DATA _ FOR
KIC_R _ FIBERS (AS6, I_, T-700,T-800 Ca,
Mxo_ m_ ETC.)
FJLs_z'e 8
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ISSUES WI.TH--,MA-TRICES
- ESTABLISH OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE RANGE FOR THE CSIqEENTLY
USED EPOXIES TO OBTAIN DESXEED PERFORMANCE LEVELS
FLEXIBLE RESINS SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED BECAUSE OLe THE
ADVANTAGES ASSOC_ wrw THEIR USE IN FILAMENT WOUND
I_NGS
• ASCEETkT.N THEIR SAFE OPERATING TEMPERATURES
- INVESTIGATE APPLICABILITY OF METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
(BORON/aL, .... )
Fi_ze 9
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ENGINEERING DATA DESIGN ISSUES
- DESIGN DATA FOR THE EXISTING COMPOSITE MATERIALS HAVE
BEEN GENERATED. HOLF_5_R, ADDITIONAL DATA ARE REQUIRED
FOR THE LOADING AND _qVIRONMENT IN SPACE APPLICATIONS
• LOAD/THERMAL CYCLING
• EFFECT OF RADIATION
- WHAT ABOOT POOR TRANSVERSE PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES?
. L_ _T_ lq_.
• DETERMINE DESIGN VAI/FF_ TO
INCLUDE DATA SCATEEE?
- UTILIZE EKISTING DOE EOTOES TO EVALUATE CYCLIC LIFETINES
. DATA WILL BE USEFUL FOR SPACE
FLYI_HEEL DESIGN
- DEVELOP LIIeE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY BY ANALYZIN_ MATERIALS
AR) SPIN TEST DATA
Figure 10
I
ISSUES FOR FLYWHEEL DEVELOPMENT :i
- DEFINE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS (AC/ES, ES ONLY ..... )
• ES UUNCTION SHOULD DOMINATE?
- DEFINE CANDIDATE FLYT_IEEL CONCEPTS
• EMP_A.qIZE FAIL-SAFE DESIGN
• ASSESS FEASIBILITY OF SCALE-UP
- COMPOSITE ROTOR DEVELOPMENT SHOULD BE PART OF AN
OVERALL SYSTEMS PROGRAM AND _ AN IBDEP_DENT
ACTIVITY
- INiTIAtE 2-3 COMPETITIVE SY_ PROGRAMS (PHASE I)
- NO. OF PROTOTYPES IN PHASE I TO BE D_ BY TEST
P_RESOURCES (PROOF-OF-CONCEPT, CYCLIC TESTS IN
S_ CONDITTONS, .... )
-- IN PHASE II SELEC_ O1_ OR TRO OF THE DESIGNS FOR THE
COMPLEEE PROTOTYPE. SY_ _HICH COULD ._E FLIGH2 TESTED
FJ4_re 11
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ROTOR FABRICATION ISSUES
- INVESTIGATE MROVEMTS IN _ _OM
( SISGI,EI)ELTIPLE) RIM FABEICaI_ON
- IIWESTIC,A_ CONCEPTS FOR _ _/G .AND
CO_ON_r13 TO 1;'I,YEI_
Figure 12
AND KVALUA_ON OF _OTOES
- WOSDES2_ INSPECTION _ EV_ION (NDI aD _a)
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NONDESTEUCTIVE INSPECTION AND EVALUATION ISSUES
- NANUFAC'EURING DEFECTS, HANDLINC DAMAGE,, AND SERVICE-
IRIRTCED DAMA6E ACCU_IA_ON NEED TO BE DETECTED
- APPBOPPJAZE I_)I ZECHNIQUES NO_T BE II)ENTIFIED
- .ccme_/_cr C_T_IA _OUW s_ mT_LO_
• a_mo.oLO_ ssooLv_ D_ZLOP_ FOR e_oor
2ZSTINC (_
FJ.gu_e 14
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RDTOR ANi) 20TOR b"YSTI_S DYNA_C_
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- MANY ROl'Ol FAII.Ult_ ARE PRECEDED BY SYS'J_f DYMA/_C
XNST.ABTI-XTXES DOE TO 121BAIAMCE
- _ UNDERST.ANDI3_ Of' COtqtPOSI_ BOT_ AI_ _'YS_S
DYNA/_CS IS-INADEQUATE
- Ob'XQUE (ZAltAL_'_CS OF SUSPENSIOW _ SHOULD
BE CONSIDERS)
- _ DYNA_ 5TlYDXES TO DA_ ]AVE _ COMP_
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SPIN-TEST_ ACTIVITY ISSUES
- UTILIZE _ZSTZ_ DOE FACILITIES (APL, Y-12,.,.) AS FA2
PO_IBI.E
- DEFI_E _ FOR UPCRADII_ TROSE FACILITLES (FOR HIGHER
CAPACZTf JKYfORS AND P_ SUSPENSION SYST_S)
- THE FA2_YLE NDDE OF ROTORS N_ST BE _EG_'LY IDENTIFY_D
- EFFECTS OF D_ SUSP_X08 SYSTE_ _ SHZFf IN
BAIAHCE DUP,Z_ TESTZI_ _ TO BE ZI_ZSTZCATED
- I_C II_STAB_ _ BE IETECTED BEFO_ 2HEY
PRECIPITATE FAZIN_
- SPin TESTI_ S_OULD BE PE_ND) IN A STW_-a'r_
LZY£ lOAD _'Ti_ _ _V_ _ PHASE I
° _AT _Z _E FIXED _ COST_.
23
SAFETY ISSUES
' " "-"_ "__'11"_a°I
Ii
- DESIGN ROTOR ]FOR NO_-BUikST NODE
• INITIAL FAILORE SHOULD BE OF A BENIG'N NATURE AND
DETECTABLE
- _ DO WE K1DDRESS $KI_'_ H&'_EHENT IN SP&(Z APPLICATIONS?
17
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OTHER ZSSUES
- z._mcm zoos (_P_ux_mz.Y zooz)
._0_
- _ _.,kI._C 1_O'1'o_ IN 2]IE _ (PHASE I,)
- _-rlemT_. COST IS A NO]_Z'SSOE
" _, -
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ELSCTEO_CHANICAL/_CT_OHAGNETZCS _R_.TNG GROUP SUmqAK_
David B. Elsenhau:e, Charles Stark D_apez Laboratory, Cha_nzsu
TNTRODUCTION
There were seven parclc£pancs in the discussions conducted by th£s work.in K
•group. The 8,roup deliberac£ons centered on I;he component and system technology
_sues associated wlCb the suspeuston and power conversion systems for the
£1y_d_e_. Tbe material wl_Leh follows summrlzes the recomneudac£ous and
conclusions reached by Chls panel. At: I_e end of Chls sunmary a ]/st: of cbe
parclc_Lp_nCs in chls wrklnK _OUp is presented 4. "£_le I.
CONCLUSIONS AI_ EEC0_4ENDATIONS
1 o Comlmuent and S_rstem Technolosy Issues
Zn vlev of __be macer£al presented durinK the paper sessions add the
experr_ise of the panel members, lC is belleved (Figure 1) that adequate
technology exists /n both the suspension and power couversto_ areas to render
the flT_el energy storage _r_tem concept comper._r4ve _l_h oChe_ conventional
approaches. This conclusic_ 4_ par_a3__ predlcal:ed ma hav_J_g r.lbe Space Scat:ten
control requ_zemen_s, as well as the wheel stabllt_y character£sClcs, de-fined.
Def'ln.Ttton of Obese requirements £s essential Co pex3_t appropriate component
des_4_us. For example, although magnetic suspension systems provide the storage
device _Lrh _vera_ advenr.a_es, such as lo_ life and h/_hez" e£_tclency, Cheer
lower sn/_fness, when compared wlCh mechanical be_r_nKs, may pose a algn_ftcant
deslEu problem to the control system enEtueer £f the vel_c_e requirements are
fo_ h_h lvmdw_Ch control. Therefore, mee.hantcal beazlnEs cannot he raled out
av r_ point.
Since it is believed that cbe p_ucApal technology exists in these c_
areas, it _s felt chac the critical _ _sue 4. cha_ of _.nte_mr.:tng the
rotor, . c_e suspens_ou system, mud the power couve_8_on ' sy_r_m luto oue
• opera_4_nal de_ce. To mmeltora_e this concern, it is recoamended ChaC the
mo_or/_eneracox and suspension sy_Ce_ be developed as an in_e_nraced untc, and
Ch_ r_e eleccroutcs and control _eclmtques mmoc_r_d _r£th cbac subsys_e_ be
consld_ en incesral elemem: of the m_my_ 11_self.
To a/d in the development: of r.hese devlces_ r.be fo13._ recoumendsc:Lous
are made rnKa_ eff_c_enc_e_ a,d operar.t_ volc_s.
By 1987, It is _11eved _ a scoz_q_e _.ff_c/ency of 80 percent sboald be
requ/red. Th_ /s a total _:ora_e sym:-.- e.t_-re:l.ency and _,,cludes s_.andb,j,
losses, power conve_r_ou losses_ mo_or/g_r losses, etc., equ/vale_ to
losses _y encou_ered £u ocher s_or_e _pproachu such as baCcery
sy_em_. Zt Is recom_ded, bmmver, Chat a _cor_e e.f_c=Lency _oal of 90
perc_ be sec fo_ the 1987 _ frame. 3y 1992, _ _ _ believed
r.ha_ the storat_ eiee£e:teney req_treIe_e _ be _ at 85 pex-eesat _tth a goal
of 92 p_eeuto To insure r_hat full ad_amlm_e £s _ taken of _ scorase
eff£c_eacy poc_ac_i1 of flywheals, it _s _ rh_ a bus volt_e of 200+
volts be seleczed.
The other- :l_t_'_at_mx _ _ that: of _o_b_tug _ f_m_r_tmm of acr_cude
conccol and ._ storase _o one system. .Although _ questioa uns not
spac_cal_y _dd_essed by this panel, It _s felt chat, based on elm studies doue
by _n"l_ _ pazl:t=tl_nts, t.he t.echnoloE7 4,, t_e power c_xnm.z_lo_ and
system area _ aaeq_te Co support: such -,, approach. C,o_bintnK
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these fnnction_ into one system ellmlnstes some problems associated _rlth
cross-coupllng whlch must otherwise be addressed. However, the resolution of
this question _as left to the system studies recommended in this summary.
2. Technology Development
It was recogulzed that the development of this technology consisted of
three major steps and encompassed a complementary mix of analytleal efforts and
hardware development for validation of design approaches and concept
Implementatlons. These major elements included (Figure 2)
1. Immediate studies to dete_lne the optimal _ystem configuration
considering gtmballed and non-gimballed wheel concepts and incorporati_
the best 1984 component technology. These studies must also address the
Impact of rotor conflguratlon on other elements of the system such as
motor/generators and magnetic suLspenslon systems In order to penLtt the
selectlon of the opti,_al conflguratlon for the demoustratloo phase.
2. By 1987, focus the development program on Integration and demonstration
of a complete system £acludtr_ the rotor, suspension, and power
conversion subsystems with emphasls on efficiency.
3o In parallel vlth the integration and demonstration effort, conduct a
technology program on motor/generators, suspension systems, gimbals, and
sensors to take advantage of known technological advances.
3. Flight Testing
Regarding the necesslty for flight testin E of this technology, the panel
concluded that th_s was not an essentlal part of tbe development effort at this
tim_ (l_uze 3)- Bowever, it Xs recognized that such testi_ may become
essentia_ in the future, depending on the final sFstem configuration and
architecture.
TABLE 1
M_'_SERSHIP OF ELECTROMECHANICAL/ELECTROMAGNETICS WORKING GROUP
.-: • .
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1. COMPO_ AND SYSTEM TECBNOLOGT ISSUES
I.I _LDEqOATE TECHNOLOGY EXISTS IN BOTH _BG ARD POWER
CO_ERSION AREAS TO BE CO_ETITIIFE _LTB ALTEEKA_KVE TECHNOLOGIES
IF SP&CE SZA_ION CORX3_L 2Eq_ AND _EEL STABILITY
CHAEACTERISTICS ARE DEFINED.
1-2 TEE PRINCIPAL CONCEIN IS _ _0t; OF _ ROTOR,
EEARINGS, Al_ I'OBER C01WE_ION.
1.3 MYI'OE/GENERATO2 _LqD ]BE,ARI_S SiKELD BE _TELOPED AS AN
IN'fEGJ_LI:_ ONTO _ EITR 1]IEIR ELECTRONZCS _ a)NTROLS.
1.4 EEC0_BEND_) STOPJh_ EFIqCIENC_
1987 _ REQ_ 90_ COAI,
1992 85Z _ 92Z GOAL
1.5 ]IE_ 200+ I_LTS BOS
° .
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"2. MAJOR STEPS
2.1 IMMEDIATE STUDIES TO DETERMINE OPTIMAL OVERALL SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION CONSIDERING GIMBALLED AND NON-GZMBALLED APPROACHES
INCORPORATING BEST 1984 COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY.
2-2 BY 1987 DEVELOPM_IT PROGRAM FOCUSII_ ON SY_ II_EGEA.TION
AND DEMONSTRATION OF COMPLE'_ SY_ INCLUDII_ ROTOE_ BEARING, AND
POWEg CONVEBSION _IPHASIZI.NG HIGH EFFICIENCY.
2.3 _X_NOLOGY PROGRAM ON _E)TOE/CENERA-TORS, SUSPENSIONS, GI_LLS,
AND SENSORS _ IN SUPPOEr OF DEMONSTEATION PROGRAM TO TAKE
ADVANT.A_E OF KNO$1N TECHNOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES-
FIEure 2
3.. A_-_ OF _ FOE FLIcsrr
COIqFIGUiU_"ION.
Figure 3
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ELECT_CAL/ELECT_NICS WOF_.ING CROUP SUMMARY
Arthur Do Schoenfeld, TRW, Chairman
INTRODUCTION .,
This panel considered the electrical/electronics technology- area. The
major conclusion arising from the dlscusslons held by this group Ks that there
are no foreseeabZe e_trc,,tt or component: problems (Figure 1) t:o hinder tbe
implementation o£ the £1ywheel energy storage concept. Therefore, the member-
sh_p of th_s panel addressed £tsel_ ro the definition o£ the major component or
technology developments req,,_red to petit a technology ready date of 1987.
There were 13 partleipaur_s in these panel discussions. Their na_es and
all,liar-tons are J_luded in Table 1 at the end of tJa_$ suu_ary.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI_E17DAZlONS
The com_£cCee recommendations deal vlth she follow_g lce_s: motor/
generators, suspension electron£cs, power transEer, pover conditioning and
distl_button, and modeli_. Tn a&i£tlou, an int_oduction to the area of system
en_lnee_n8 ts aJ_o included.
1- ..System _neering "
Before proceeding _r£_h a technology development program, It is essential So
de£4ne _-ltlcal requ£r_ments and .lntergaCeSo A 34st of design cons£derattons
for this area _ necessarily be qu:Lt:e long. Therefore, only rJ_ _ore erittca_
as'peers w$.11 be discussed here (Figure 2). One of these :Lssuns is peak power
and energy reserves. A paper by G_udir_L, conta£ned :Lu chest proceedings,
addr_ that tOl_C e_clier. In uti_iz_ _nerttal energy storage systems at a
7S percent depth o_ d_schar_e, the reserve maz_ba £or sat_sfT_u_ peak powex
demmds is l_d_ed. Such cop£cs muss be addressed in systme studies _u order So
def-£x_ _be pe_.. po_er and energy reserve _ r_lu_re_en_s £or r.he spaeecra__
under eonslderar.ton. Some concern has been expressed that _oo m, ch _nphasts __s
be_L_ placed on ach_ev_b_ h_hec ener_ dens4Cy in th_ concept ac the sacr_£ice
of ocher possibly more izrportant pacamet_ such as 34fe-a££eeCtu_ _s_n
• actor8. Next Co lJ_e, the charaeter][sti¢ considered of extreme _portauee,
]_ca_me of It.s :bepact on other sys_m, is syste_ e.l_lc_ency. The system
st_ltes must a_so de_£_e _xlula-_ty. ced_ndancy, and resupply req_re_en_s.
Nodule 8_zes _n r_e range o£ 10-30 k_lowatCs _e d£s_d, lint _na_ s_y_u_
should result £_m the specie spaeeeraf_ application studies.
As par_ of the overall sys_e= re_l_Lremencs defauLt_ton, rotor balance and
dyumm£c characr_eristtcs must be de££ned because of the£z major _pacc on
suspension system sickness tad atc_t_xle cone__ol sys_e_ e_fect£veaes_.
One of the poCent£ally rest_ct_e eharaeterlsl_cs of this
energy storage concept is the lack of ava£1able power during the deployment
phase. Therefore, considerat_en mu_t be _iven to a hybrid en_ stors_e
approach _n wh£ch batteries may be used to provide powe_ dur_ deployment and
to set_sfy shor_-durar_Loo peak pover use&So
!
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2. Motor/Generator Electronics
The motor/generator electronics, or charge-discha_ge electronics, _ be
opx:Im_zed for efficiency (Figure 3). The cooling of these clrcu_ts vl]._ become
a problem, since dense packaging will be employed, possibly inside rJae rotor.
Therefore, thermal control must be addressed early In the development phase.
Select£on of the number of motor/generator poles mJst be made in concert
w_r_ the selection of the electronics mrltch:lJ_ frequency. The]ce is a certalu
relattonsl_Lp belL_een the OuL'put frequency of r_e generator and _he electron£cs
which process and coutrol that power ouCput. Coo_dlnatiou of t;bese select.iotas
ls essential Co lusure chat they are high e_ougb to provide for h:l@b energy
density, but not so h14gh as to present a problem to the e_lectron_cs and result
in unacceptable operating e__ftr_Lenc_es.
The required and ach£evable speed/moaent_ control accuracy of
couu_errotattn_ 8G's must be analyzed and properly specified. Th_s _s of
special concern :f the flywheels are used for stcra@e only rather than
integrated wlth the attltude control system. The spec.tficatlon of mm_.n_
control accuracy In counrerrotat/ug units, _n add/tlon Co speed control
accuracy, is necessary, since momentum is not a function of only Totational
speed.
3. Suspension SFstea Electronics
It is concluded that no critical electro_tLcs technole_ issues exist _n
this area. It is primarily a sensor and feedback control problem (Figure 6),
which is covered by a sepa_a11:e work.IL_g group.
4. Po_er Coudlr.ion_n_ and Dlstrlbur.ton
The input and output voltage of t_e lne_ storage device should be h/_h
voltage dc. Direct currenE _ter_aces are easy to de_ae. In addtt£on, .dc
system can readL_y be paralleled in red_damt _odules. For hish-pot_ appl_ca-
t:lons, a value of 200+ volts is felt to be in the appropriate range. T. a_L%-
__l.on to the cha_ge--discharse e.le_Ca:ouics (F£gure 5), t:hexe is a need for solar
array volta@e-llm_tin_ or volta_e-re_lat_u_ circuitry. The Space S_t_Lon w4_L
have variable demands placed on its power system by the _ payloads, v£th
r_e predictable loads be_n_ pzd__ly those of r.he spacecraft housekeep_
_stems. Therefore, there w_ll be cond_t/o_s when the _lthdra-_al of energy from
storaSe t_Lr_ will be considerably mm].le.r than ll_e anr.tLr_Lpa_ed _e. In
smeh a coudir_on, there _ be more ene_ in the arcays _ .can be absorbed
by the ln_ wheels without operat.lm_ them at speeds above their
]Am:LI_s. Thus, tf uo control is placed on the array, _ overvoltase coad£t_ou
_mlt which w111 adversely affect the elec_:o-_es assoelate_ w£th
energy storage a,a\ power alstTl_r/ou systems.
Anorhe._ protect_ton measure _ch mast he inco_poEated in the "ele_t=z(m_es or
be an Inheren_ feature of the energy stora@e system desJ_n is a meads of mxrv'J.v-
r.he _aJ_lure of a paralleled _ storage module. Of l:_cr__cula_ concern is
outl:_ of a higher r.han allowable voltage m_ler such ga._Lure conditions.
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5. Power Transfer Across Rotat_ Inter_aces
'" .... . 7 "_7"_
Adc cotary po__r transfer interfaee ls _ bern the solar azrmy x .
and the e_elc@y sCora@e sysCem (FJl_p_e 6), and it appears thac the zequtx_d , . _
technology is well in hand. The rotar_la_ wheel e_e=gy stora&_ de_Lce by itse1_ ) _i
does uoC require rocary power transfer /nterfaces, since the powe_ ls eol_ecced /" - ._i
!
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OF POOR QUALITY
from the stationary element of the unlt. Approaches for affecting power trans-
fer across rotating interfaces, such as presented by gimbals, include sllp rings
and roll tings. A paper was presented on the roll rln E concept at this
syapostu_.
6. Analytical Modelln_ and Simularlon
Slate It is unlikely that it will be possible Co perform all the desired or
even necessary ges_ing, It will be essential co produce we.ll-documenred and
well-analyzed designs. Therefore, i_ is rec_ended that, in parallel irlth _he
development of the hardware, modeling and simularlon of tbe enerEy storage
system be addressed (FIEure 7). The co_11 electrical power system shall be
modeled and analyzed to include the static and dynamlc behavior of the motor/
generator and its elec_ronlcs, the magnetlc suspension system, the inrerf_cin_
solar array, and the power dlstrlbutlon and conditlonlng systems. This
modellng must incorporate the proper scall_ factors for extrapolation and
correlation of scaled-down hardware res_ results co full-scale storage modules.
The model(s) generated as a part of thls effort will be instrumental in
developing energy sCoraEe system management stracegles for normal and abnormal
operarlons. Since a Space-Station-type power sysre_ will have independent power
buses with s/_nlflcant redundancy requ:[remenrs, parallel modules are going Co be
necessary. Therefore, an energy management syseem is essential.
7. TechnoloEy Development Program
To demonstrate technology readiness (Figure 8), ir is uecessary co
establish a daza base derived from analyrica/ studies, as w_ll _ performance
and llfe tescinE. The requirements of the system must be defined, and a config-
nratlon -,,st be selected as early as possible in order _o meet a 1987 technology
ready dar_ a_teudan_ to _be Space Sr.aLton mission. The hlsh efficiency of the
motor/generator and associated elect-ronlcs and nhe quality of ,-he power
produced by _hls stornge system, as well as It_ dynam/c performance capabillty,
must be demonstrated. The inre_rated energy storaEe unit, i.e. the rotor,
mo_or/Eeneraror, magnetic suspension, and e.lec_ro_tcs, must be tested, and its
performance as an Individual device, as well as an e_le_enc of
paralleled s_ora_e modules, must be evaluated. An output of such tesc_ _11
be r/_ demonstration of _he _orage system energy balance, redundancy, and
failure recovery management capability. An Integral part of the syste_
evaluar_Lon is llfe [eselt_ Co esrabl:tsh r.he credibility of rhls concept as a
long l_fe storage syste_ capable of essenrlally un1_ta_ted operarlonal cycles.
_ONCIA_IR2 RE_BRKS
IC _ms feZ= uaan/mously by the members of Ch_ work/uE group chaC this is a
v_able technology. It is m l_om_us_u_ t_chnology for low Es_th orbit enerEy
_coraEe, which should be pmwsued, re_axdless of _ether Ic can progra_atically
sarlsfy _ needs of _he early Space S_arlon or _aecher ir will be integrated
wlt.h _he al_t=tl:ude control funcclons or be used as an energy storage approach
only. InteEraEton of these £'m_cl:ions _to o_e sysl:e_ is preferred, bur the
quesr/os as to _s i_pleaentatton was left co be resolved by the system studies.
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- THERE &RE t_O _'_FT.ABLI_ CIRCUIT Og CD_PONB_ SHOWSTOPPF._S
- 1987 TECHNOLOGY READINESS REQUIRES D_GL¢ OF PROGRAM
OBAE_ BY &N&I_SI$ &_) PIK)TO'IXPE _ OF AN IwrEGBAX'ED
FLYWHEEL SYSTEM (_rFT(;_RA.T'_OX
- _IEBE &gE NO IlCHERENT _._HIqXCkT., BE&SOrtS TO DQID_
VL&BZI.ITY _D_0KJG'H PLICH_
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BASED ON SPACE STATIOH REQUIREMENTS AIQ TECHROLOG_ TRADE
STUDIES, DEFINE FLYWHEEL SYSTEM AND OOI_)NENTS _ AND
INTERFACES. _ OF THE MORE CRITICAL DESIGN _IDERATIONS
ARE
- PEAK _ ,q_ _ _ _q5
- PULL LOAD (_RGE_DISCHARGE EFFICIENCY A_) STARDBT
LOSSES
- MOD£UmLITY, mED_R_C_, AND BES_TLY
- BALANCE AH_ DTNAMIC STABILITY (_ARAC'EERIST_CS"
- _ION STIFFNESS __1.I_'_
F£E=_ 2
,MO'_'GENFJATOR ELE_NICS
- _ AND ELECTRONICS OPTII_ZED FOR E_ICI_ENCY
- Plb0P_. COOLING OF T_ ELECTI_NIC COMPONENTSMAY REqUII_ HEAT
PIPES _'
- _ SELECTIO_ Or' _ _ OF POLES _ BE a)OBDIbI_TED WITH
- I_ _..(_li_ AI_ ACHIEVABLE SPL_)/_q_NENT_ CONT_L ACCURACY OF
TWO _ N-_'$ SHALL BE ANALYZED _ PROPERLY
DEPI.NED /'
F/4ruxe 3
IT ZS PW.INARI_ A m m R_DBACK CO_I_L
_gm'e &
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- IN ADDITI(X_ _0 T_g ENERGY STO_ CHARGE Ab_ DISCHARGE
ELECTRONICS THERE IS A NE_) FOR A SOLAR ARRAY VOLTAGE LIMITEE
OR VOLTJU'_. _R
- _ FAILURE OF A P_ ENERGY STOEAGE MODULE SHALL NOT
RESULT IN A HIGHER _SAN ALLOWABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
PO_ER _ ACROSS BOTAXING Im_RFACES
F_ure 6
I
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ANALYTICAL MODlm'.ZNC AND S]3_O'LA.T'rON
- AS PAET OF TUg. IlCER.TIAL ElCv,RCY STORAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGgaH
STATIC _ DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE MOTOg/GENKRAZOR_ ITS
ELECTgONIC$, 'DiE MAGNETIC SUSPENSION, AND THE ELECTRICAL POWER
SYSTEM (CONSISTING OF _E SOLAR ARRAY, ENElq_ STORA_, POWER
DISTF,.T.BWrlON &ND CONDITIONING) SH&LL BE MODELEDAND ANALYZED
- DEFIb]E PIi_OPEM.$C.ALII_ FACTORS FOR THE EXTF.AI_LATION AND
CO_OB OF SCALEI)-DOI_ DEVELOPHENT MODEL TEST B:F_._ULTSTMITII
_-SCAI_ COHPOIqENTS AblD SY_ PEBFOR_INCE
FJgguze 7
P
C
ii
HAJOR _S TOWARD_(_NOLOGY DEVELOPHEI_
(FOR 1987 1ZC_IIO_ READ][I_SS)
- D_D_E _
- DEFI_ CaND/.DATZ C0WFIGORa.TION
- _ HIGI EFFIC:f_:"f _ _ ELECT_NICS
- _ PO_R _aLITY (VOLT._E I_F.CULATZON_ B.IPPLE)
D_C PEBleORN£NCE
- DMIONSTRATE IN'I'_Ba.TED N"G A_D I'_C_TIC S_SP_JION SYSTEH
PERPOBMANC_ O_ P_e, aLI,EI.ED _ STORAGE
- _ _ _ _ _ BalaNCE, ]_I_:,_CY,
al_ FAI/N_ i_ZCOVE_ MaNAG'EMENT
- a_PIT._ DATA _ I_OR _ /_DII_ I_0NSZRa.TZO_
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_._':A/_CS AND CONTROLS WORKINC CROUP SUNMARY
INTRODUCTION
Ronald E. Oglevte, Rock_,'ell International, Chairman
This work.tug group evaluated the technology status of the dynamlcs and
controls discipline as It applies to energy storage wheel systems. The major
couc/usion arising fro@ chls survey Is that no problems were identified for
which an adequate solut£cm could not be proposed. In addition to th_s principal
cask, tbe panel undertook to addre._s design issues that influence coutrol. The
resu/ts of these efforts are presented In this sum-ary report. The _mbershlp
of the Dynamics and Coutrol9 ;k>rking Group included 12 persons and Is shorn in
Table I at the end of this summary.
CONCLUSIONS A_) RELATIONS
1. Work/_ GToQp Summary and Sample Opln__ons
The results of the techaology evaluat_toa conducted by this Ero_p (F/_ure 1)
Indlcate that there are ao problems In the dynmrtc_s and controls area for which
an adeq,_,te solution r.am_)t be presented. It ts clear _hat in _he dyua=lcs of
h/Eh--speed rotatlug machlssry there are potent/_Ll pitfalls. Eot_ver, design
exlperle_ has sbmm that early re_ogn_tio_ of these d3m4mlc pitfalls ¢_m reduce
them to s=ra_htfor_ard _m_Ineering problem. A/so there _ere _n&erdise_tpltnaz 7
£u_eracr_loas amd Space Stattoo appltcatlom oriented issues £dea_ifled vb/ok
_ecessina_e r.boro_gh system level and tnteETatton studies (such as _ntegratlon
of t_ control). As v_th the o_her workl_ Ero_ps, mo spee/al benefits
<_u/d be /den_fled for fl/sht r_stlng this _ecb_oloEy st Uhls _1_e as re/ated
ta the dya_/es aM eoutro/_ discipline. It _ vlrtmzlly =m-da_ory that even a
flJ_ht sys_ea he t_r_b_e /n a IS 'emvlrommat. O_e /ss_e vh/ch _s recommended
_or early resolutlon Is that of laboratory verlflcatlon of e_erEy recovery
eff_e/ency.
A sample of th_ work/q_ Ercmp opi_Lo_s o_ some of the crltlr.al Issmm is
lntLteal:ed :ILu _ 2- Jim ti_ _¢ea of _ett¢ s_ml_toa ¢oat¢ol Laws, the
current te¢3z_lLq_s are detetm:l[_ed to be _leq_al_e a_l e_m z_m_2t In the des:t_u of
a system _b_ch /s cmrrrollable. Available evidence from _tlons _d_c_es
rAu_ tim tm _e.l_ted w£¢h mn_ amd e_-_ mam_m_ can be h_dled.
Qoest'1o_s to be tared in _t area will be addressed shortly. The l_porr_mt
_[ss_e of fault lsolattoa and rol_stness m_s¢ he ex_mt_K1 lu the course of a
r_oroq_b systems _ eq_ueerl_ study in _h_eh as actual fault Jsolation
approach /s deflmed m_d embodied durlq the early phases of the system des/sin.
Sa/r2Lble fa/lure der_,ctlon, Isolation, a_d correction policies a_st be devised
am/ sms_ eacoapass poteatlally u=stable fa/lures. It /s evldent that ;h/s Is
<me of t_e areas £n _eed of a strong systems level des/_a study to support and
Icomplement the component level design efforts° None of these problems were felt
to p_e_ent £nsurmountable challeuges to the des£gner, lC was the consensus of
the group that a strong dynm_c-model£ng, aualysls, and s£mttlettou effort dur_u8
the early design phases :Ls the key to avoiding the potential pitfalls In this
class of system.
An optu£ou poll of the workl_ group regardl_ the need to develop energy
storage wheel (ESW) technology and vhecher attitude control should be Integrated
_th it for the Space Statlon appltcatloa Is shown at the bottam of ¥tgure 2.
The results refZect a strong af£ir=atlve consensus ou both Lssues. _egardl_
the £ssues of "ball hearlngs versus :a_mettc _eartngs', and "steel versus
coat_st=e rotor aateria/s', there _as considerable diversity of optnlon and no
consensus was ceached.
In order to £ocus sore clearly on the dyuam_cs and control _ssues, the next
two sections have been organized In terms of the system and component l_vel
des_n issues that directly influence them. In th_s class of equipment, It is
lmpezattve that the various design parameters are seZeeted to insure reasonable
stability and control.
2. System Level I)esJ4_n Issues
Add_ttona_ issues M_tch the _rktn8 group deemed to be t_porcant in their
potential tn_luence on dyum_cs and control include (Figure 3)
I) To what extent shou_ the attitude control _uncttcm he integrated with
the energy storage function?
2) Bo_ should the system be con_jured £or simultaneous
momentum management?
energy and
3) What are the key phys:Lca_ des:Lgn para_eter_ requ_lLrtu_ syste_ level
trades?
With re_pec_ to the first 1tern, the question of torque dy_mtc z_u_e must
be addressed. The 2_rge torque_ am_._LaCed wlCh euergy management mu_t be
compensated by the m0menCum management syste_ wJLCh suf_lctent precision that
relatively small, no_e-free attitude control torques can he provided. Also,
l£f_-cycle co_, we_hr, volu_e, complexity, and _eclmolo_ _adine_ issues
must be addressed.
The _ml_C_ of ene_ and momentum mau_e_ent cons_de_ca_4ons _u the
ddl_t$o_ of the system _on_t4_rat_ must be examined to /_sure that such
t_ aS _a_e_: r_4ah4141_ II_L_: _ld _IDL_C detect:lion, _olar_ton, and
corrmcr_oe a_ ent_-Ca£ned early _n the design phase. Once the system _ues
have been _dr_ed and the opera_4onal requirements deflned, the sCor_e uu£t
_pec_caclo_ ca then be geuerated. Several crede-o_ un_c he pe_omed to
mm_m_c cbe questions of the mmber of units, _ _ouf_on and mmmr_i_
_e_ent, as _e_ as some Implementation characterl_Clc_ _uch am rotor
_ater_l and _on _ for this rotor. _ _u_mt _ _e
b_ to _nta_ cb_al _trol of the _S_ rotor and stator, and the
eo_p_ttbtltty of rJ_ approach _th the _ S_atlon ther_ _ontrol s_te_.
3. _c coucr_ s_ nes_ru
Hav_ _ the system level coa_deratto_, _e can _o_ focus _ the
_s_oes am___a_ed vlch the control of an £nd_v_dual energy stor_e wheel
component (PJ, gure 4).
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For example, wheel speed control aspects such as resolution, overspeed
prevention, and anomaly detection must be examined. The regulacioa and
distribution of the geuerated power must be spectfie_. Tf magnetic suspension
.ef the rotor is utilized, then tbe maguetic actuator coutrol approach for that
system must be selected from a variety of candidates such as all-electromag-
netic or permanent magnet flux-bias concepts. In addition the L_pact of chat
suspension approach and its control scheme on the structural dynamics of the
storage un_c and cbe overall system must be evaluated. P_gnetie suspension
systems also require special prov£stons during spacecraft launch, and in case of
electronic failure, backup bearings. The technique selected for the control of
the g_hal(s) _r_ll have a direct 1-_pacC on the controller baudvidth. In
addition, lim4Ced Eimbal trave_ co simplify power transfer across rotating
interfaces _11 have Co be traded off _etnst eddiC£oual software costs and
complexity, a desirable feature, and probably a required out, is the need for
this system to be testable _n a lg environment. Of course, the system must be
des_ued for long-ter_ operational life, but if failures do occur, then
techniques Co accommodate such events lust be provided iu the system design.
An. issue of prime Importance in any program of thls nature is "what _s the
next major thrust?" This glves rise Co the classical eug_neeri_ compromise
(Figure 5): "Rhac level of technology should be pursued versus how long should
th_S program take and bow much should i_ cost?"
6. Major Steps _n the Technology Deve_o_aent = .
Included in ch_s report is a 10-year schedule sCart_n_ in 198& and ending
in 1994 (F_,ure 6). The first launch da_e is show_ to be in January 199_. As
can be noted from this schedule, the first Lesk is co upETade _he existing IPACS
hardware co permit the early de_onstrar_ten of the energy recovery efficiency of
tilts concept. The system eng_neering Study, previously mentioned, will
encer_a_u all the _uceraccing design _ues Co arrive at an "optimized" system
design. Advanced component development _ _ed etcher _u an integrated form,
or _s sho_ here, in a p_ca_cl fashion, in which Cbe rotor and suspension
system deflni_ons are conducted simulcaneously w_Ch the motor/generator and
electronics evolut_onso Early integrated system tesri_E is a very crucial s_ep
in this program, regardless of the development scenario selected for _he
components. It was felt by the panel membership _hat this kind of scheduling
cau result in a cechuolo_y read_ dare of 1987, _h_ch _ _ompa_/ble _r_th the
Space SCatien minion. The development schedule for C_e fl_Eh_ hardware is also
dep_eted here to sho_ Chac it is possible to overlap these casks successfully
and to indicate _hat if this klud of succe_or_enCed pz_Jrma c_m be maintained,
sufficient time exists for r/at Space S_at_on system evolution.
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DYNAMICS _ND CONTROLS _RKING GROUP
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h. F. Kennel
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H. R. Whlt_an
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SUMMARY
- CONTROLS AND DYNAMICS TECHNOLOGY _S ADEQUATE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF ES_ _ECENOLOGY
• MAGNETIC SUSPENSION CONTROL LAWS
• MOMENTUM AND _qERCY MANAGEMENT
- (X)NTROL BANDk-IDTH CONSIDERATIONS, ETC.
- MANY ISSUES DEFINED THAT NEED TO BE INCLUDED IN SYSTEMS LEVEL
STUDY DUEII_ TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PHASE
- FLIGHT _F_TING NEED?
NO SPECIAL BENEFITS DEFINED
- EARLY LABOEA_TOI_ VERIFICATION OF ENERGY RECOVEI_f EFFICI_CY
(Ek_-TO-E_D) IS _EDED
Figure 1
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LWOP.F_TNG CROUP OPINIONS ON EXAMPLE ISSUES
- SUSPENSION SYSTEM CONTROL LAWS?
C3]ERENT q"R=CHNTQUES ADEQUATE, DESIGN TO BE CONTROLLABLE
- MOMENTIAq AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT?
NO PRO_
....4
!
- FAULT ISOI2tTION/ROBUSTNESS?
IMPOE_ANT, BEST APPROACH SROULD BE DEFINED IN "SYSTEM-LEVEL"
DESIGN STUDY
- cO  G CY
NEED TO DO DYI_/_CS A_) CONTROL ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL FAILURE
MODES, OTHERR_SE _ _ AS ABOVE
- N_)DELING?
ENERGY STORAGE UNIT DYNAMICS I_POETANT, SANE AS ABOVE
- _)RKII_ GROUP OPINIORS BY VOTE:
• SHOULD E.S.Wo TECHNOLOG_ _ BE PUESUED?
9 - YES; 0 - NO; 2 - NO OPTNTON
• _ A_qTITUDE CONTROL _ ENERGY STORAGE?
7 - YES; 0- _; 4- NO OPINION
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SYST_q LEVEL DESIGN ISSUES
(OR "ROW TO DESIGN FOE CONTROLLABILITY')
- EXTENT OF INTEGRATING ACS/EPS?
• TOI_UE DYNAMIC RANGE COMPATIBILITY
. COST, _EIGHT, AND VOLUME SAVINGS?
. COMPLEXITY ,AND READINESS
- HOW TO CONFIGURE FOR ENERGY AbU) MO_ _?
. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION, CENT_ OR NOT?
(HON MaN_ aSD T,,B_?)
. HII'gACCOMMOIIA_ SAFETY?. RELIABILITY NEEDS; PAULT DETECTION,
TSOLATION, AI_ CORRECTION?. CONTAINMENT VS. OTRE]_?
o _DD_TY, GROLr/_ PROVISIONS, TECHNOLOGY UPGRADII_
o ACCOmmODATION OF STRDCTURAL COMPLIANCE, INTERNAL AM) EXTERNAL
TO UNITS
- R@I'SICAL CORFIGOBATION
. _ OF UNITS AND GIMBalS (0, 1, OE 2)?
. 3a_,L 3F.AB.II_ VS. M_'NETIC?
. l_l_Ol_ NA..-I:ERI.AL- St:EEL VS. _X, T, ORZ'I
. 'I:HEBNAL_L
_3
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COMPONENT CONT]_L SYSTEM DESIGN _SSUES
- MHEEL SPEED CONTROL
o .KESOLUTION
. OVEESPEED (X)NTROL
. ANOMALY DETECTION - SENSORS AND SOFTWARE
- POWER CONTROL
. EEGOLA_O_i'
• DISTRIBUTION
- MAGNETIC SUSPENSION O_TTROL
. ELECTROMAGNETIC
. PERMARENT 14&G_T
• STRUCHIRAL DYNAMICS
• GRAnEFUL FAILURE DETECTION
. TOOCHDO_ BEARINGS
. LAUNCH PROVISIONS
- GIMBALCONTROL
• PRECESSION (_NI'_L
. Am[_ umrn_L NODES(_ m_)
. a_ucR_u'n_ (_ _xaaT.. Fm_c_)
- IE DOam_STBATI_ _ IRIALIq_cTIOB
- DBSZ_ l_l _ LIFE
- rAn_ ACCme_tTXO_ _C_Uq_S
le_Lma_4
)
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WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
The use of flywheels to perfom the functions of att£Cude control and/or
enerEy 8tor_e oo a variety of space _Lsslons has been of interest co NASA for
several years. Prelim£nary studles were lultlated /n the early 1970'8 and have
been carried forward by both goverunenc and indusCr£al concerns ever 81nce. Recent
interest 4- chls cechnoloEy, on the parr of NASA, resulted in the InteErmced
Fly_beel TechnoloEy - 1983 Workshop held at the Goddard Space Fl_hc Center in
AuEust 1983. Th:L8 workshop had four pr4_mary obJect:£ve8, shoun in ftEure 1:
1) Determine the poCenc£al of fly.eels for euerEy sCorqe 8yscea
applications as _ as for combined enerEy 8tor_e and attitude control
C,OQCepC8 •
2) Assess the state-of-the-arC (SOA) in integrated flyvheel technology
through a revlew of EovernmenC sponsored programs.
3) Froa t -_8 assemment, £denclfy chose technology areas whleh are In
crltlcal need of developme_ Co _ projected _ _8_to_ req-4remen_s.
4) And finally, 8_ope. 8 proEraa for the coordinated developlenr of the
requlred technology.
The z_mlns of r_rL8 morkshop are contained /n NASA CP-2290 (ref. 1) and are
s_mmar_zed in cb£8 presenCaClon.
O
_IE POTENTIAL OF _ G)_3_P¥$
O ASSESS S0A IN INTE6M'IED H..IM_H. SYS'[ERS "[E_06Y
o Ii)_TIFt" (]_IYIC_ ]EGmOLO6Y _EAS
O SCOPE _ FOR C00_INATED ACHVITY
F_4_re 1
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PAR.T'ICIPATION
A total of 34 particlpants repreeenc1_Svar£ous governmentproEra_s and
interestsattended the 1983Integrated FlywheelTechnologyWorkshop. The htsh level
of £nterest in this technology wlth/n NASA Is evldent £roa the uuaber of orEanlza-
tlons represented at thls conference (f_. 2). P.resentatlons _ made by =any of
the partlctpants coverl,8 the d_sctpLtnee of systems, power, and control. A
co_pilatlon of these papers is contained Xn reference I.
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- GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT OENTEit
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- LEWIS IESE,AlZOl OEITEit
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ZNTEGPJL_D SYST_q CONCEPT
The Wstem coacept d_scus_d during the workshop _s _eplctod _u f_e 3.
can be seen, solar eaezXy _ converted to _ectric_ty by 8o]_r _aT_ d_iug the
sunllc portion of cbe orbit. Th_ _s used co pmmr t_e space_rafc'8 subsystems, 88
_m-1.1 88 Co _ceZerate a _otatlug _7_ee_ thereby _coc_ug energy for future use.
Dur£_ the occu_t@d port£oa of the orbit, _mb_a power _ obt_Lu_d by dec_lerat£_
the rotating _ m_t couvert£u_ the k_ecic energy co e_ectric£cy via a generator
attached co the _hee_ sh_t. Th_ approach pera_cs the e_n_tlon of the
couveucioua_ battery 8tora_e _7_temo In addition, _a_cciona_ integration _th the
vehicle's momentum ¢outro_ syst_ can be e_£ected, for example, by mountln_ these
_ee_s _ a set of _mbals.
L_
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• PRESENTATION TOPICS
The range of topics covered by the various presentations Is shown in figure 4.
These covered: system stztnE and performance study results; information on state-
of-the-art and advanced flywheel enerEy storage system concepts; a description of
the DOE program on advanced composite emterial rotor developments; an overview of
technoloEy efforts abroad; data frca system trade studies; a suunarv of advanced
technology developments in electron_ cs, rotor suspension and actuators; a
definition of a technology proEram approach and of planned integrated system
testl=E actlv_tles, A smIple hIEhlIEht of some of these topics Is shown In the
figures that follow.
o SYSTEM SIZING TRADES AND PERFORMANCE STUDIES
0 ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
O FLY_4EEL PROTOTYPE DEVELOPS FOR TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
o OVERVIEW OF EUROPEAN DEVELOPflENTS
O POMER. ENERGY STORAGE. ANO ATTITUDE CONTROL TRADE STUDIES
O TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS IN ELECTRONICS, ROT(R SUSPENSION.
AND ACTUATORS
0 TECHNOLOGY RtOIRAH OUTLINE
0 INTEGRATED SYSTEH TEST BED ACTI"VTrIES
]F'i,s_e 4
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MISSION APPLICATIONS STUDY
One of the system studies, performed In the early 1970's, wss to examine the
applicability of an inte_rated power/attitude control system (IPACS) concept over a
broad ra_e of miss±era types. _ IPACS utll£zes zotatl_ flywheels to perform the
dual functions of enerEy storaEe/power generation and attitude control. The
of mlssions examined duri_ this study are listed in the table of fiEure 5o _ can
be uo_ed, these selected lissions encoapassed small uear-Earth satel//tes,
geosynchronous satell/tes, J,nterplanetary missions, and manned space stations.
Power requirements raoEed from a few hundred watts (180 _) to several kilowatts.
Attitude control was spec/fied at _et_een 1 arosecond and 1 deEree. Results fro_
that effort indicated that $_n_ficant we__ht, volume, add cost savinEs could be
realized by using the _PACS concel_ over the proposed conventlonal approach for all
m/sslon classes except the Interpl_metary fliEht (ref. 2)
FiEnre 5
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ST.ATE-OF-TBE-AR.T lw..,YWBEELSTORAGE UNI.T
The encourag£ug results obtained from the prev£ousZy =ent£oned study led to
the design amd £abricatlou of a _3_aheel 8¢orage un£t. Thls devlce, shown In
figure 6, £s represenCattve of the state of the art in homogeneous material
flywheels. Thls umlt is fabricated ouC of tlCanlu:, is suspended on couvent£oual
angular coucaec _ beaztngs, and is driven by cvo brushless d.c. motor/
generators. Storage capacity of thls unlt at 35,000 rlm is about 1.5 k_-hrs. Tbls
device generates 2.5 kW of pouer aC 52 vol_s d.c.. A detailed descrlptloo of this
un_c can be found in reference 3.
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aDVANCED STORAGE UNIT CONCEPT
CapltallzlnE on salem/f leant advances in the state of the technology In
composite materials and electromaEnettcs, several advanced storaEe system concepts
have been postulated. Typical of such concepts is the uELt shown in fIEure 7.
This appEoach utilizes a palr of counter-rotatlng wheels to mln_mlse the _pact on
the vehlcle control system resulting from moment_ variations incurred by the
wheels during energy state changes. In addition to strlviug for higher energy
dens_t_ and safety through the use of composite materials, this concept proposes
the use of mlEnetic hear£nE8 for lower system losses and thus hiEher effi_tency and
lo_ger operational llfe. Additional efficiency and operational llfe gains are
anticipated by euploytng permanent magnet brusltless d.c. motor/Eenerators. Details
of this concept ¢_m be found in references 4-6.
F1g_e 7
A--COMPOSITE WHEEL
B--MAIINEIIC SUSPENSION
C-4mOTOR/GENERATOR
D--CONTAINMENT
E--ELECTRONK_
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FLYT_ffEEL HATE_TALS
Compos:LCe maCecLsls applications co fl_yvhee_T_ bare, u_C41 very recenCZy, been
co_¢encrzced in _he Department of Energy. Typical ener&? denmlClee realized and
l_=CuLsted for flywheels uslug these materials _e shorn in f_e 8. The beuef£cs
• offered by compos£tes over lsocrop£c _stertals are q_Lte evident in this f_ure, a
mmma¢_ of Cbe DOg program cam. be found t= reference I, pages 35-46. In add_tlon,
advanced f17_heels performance proJecclous are glven in reference 7.
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D_ FL_ COIqCEPTS
?
Iu the course of the DO_ progrln, several fl_.beel desiSus were generated. A
umber of ".hese are shorn £n fi_e 9. The ceu _f_atiou8 depicted here
represent three genet_.c des:Kgn _tegox:£e8, uame.Ly r£ms, d_sk_, or z_m/dlsk hybr£ds.
Each of these concepts tepreeen_ a _Icsnc 8dvan_e in the applica_loa o£
coupos£te _atec£al8 to _lyraheel use.
l_4p_'e 9
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SYS'I'1_qS TRADE S'I'UDZ_S
A tTpical example of a large var£et.v of systems trade studies is deaonstrated
in figure 10. In this study, performed 5_ R. Giudici of MSFC (ref. I, pages 4._-57),
the Right to orbit of various energy storaEe/attltude control system concepts oveE
the l@fe of the intended mission is compared. As can readily he noted, flywheel
systems do appear to he very competltlve vlrh other postulated concepts.
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TECHNOLOGYADV&N_
A recurring theme 8C tbe 1983 Integratad Flywheel Technology Workshop 1ms the
need for CechuoloL_7 advanced in the areas of oxqmmlce lacer£als and Che£r uC£l_Lza-
clou, roto_ suspension, and brushless d.c. motor/generators. Some steps have been
oaken in these areas _md are contained _n the Langley ]_search Center Annular
Momentum Control i)esrlce (AMCD). _ 5.5 ft. diameter graphite-epoxy ring is
suspended on three maSueC£c bearing stations located around _he r_m, and ls drSve_
by a rim drive brushless d.c. motor (£/g. 11). As can be noted, uo contacting
elements are used In this ,m4C: zherefoze, sd4_£1cant e£f£clency and operational
life gains c_m be achieved. IkecaiZs of ch_ concept and _cs aF_l£caClons cam be
fotmd in references 8 and 9.
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INTECeATED SYSTEM _STI_
An integral part of the technology evclutio_ process 18 a thorough
ground-based test plogrem which may or nmt not b_. complemented by flight experimen-
tation. In the case of the inertial energy storage system concept, testiug on an
actitude control syste_ test bed, as veil as a po_ system test-bed, s_tan-
eously or separately, is being considered. Such a te.6t-bed activity is described
in figure 12.
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In addition to the technlea/ dlscmssions conducted 81: this vorbhop, 8 pnel
of experts, coaposed o£ one represeutaC£ve _rom each paztictpatlng NASA £-leld
center, addressed the questions of critlcal technology, system lnte_atloQ,
technology program jusclflcal:lon and de£1nicion. The crtttca£ technology lssues
identified as a result of :hese efforts are shmm in £1gure 13, and cover such azeas
as materl_Is, rotor suspension, electromasneC£cs, e.leecroales, systems InCe4_&t.ton,
and safety.
HATERIALS
ANALYSIS CAPABILITY OF HATERIAL PERFORFM.NCE
OPTIHL_ UTILIZATION OF llATERIAL PROPERTIES
THPACT OF ENVI_T ON HATERIAL PROPERTIES
o ROTOR SUSPENSION
HAGNETIC 8F.ARINGS (DYNAHIC CONTROLANO STABILITY)
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ELECTRONICS DESIG_ AND EFFICIENCY
POi_RIVOLTAGE LEVELS k_) BUS REGIJLA"I'_ON
S'ys1r_Is
I_J'EGIZATION OF _ _1)CONTROL FI.I_TIONS
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WORKSHOP _CO_ION$
A major result arising from this workshop mu_ chat: a general consensus vas
reached regarding the existence of atr¢_ support _r_thin the agency for _ntegrated
flywheel technology development, and that syste_ incorporating that cechuolog_
have strong potential as _n alternative e_ergy storage approach for spacecraft
appltcat£ons. As such, the following recosmeudations (fig. 14) were made:
1) conduct a state of the technology workshop vlth industry, university, and
government participation; 2) undertake a v£gorous technology progr_ ro address and
resoJ.ve all the technical issues raised during this conference; and finally,
3) adopt a lemd center concept to _usure a streaLltned and coord£uated technology
program.
• COIIDUCT STATE OF TECHNOLOGYI_qKSHOP (ASAP)
I_I_ISl_Y
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• UNDERTAKEVIGOROUS TECHNOLOGYPROGRAN
COIqPOSITE IM,TERIALS AM) FLYMHEELS
IqA611ETIC SUSPENSION
lq/6 AIID EIJ_CTROIIICS
SYSTF_N INTEGRATION AND OPERATIONS
SYSTEM TRAINS AND AIIALYSES
• ADOPT IEAD CENTER CIm_EPT
. COORDIRAUOm OF _TERS OFFICE 60ALS
gESOOR(_.S
CAPITALIZINS 4111SlltEN6TXS OF PARTICIPATIll6
ORG_I ZATIOIIS
iqIIIIMIZIll6 DI_PLICATIOMS OF EFFORT AIqOll6 ASEIICIES
Figure 14
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The main thrust of effort has taken place in two companies, both of which have
produced high speed fibre composite rotors suspended by contaccless magnetic
bearings :
• TELDIX, in Germany
• SNIAS, in France
Numerous other companies and establishments have carried out studies only
and/or have engaged in related hardware technolo&y developments of more
limited scope.
DEVELOPMENTS AT TELDIX
Work ar TELDIX on eoergy wheels began in the early 1970's with the fabricaclon of
hubless (annular) flywheels suspended on fully active (5-axis) magnetic bearings
of the electrodynamic kind. This type of bearing is characterized by the absence
of ferromagnetic material on its non-rotatlnE part.
The drivers for the choice of annular geometry and active bearings were :
O
m
OPTIMUM UTILISATIO_ OF UNIDIRECTIONAL STRENCT_
PROPERTIES OF FIBRE CON_OSITES
ELIMINATION OF SPOKES AND SPOKE RELATED STRESS
PLUS INTERFACE PROBLEHS
HIGH EI_ERG'_ DENSITY POTEI_I.AL DUE 1"O D,'ERTI.q.
COI¢I'RIBUTION OF NOTOR/GENERATOR AND SU$1q:I_ION
MAGNETS IN TBE RIM
VERNIER GIMBALLING MOM_qTUM ALIGt_rr CAPABTr-ITY
FAV0URABLESHAPE AND VOLUME
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Two small scale units for feasibility demonstration purposes were completed by 1977.
The essential parameters of these models were :
• KINETIC ENERGY 20 Wh 16 Wh
• SPEED 14000 r.p.m. 16000 r.p.m.
• MASS (excl. electronics) 8.5 kg 5 k8
• DIMENSIONS : diameter 292 u_ 250
bore 215 mm 140 ---
height 110 --- 80 mm
• POWER CONSUMPTION (Og) 40 _; 10 W
• VERNIER GIMBALLING CAPABILITY 0 ° _+ 1.25 °
(2 axes)
• MAX. PRECESSION RATE 2.5°/s 2.5°/s
• MOTOR/GENERATOR D.C. BRUSHLESS
• MAGNETIC SUSPENSION ELECTRODYNAMIC, 5-AXIS ACTIVE
• EMERGENCY SUPPORT SLIDING SURFACES
The originally expected advanc_es of c_e hubless ring concept were generally con-
firmed. However, a ntmber of fundamental drawbacks inherent Co this concept were
also shmmup :
MECHANICAL C(R4PLIANCE OF THE ROTOR AND DILATION WITH SPEED
ADVERSELY AFFECT THE MAGNETIC _SP_ION PERPORMANCE.
LARGE O.D./I.D. RATIOS ARE NECESSARY.
STEEP INCI_ASE OF SUSPD_SI@ POWER _ SPEED DUE 70 INITIAl.
AND STRESS INDUCED OUT-OF-ROUNmqESS OF THE ROTOE.
EMERGENCY SUPPORT AND LAUNCH-LOCK DIFFICULT 70
AT LARGE RADIUS.
• HICHBURSTI_ERCYOFNETALLIC PARTS IN THER.II_.
C_Gq.EX C0iG_S_IC RIM DII_FICULT TO MANUFACTURE.
5-AXIS BEARING EXHI3rD_ HIGH SUSPENSION POWER ON GROUND
67
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The above mentioned drawbacks of the hubless ring concept led to its abandonment for
energy storage purposes. Subsequent efforts at TELDIXwere focussea on conventional
(hubbed) wheels with 5-axis electromagne_ic suspensions. In all, about six develop-
ment models with small metallic rotors have been built. Characteristics of the
MDR 100-1 model (highest speed version with solid berylliumrotor) are as follows :
@ KINETIC ENERGY 23 Wh
• SPEED 16000 r.p.m.
• MASS : wheel 9.2 k8
elecCron£cs 3.4
• DIMENSIONS : diameter 306
height 180 m=,
• POWER CONSUMPTION (Og) 13 W
• VERNIER GIMBALLING CAPABILITY ± 0.6 ° (2 axes)
• MAX. PRECESSZON RATE 2.5°Is
• MOTOR/GENERATOR D.C. BRUSKLEg_
• MAGNETIC SUSPENSION ELECTROMAGNETIC, 5-AXIS ACTIVE
• EMERGENCY SUPPORT BALL BEARINGS
DEVELOPMENTS AT SNIAS
SNIAShave also beenengaged for more chart• decade on development of energy storage
wheels and systems. Initial work took place in the framework of a COHSAT techno-
logical research co=tract which re_ul_ed in a prototype wheel irl_h the following
characteristics :
• KINETIC ENERGY 35 Wh
• SPEED 24000 r.p.m.
• MASS (excl. electronics) II kE
• DIMENSIONS : diameter 350 1
height 250 1
• POWER CONS_fPTZON 28 W
• MOTOK/GENERAIOR D.C. _:_'E..ESS
• MAGNETIC _ON E_'/It:0HAGRETIC, I-AXIS
1
t
i
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• ]_IERCENCY SUPPORT BALL BF.AEINGS
• ROTOR GRAPHITE FIBRE
CYCLOPROFILE CONSTRUCTION
68
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In 1978 SNIAS was avarded a follow-up contract the objective of which was to
demonstrate a complete flywheel based energy =corage system.
The development aims were :
• SYSTEM CAPACITY 2 - 3 kwh (a_ 75Z D.O.D.)
• FLYMil_EL CAPACITY 500 "Jh (4 per system)
• FLYWHEEL ENERGY DENSITY 20 Wh/kg (usable)
• FLYWREEL DIANETER 500w.
• FLYWHEEL SPEED 30 000 r.p.m.
These targets proved uuachlevable _r/th the orlgSual CYCLOPROFILE rotor concept due
to poor manufacturing reproduc_biiity. •
The next development step vas a rotor wlth high strength graphite fibre rim and
liEh_ glass fibre spokes. Matching of rim and spoke elongaTion_ vas assured by
small me_a11_c masses incorporated in the spokes ac their outermost extremities.
This design was fully integrated with the magnetic bearing support but subsequent
restln E showed the balance Integrlty of the rotor itself to be inadequate at speeds
exceed:Log 17000 r.p.m.
Recent development effort has been focussed on a modified form of rotor consisting
of a high modulu_ 3r_phlte fibre rim supported by a thin metallic alloy disc. In
nests on a blgh speed burst test £aci!_y This rotor has consistently achieved
speeds of 30 000 r.p.m. (peripheral speed 785 m/s) ;i=h_J_ balance shift or
stress rupture problems.
.it tlme of s.Titing, this latest form of rotor is undergoing further evaluation
m_d de_ailed desIEn flnallsa_ionbefore being iutegrated wi_h the existiuE
maEne_Ic bearing support. I_ _s perhaps a li_le early ro be _oo optimistic but
current performance expectatlons for a fully assembledwheel if no new major
problems ar_se are :
• USABLE ENACT CAPACITY 500Wh
• SPEED 30 000 r.p.m.
• DD_NSIONS : d/ameCer 500 m.
he_ht 200---
• MASS 25 kg
O_._E_D_T'_ 20_,'h/kg
• PO_ER _ON 15 W
!
i
l_esent ia_icatio:$ are that the above :i.ndicated performances may eve,', be exceeded.
_r, a11_ • safety margin to cover materials degradation under cyclic stress,
and eventual inclusion of ¢onUaimamt mass. the _nd_cated energy de..sit 7 figure
should be re_arded as a realls_cally achievable amxlmm, for _be _mx_dia_e future.
C_4PARATI"V'ESTUDYO¥Im_ELS VS.
In 1977, ESA placed a study contract with the French company MATRA to assess the
overall mass, volume and cost implications of flywheels vs. batteries in typical
mission scenarios.
The study was based on threehypothetlcalmission models as outlined below :
MISSION
Orbit
E_lipse
D_ratlon
on-Board
Power Demand
Eclipse
Enersy
Eequiremencs
Spacecr_c
Ate iCude Control
Requirements (3o)
L.tfet:Lme
EOS
Sunsynchronous
60O - I000 km
0.58 hours
LCS
Geos catlonary
1.2 ho=s ._._-
2 x 42 days per
year
500 w
average
300 _rh
6OO - lOO0 ks
Pitch 0.05"
Roll 0.05"
Yaw O.1 °
5 years
1800 Wh
TVBS
Ceoscac ionary
1.2 hours max.
2 x 42 days per year
5000 w
cone inuous
60OO Wh
(24 hour TV service
capability)
Plrch 0.075 ° P£cch 0.I °
Roll 0.075" Roll 0.I °
Yaw 0.35" Yaw 0.5 °
7 years 7 years
7O
EOS
LCS
TVBS
Earth Observation Sacell£ce
LarEe Co_nmtcacfoa Sacell£ce
Television Broadcast Sarelliee
flywheel Inputs co the study were based on projected performance parameters
supplied by SNIAS and TELDIX for passive and acclve'magnetlc bearing wheels
respectively.
C°mparacive data f°r Ni-Cxi' Ni-H_' and AE-H2 electrTem_cal batteries was°btaluedfro_a leading battery uanufact_d_er.. 1The essential quantitative conclusions of this stud_ are su_narised in the
following table :
TOTAL I, iASS, VO_, COST
OF ACS + PSS SUBSYS'r'_IS
_Jllli £.S.W.$
_ASS VOLt_
(ks) (LZX)
EOS llS 9O
LCS 206 12&
TV_; 471 589
cos-r _ (MAn)
_v't FZiKhc
F..qpcs
3.5 2.0
3.5 2.2
6.2 5.8
(ks)
TOTAL M_S, VOLLEY, COST
OF _ * PS$ StlBSt_'l'J_
M1TH IATT]_I F._
vou_ ce_ c.,.)
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The m_n finding :is chat: r.he mass sxv'Lag a_ by r.he use of wheels in place of
N._-a 2 o_ Xg--ito l_tter_es is _anher small as a pe.vc,-,r.age of ovexall sl_cecz_L_t ross.
The ranher larger mass savlu8 establ/shed for the TVBS mission (8.2._, :is not: reall-
_tle as f._ _ould be impossible no fit a powerlatt/rude control su1_Tste_ welghlz_
471 k_ into a Sl_acecraf_ of only 950 k8 at BOL.
Because of the lack of reliable data, the s_udy was not able to assess the relaclve
_er_irs of wheels vs. bar:erles w_th respect to charse/discharge cycle llfe. Today,
_be subs_an_ially greater cycllc llfe po_entSal of wheels (of particular importance
• n low orbit spacecraft), is seen as one of the main drivers for continued research
_nd development effort.
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CONCLUS ION
_L
European industry has acquired a conslderable expertlse in the study and fabrication
of eoergy storage vheels and magnetic suspension systems for space. Sufficient
energy density performance for space vlab£1ity is on the threshold o£ being achieved
oR fully representative hardvare. Stress cycle testing to demonstrate life capa-
bility as well as the development of burs: contairment structures remains to be done
and is the next logical step.
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SUMMARY
Flywheel energy storage systems have a very good potential for use in spacecraft.
This system can be superior to aJka_ne secondary batteries and regenerable fuel ceils
in most of the areas that &he important in spacecraft appUcations. Of special
importance, reJative to batteries, are Ughter weight, longer cycle and operating life,
and high efficiency which minimizes solar array size and the amount of orbi'_aJ makeup
fuel required. In addition, flywheel systems have a long she If Life, give a precise state
of charge indication, have modest thermal control needs, are capable of multiple
discharges per orbit, have simple ground handDng need_ and have characteristics
which would be useful for military applications.
The major disadvantages of fly_vheel energy storege systems are that power is not
available dur_ _e launch phase without specJa/ provisions; and in-fLight failure of
units may force shutdown of good counter-rotating units, amplifying the effects of
_aiiure and Limiting power distribution system options. Additional disadvantages are:
no inherent emergency power capability unless spe_fi_ly designed for, and a high
level of complexity compared with batteries. In net balance, the potential advantages
of the flywheel energy storage system far out_veigh the disadvantages.
INTRODUCTION
Energy storage systems for spacecraft in _ past have used nickel-cadmium and
nickel-hydrogen batteries for rechargeable systems, or hydrogen-oxygen fuel ceils for
relatively short duration rnL_sions, such as APOUo or Shu_le. Regenerable fuel ceUs
have also been evaluated and found to have good potential for space stations (Ref. 1).
Thoush flywheel systems have been su_ested for spacecraft for many years (Re/s. 2
to #),only recently have they been given serious consideration for spacecr-d._ (Re_. 5).
J
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In t.he flywheel energy storage cor_p% energy L_ stored Jn the form of rotationaJ
kinetic energy using a sp_ng wheel. Energy b exit-acted from the :Ll_vhee_ using an
a_zached electrical generator;, energy is provided _o the flywheel by a motor, which
operates during sunlight _ solar array power. The motor and the generator may or
may not be the same device. Either magnetic bearings or mechanical bearings may be
considered for flywheel systems.
EFFICIENCY OON_R)ERATIONS
Energy storage effi_ency is a key factor in the optimization o_ spacecra_ energy
storage systems, and aLso in the choice between one system and enother. The
problems of large sized solar arrays are well out of proportion to the modest weight
involved, and an efficient energy storage system reduces the size of _ scP.." _-ray.
This is shown paramelricaJly in Figure I. For high-power spacecraft with large solar
arrays, s_nificant quantities of propulsion fuel mu_ be resuppLied regularly %o offset
the effects of solar array drag and maintain the spacecraft within l_e seJected orbit.
Inefficient energy storage systems require gre_ter solar area and hence more
propulsion fuel This is shown in Figure 2 for a typical space station design using
either hydrazine or hydrogen-oxygen propellanl:s. This penaI_y can be con_derable
over )J_e tile of the spacecraft.
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The ca/cu_ated eHiciency of the _Iywheel energy storage system is shown in Table I. I
For the intermediate design objective, the overall effldency is $1.I percen_ for the !
advanced design objective, the overall efficiency is 92.8 percent. Motor/generator
efficiency is the major contributor to losses in both cases. Electrochemical systems,
by comparison, are on the order of 55 to 65 percent efficient.
UTILIZATION OF EXCE55 SUNI_E POrr_R
Spacecraft solar arrays become cold during occultation. Upon emergence into _
sunlight, there is a higher vo/taSe output_ hence a high power output. This increased
power condition lasts for about 20 minutes, depending on the 1dine to reach steady
sunlit temperature, which is determined mostly by the unit thermaJ mass of the solar
array. TypicaJ solar array performance in low earth orbit is shown m Figure 3. The
incrementaJ power due to the low temperature transient is seen to be an increase in
solar array output of approximately seven percent. This potential for extra power
usuaJly is not used. In a shunt regulated power system, the excess voltage is not used;
in the Jess common series regulated system with pulse-width modulated conlrol, part
of the excess power is sometimes used for battery charging_ but this can compromLse
the batteries, which are charge-rate sensitive. FlywheeLs, within ]_nits, are not
charge-rate sensitive and thus can make use of this addltional power.
VOLTAGE RANGE EF]FECTS
An inherent characteristic of secondary batteries is a rela¢ively wide bus voltage
spread due to the large difference between charge and discharge voltage. A
regenerative fuel cell system will have about haJ_ the voltage spread of a Ni-H 2
battery. A flywheel generator, on the other hand, w ill conl_ol voltages very closely,
within approximately two percent. This makes the des_n of internal power supplies
lighter and more efficient. An estimate of the typical improvement in ef_iciency of
these loads is shown in Figure 4. It is seen that most of the loads could be reduced 0.8
percent using the tighter voltage regulation obta_mble with a motor/genera¢o¢. Non-
essentlaJ loacL_ such as payloads, could probably cake advantage of the potentlaJ
saving. However, loads essential to the operation of the spacecraft probably would
have to be designed to meet the expeclc, d wide vollage range of the launch power
source and the emergency batteries and therefore could not take advantage of dds.
IEIGlCr COMPARISON
Fly'wheel energy _orage system weighl_ are shown in Figure _. It is seen that both the
intorn_dia_e and advanced design flywheels are lighter than a._.f of _ bareery
sys_err, s when compar_ are made at _be design dep_-of-discha_e, for the
can cycle repe_t.ive/y at deeper depths-of_ than can batteries, This can be a t
valid comparison only iT the reserve capacity of The battery systems is not deperKied
tq_n for emm_gency power. The flywheel system is not practical for _f-
discharge much greater _ 73%, and the upper practic_ limit for battery sytems for
occasional discharges is approximately _ depCh-o_-dLscha_e for nick_-hydro_e_
and 75% for nickel-cadmium bakeries. A _ht comparison for these design values is
given in Figure 6, applicable for comparison of emergency power capability. Even for
this omdi_on zbe flywheel system is 1_..
The amount of emergency power required has an important bearing on the weight
comparison of flywheels versus balr_eries. I_ the emergency requirement is srna_
enough to be handled by the reserve capacity of batteries, then the power system
l_ade esr_mtia_y is between batteries at about 75 to _5 percent dep_of-discha_e,
and a flywheel system at approximately 75 percent depth-of-discha_e. On the other
_o
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hand, ff the emergency requirement is very large, then it must be supplied
independently by a primary battery system; the power system trade then focuses on
the main load, being essentially between batteries at 25-35 percent depth-of-
discharge, and a flywheel system at approximately 7_ percent depth-of-dL_harge.
Accessory equipment associated with the batteries and flywheels gives a further
weight advantage to the flywheel system. There are signLficant differences in thermal
control penalties, namely: (1) flywheel system efficiency is greater than for batteries,
resulting in Jess heat to be dissipated (for overaU flywheel and battery system
e.tfic.ienc_ies of $0 percent and 6_ percent, respectively, the flywheel thermal load is _7
percent of the battery thermal load);(2) flywheel system heat Ls removed at a higher
temperature (Wpica_ly about 30oc) than with batteries (typically about lOOC); (3) the
heaT. load is more uniform with time for the flywheel system than for batteries. One
thermal advantage batteries have over the flywheel system is a much greater transient
heat storage capability.
Another important item is the fact lt_t the flywheel system does not need a separate
charge controUer, as do" batteries" for this function is accommodated in the
motor/generator ejectronic controls. Still another difference stems from l_e fact that
voltage regulation of _ flywheel system is very fine and essentiaUy provides a
reguJated bus; this can be reflected ]n h_her overa]J spacecraft power efJ_iciency and
lower weight power supplies for the user equipmenT. Of particular importance is
smaller solar array size resulting from the high efficiency obtainable with the flywheel
system; this gives important systems advantages in addition to the weight saving.
Typical weight comparisons have been made at the spacecraft level betw_.n, flywhee. I,
resenera_ive fuel ceils, and battery systems (Table 2). The power system load for mls
comparison is arbiL_arUy set at _0 kW for both sunlight and occultation. It is seen that
the flywheel energy storage system is lighter than ba_erjes. The higher efficiency of
the flywheel system accounts for an important part of the weight saving. Flywheel
equipment we_ht _n_ases si_r_Jcantly if it is designed for emergency power
capability equ_alent to that of batteries_ nevertheless, total weil_ht remains lJ_hte_t
for the flywheel system even when designed to such a requirement. Lower propeUant
resupply over a period of many years can be a major advantage for the flywheel
system.
UFE AND _
Life and reJiabUity of nickel-cadmium batteries are i_t co_c_ms for all
spacecraft appUcations" including the space station. Nickel-hydrogen batteries have
the potenl_l for improved _ffe and reJiability, and efforts are now being expended to
develop that potential. For either system, however_ it is expected, that periodic
battery replacement will be necessary, to meet the space station lifetime
requirements.
Flywheel systems have the capability for much longer lifetimes _ do battery
syst_ms_ _ developed, the flywheel system should be able to operate without
replacement during the Life of a space station, which is in the range of tO to 30 years.
Flywheel system lffetirne probably is limited by the associated electronics, which can
be designed lo be replaceable.
In assess/r_ the IHe and relJab_llty of 'the flyw_-_! motor/generator system, those
i_ems considered to be key 1:o long _ and reliability are: (1) _at_ue and long term
creep Of _ fJy_¢_J rotoq (2) bearings; (3) motor control electronics; (#) cooLir_
system; (5) forced shutdown of counter-ro'mlr_n_ unit_
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)Suitab!e derating factors can be applied 1_ allow for fatigue over the design life.
Figure 7 gives the fatigue behavior of a ¢ypic_ carbon-fiber ¢ompo_te and shows the
very high resistance of these con_>os/tes to fatigue. It is like'y that some of the
degradation seen is due _o the epoxy matrix, which is believed not to be optimum for
cyclic loading applications. These data suggest that a derating L_ctor for 1_ years
should be approximately 0.942, excluding design margin. It may be noted chat the
fatigue effects on other materials sometimes used for flywheels, such as glass or
Kevlar, are much more severe than for carbon-fiber materiP.Js. Creep can be
important in causing wheeJ unb_a[icep but li't'tle JJr_ormat_n is avaiJabJe on TJ_. /
Magnetic bearings offer the most promise for long li_e spacecraft applications. These
need involve no mechanical contact bet_veen the rotating equipment and _he stationary
elements. Degrada_on Of the permanent magnet elements in the bearings is believed
¢o be mE, or over l_ years.. Thus, the eiectrordcs reqtdred for the magnetic bearing
control may be the critical long life item for the bearings. With suitable electronics
redundancy, very long ILfe should be achievable for bearing control and for operation
of the motor/generator.
Flywheel systems have an advantage over batteries with respect to temperature
control. The componenzs of HywheeJ sysZems tolerate I_gher temperatures
(about 3_oc) and accept much wider temperature control (e>'timated about +3.5oc)
than do batteries, which require low temperature (5oc) and close control _3oc).
Though it is easier to meet the temperatura control needs of flywheeL_ once a
satisfactory th_ design has beer, made for either batteries or flywheels, good
reimbili W is expected for both systems.
With a system not integrated with attitude control, cocwter=rotating flywheels are
appropriate ¢o prevent interference with the spacecra._t momentum management
system. In order to prevent angular momentum urg_d_nce, faiJure of a flywheel unit
would appear to require that a second equJpolim_t unit, rotating in the opposite
dh'ection, will also have I:o be shut down. This ¢loub_ e_ec¢ b an important
limitation of flywheel systems. Spin direction reversal can lirait the number of good
units which are forced to be shut down, however.
SHELF LIFE CONSIDERATIONS
l_atteries begin their degradation at the time of electrolyte addition dlurJng
manufacture. To minimize shelf l}fe problems_ an at'tempt is often made _o schedule
mamr/acture completion as close as possible to the launch daze. Nevertheless, for a
variety of reasons, battery service may not begin until several years after
manlzfacture. Therefcce, shelf life o_telrl is an inlpoi'tant factor in the use Of
storage systems. FiTwhee/ sy_ern_ in ¢¢mtra_ to batter/es_ have nearly inde/-mJte
she_ LL_e.
PEAK PO_ER CONSIDERATIOI_
A major difference between batteries and the flTwheel systems is that system voltage
with battery systems drops du_ing power peaks and also reduces with time as batteries
degrade, wherea_ output voltage is a/ways regulated for d_e flywheel motor/generator
system. Thus, Lh/wheei system per_ormanc_ at high power is always constant and
predictable.
Designing for peak power is a necessary requirement for all space power systems.
Nickel-cadmium and nk:kel-hydro_en batteries have an inherent good capabilicy for
-. . - :'.. ,
high peak power and generaJJy can meet peak requirements easily L_voltage limits are
not too restrictive. The flywheel system can be designed also for very high peak
power and can in fact be expressly designed for special applications to convert aLl its
kinetic energy into electricity in a fraction of a second, using a specJaJ generator.
Even for moderately high peak power, however, the motor/generator must be
increased in rating to meet the specific requirements.
An important capability of flywheel energy storage systems is the ability for multiple
discharges per orbit, augmenting the solar" array for high power loads during the sunlit
portion of the orbit as well as satisfying the usual occultation load. For applications
where the load is highly variable, this makes it expedient to reduce solar array area,
aJJowJng _ array to be sized close to the average power rather than sized to peak
power. This would put a demand on the energy storage system which batteries are not
well equ" _ to cope with, partly due to the increased number of cycles, but primarily
from th ._igher charge rates needed with multiple d_es and charges. The most
strenuous needs for multiple charges and discharges per orbit are expected To be
m LLizary application_
EMERGENCY DOWER _TIOMS
A flywheel energy storage system can be inferior to a battery or regenerable fuel cell
system wizh regard zo emergency power unless specifically designed with capability
for emergencie¢ A flywheel system typically would be designed for 75 percent depth
of discharge, obtained by operating over a speed range o_ _ speed to ha_ speed.
Withdrawal of most of the remaining 25 percent capacity is impracticable because of
the much increased speed range needed, which would impact overall ef_ciency.
Batteries) on the other hand, would typically be discharged in the 25-35 percent range
and in an emergency could be d_ged up to about g5 perce_t. Regenerable fuel
cells can obtain very long emergency capability by b_.reas_g the inventory of
hydrogen and oxysen without an increase in the other hardware.
For a manned space station, valid arguments can be made @k_t the emergency power
system should be a system separate from the main system. This could be necessary to
isolate a faUure and provide a level of emergency power well above what could be
provided from the undischarged reserve in the secondary batteries. Should this
rationale prevail for the space station, then the reserve power Umita¢ions of a
ilywheel energy storage system would be a minor factor.
LAUNCH-PHASE POWER
Batteries have the capability to provide electrical power duri_ the launch phase, and
frequently power is turned over to the baCterie.s several minutes before launch for
additional system verJ._ication. FlywheeLs cannot be operated during the high .vibration
environment of launch unless a suil_mble bearing can be developed for operation during
the high vibration environment of Imund_ An alternative approach would be a
separate bakery provided for the/aunch phase.
RECoI_moNING
Reconditioning is proven to be a worthwhile and even necessary procedure for nickel-
cadmium batteries_ espec/ally in synchronous orbit. Flywheel systems do not require
recondiO _Mrdng discharges*
STATE-OF-CHARGE
No practical method has been developed to determine the capacity of a nickel-
cadmium battery in advance of a fuU discharge. Nickel-hydrogen batteries reveal
their ampere-ho_r capacity by the cell hydrogen pressure, though _here is a gradual
T
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change in end of charge pressure wP,h time which must be accounted for. Even Lt the
ampere-hour capacity were known, discharge voltage for _oth battery systems cannot
always be well predicted; hence -,here is uncertain_T on the waTt-hours available. The
flywheel system is superior to bol_ battery _Tpes, for after an initial calibration
discharge, voll_ge and energy can be accurately predicted for a fuU range of operating
conditions; except for secondary changes, this calibration should remain constant over
the operating IHe of the system. Thus, the _Jywhee! system ofiers excellent energy
storage predictability, unmatched by any battery system.
EVALUATION OF ENERGY STORAGE METttK)DS
A simplified comparison between batteries, regenerative fuel ceUs, and flywheels is
shown in Table 3. D;.stinctions are made between e_ergy storage characteristics that
are very important and those that are useftd but only moderately important. Division
into these two categories b a personal judgement, and i_ could be argued, for example,
that the weight penalty for providing emergency power is not very important since this
should be a separate power source.
It is seen from Table 3 _hat the flTwheel system is best in most of the _nnpor_ant
categorie_ Its capability for emergency Power is limited unless specifically desit.-ned
for, and it may present limimxions in providing power during the launch phase.
Possible forced shutdown of good counter-rotating units when a unit _ is a
disadvantage of flywheel systems, amplifying the effects of failure and limiting the
power distribution system options. Nevertheless, the strong poL-_cs of the flywheel
system are so imporlant, such as llfe, weight and efficiency, that the flywheel energy
s-wrage system should command more attention for spacecraft energy storage systems.
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I_TRO0UCTION
Inertial energy storage, or flywheels, emerged as a praising
alternative to electrochemical storage methods wi_h the ooncept of
Integrated Power and Attltu_ Control (IPAC). Energy stored An
the flywheel du/ing sunlight portions of the o/blt was used to
supply spacecraft power during Earth occultation. The flywheel was
mounted on double gimbals s_ilar to a control moment gyro {C_IG) to
permit three-axis control of the spacecraft throughout the orb£to
Thus, a s£ngle device performed the functions of both power and
attitude control. The potential merit of an IPAC c_ncept had been
foreseen in the early 1970'e and the necessary system appli=ation
studies and technology demonstrations have since beell ooMp.leted. (1.2}
This analysis, a Space Stati_ appllcatioo study, z_wered IPAC
and found the approach to have lower J_itlal and resupp1y _Ight and
lower initial and resupply cost than either battecy/(ZMG or Eegeneratlve
fuel ce!!/CMG systems. The highly favorable results of this study and
companion _n-bouse studies led MSFC to consider IPACS as a strong
=andidate for the initial Space Station. Technology developments
subsequent to the earlier work make flywheels even more sttra¢tive
for growth Space Stations and free-flylng science platforms. Thele
_evelopments include _site rotor material, magnetic suspenslon
and improved charge/discharge electronics. This study found order-of-
magnitude advantages over conventional or advanced elect_ochemi¢al/CNG
systmas when potential performance improvements were oonsidered.
REFERENCE SPACE STATION
Space Station Concept Definition studies considered a wide range of
approachesw includihg Space Stations and man-tended Space Platforms
having power requirements ranging from 20 kW to 140 kWo Orbital
altitude and inclination were also variables. The set of requirements
assumed for the purpose of this discussion are tabulated in Table I.
TABLE I - MISSION ASSOM_TZONS
Power Source= Photogoltaic, 100 W/m 2 and S0 W/kg
Power Level During Sunlight: 75 kW Nominal
Power Level During Occultation= 75 kW Nominal
Peak Power: 1.5 x _0minal
M/n_om Power: Nominal/1.5
Altitude: 463 km
Inclinatlon: 28 °
Mission Duration: 15 years
Technology Readiness: 1987
Base_ on studies performed for a range of mission regulremen_s, stu_
results were coasidered to be applicable for the spectru_ of Spare Station
conoepta.
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TRADE STUDIES
Preliminary trade studies wer_ performed comparing Integrated Power and
Attitude Control (IPAC) with equivalent independent electrochemical power
and control moment gyro (CNG) control approaches. Technologies considered
to have adequate status for an initial Space Station were: (i] nickel-'
ca_nLium batteries (NiCd batteries), (2)regeneratlve fuel cells (RFC),
[3) Skylab class CMG's, and (4) state-of-the-art IPAC using metal wheels
and ball bearing suspension (SOA-IPAC). An advanced IPAC (ADV-IPAC)
employing composlte rotor material and magnetic suspension was included
in the comparisons to illustrate a possible range of performance and cost
of inertial systems. The candidates were compared on the basis of initial
weight and cost and on the basis of resupply weight and cost for a 15-year
mission.
CRITERIA
The differentiating criteria applied to the candidate energy storage
options were: (1) integration potential with other subsystems, (2) initial
weight and cost, (3) resupply requirements and (4) system efficiency.
The potential for integration with other subsystems was implicit in
the IPAC option but more complex for the RFC option. A RFC could be
oversized to provide hydrogen and oxygen to the propulsion subsystem and
to the Environmental Control/Life Support (ECI_] subsystem. However, the
determination of possible cost and weight savings was beyond the scope of
this study. There is no integration potentia_ for NiCd batteries.
Resupply cost was based on a 15-year mission because longer missions,
such as 30 years, placed unreallstic emphasis on this cost el_ment. Cost
discounting was considered to be a more technical method of accounting for
resupply cost; however, the option to discount resupply cost by considering
a 15-year m/ssion life was adopted for simplicity. The effect was
approximately the same as discounting a 30-year res_p_ly cost at an
8 percent rate.
The solar array size required to deliver 75 kW to the user bus is an
accurate measure of the charge/discharge efficlencyof the energy storage
system. Cost penalties relative to a solar array required by flywheel
systems were assessed against RFC's and batteries and included: (1) solar
array design and development (D&D), (2) solar array recurring, (3) launch,
and (4) propellants to coBpensate for solar array drag.
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A possible psychological factor sRong ne electrical power system
engineers against the use of rotating machinery may have hindered the
acceptance of flywheels in p_evious studies even though attitude control
designers had flown three large CMG's on Skylab and were planning an
ever larger system for the Space Station. The principle of rotating
machinery would therefore appear to be acceptable despite several design
differences; namely, (i) higher rotating speed {8000 RPM for CMG's and
20,000 to 40,000 RPM for flywheels} and (2) rotor config-rations.
The significance of the IPAC concept and/or the performance
advantages p_-omised by composite rotor material and magnetic suspension
is illustrated by the following energy storage trade study results.
ENERGY STORAGE/MOMENTUM EXCHANGE-WEIGHT
Weight-to-orbit for a 15-year mission is depicted in bar chart format
in Figure i. The candidates were first compared on the basis of energy
storage only (i.e., as they would normally he compared in electrical
power subsystem trade studies). Next, the ccRparison was ma_e for the
omebined weight of electrical power and attitude control for the purpose
of investigating the possible merit of integrating power and attitude
control {the IPAC concept). When results appeared favorable to the IPAC
._Dncept, special features of flywheel systems were investigated. The
.*ffect of high system efficiency is shown in the third representation.
The lifetime of the RFC option was assumed to be either 5 or 7.5 years.
The weight differential between one resupply (5-year life) and two (7.5-year
life] is indicated in Table 2. Weights and lifetimes for the set of energy
storage options investigated are tabulated in Table 2.
TABLE 2 - WEIGHT/LIFETIME SOR_RY
1OPTION INitIAL kg YEARS i
NiCd 8400 7.5 l
_-FW 4600 5 L2 * Or 7.5 )
_ADV-FW 1800 15
* Tanks not replaced (311 kg)
J4
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The "Power Omly" comparison (fig. 1) was considered to favor the
selection of RFC's. They offered a significant weight reduction over
conventional NICd batteries and were competitive with the initial weight
of advanced flywheels. The absence of resupply weight from the advanced
flywheel might easily be overlooked by Space Station study teams that
typically place primary emphasis on initial weight. Placing the emphasis
on technology development and the flight experience with fuel cells would
also favor adoption of RFC's. Selection of regenerative fuel cells might
readily be prophesied if this scenario proved correct.
The introduction of the IPAC concept greatly enhanced inertial energy
storage options. The effect is illustrated by the second representation
in Figure 1 where the mass of CMGms required for attitude control was
added to the mass of the electrochemi¢al options. The comparison now
strongly favored the advanced IPAC option via the combined effects of high
performance, long llfe and integration of power with attitude control.
The Space Station was assumed to require six C/qG's based on previous
in-house studies. Total CMG weight was 1400 kg and lifetime was 5 years.
State-of-the-art IPAC systems were also shown to be competitive
with electrochemical options. Weights were significantly lower than
conventional battery systems and competitive with regenerative fuel
cell systems. The comparison with regenerative fuel cells was therefore
pursued in more detail.
Flywbeel systems were found to exhibit a high effective power syst_
efficiency because the controller used for charge/discharge control had
the inherent capability to provide regulated voltage to the system without
further power processing. An accounting of system efficiency was made
by comparing the solar array size required by each of the energy storage
options. Solar array weight and the difference in stationkeeping
propellants resulting from array sizes relative to the array required
by inertial systems are tabulated in Table 3.
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TABLE 3 - ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM PENALITES TO SOLAR ARP_AY DESIGN
RELATIVE TO 160 kW ARRAY FOR INERTIAL SYSTEMS
ITEM NiCd BATTERIES RFC
Power Delta + 21 kW + 31 kW
|Weight + 420 kg + 620 kg
l5-Year Drag + 2400 kg +3600 kg
4
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The third representation shown by Figure 1 includes the addition of
initial solar array weight and resupply propellants to compensate for solar
array drag. The weight of the state-of-the-art IPAC option was slightly
lower than that of the RFC/C24G option.
Heat rejection requirements were considered subjectively to benefit
flywheel options. Electrochemical systems generated heat primarily during
discharge whereas flywheel heat rejection was relatively constant.
Determination of possible differentiating criteria, including thermal storage
capacitors or relative radiator sizes, and the co=plexity of relating such
factors into equivalent CER's for thermal control systems were beyond the
scope of this study.
Results of the weight analysis gave the indication that the SOA-IPAC
concept was competitive with regenerative fuel celI/CMG systems, and
therefore a preliminary cost analysis was initiated.
ENERGY STORAGE/MOMENTUMEXCHANGE COST
Cost estimating relationships (CER's) for NiCd batteries, regenerative
fuel cells, and control moment gyros (CMG's) were based on current
projections obtained from the Space Station definition activity.
Complexity factors relative to CMG's were used to estimate the cost
of inertial systems. Cost estimates used for the Qomparison are tabulated
in Table 4.
TABLE 4 - COST SOlitARY ($ X I06}
ITEM NiCd RFC SOA-IPAC ADV-ZPAC CMG
D&D 3 30-150 30 45 24
BR 49,5 50 39 44 14
Launch 11.8 3.7 6.5 2.5 2.0
Resupply Flts 1 1 or 2 2 0 2
Results of the cost analysis are shown by the bar charts in Figure 2 and
follow the same format that was adopted for the comparison of weight (i.e.,
power only, power + CMG's and power + CMG's + solar array deltas).
!
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The "Power Only" comparison was considered to favor conventional NiCd
batteries by virtue of the very low D&D cost. The disadvantage of weight
was largely discounted because launch cost was a small part of total.
Many studies ignore the launch weight of particular subsystems _nd base
launch cost solely on utility module volume.
The potential advantage of advanced IPAC systems was indicated only
when resupply cost for a 15-year mission was added to the battery option.
The low technology status of advanced flywheels and the typical discounting
of resupply costs would make NiCd batteries a likely selection for the
initial Space Station.
As was the case for the weight comparison, consideration of the IPAC
concept greatly altered the relationships. The initial cost of both IPAC
options was lower than either of the electrochemical options. Surprisingly,
the SOA-IPAC system had the lowest initial cost.
Consideration of relative system efficiencies further benefited th_
inertial storage options but not to the extent shown in the weight
comparison. Solar array cost deltas are tabulated in Table 5.
TABLE 5 - SOLAR ARRAYS RELATIVE TO 160 KWARRAY
FOR INERTIAL SYSTE24S
ITEM NiCd _RZ_ P&_C
Power Delta + 21 kW + 31 kW
D&D + io0 + 1.4
FH + 6.0 + 8.8 t
Launch + 1.3 + 2.0
Total Initial + $ 8.3 M ÷ $ 12.2 M
15-Year Drag + $ 3.3 M + $ 5.0 M
The objective of the cost analysis was to explore the close weight
comparison between RFC's and SOA-IPAC options. Results strongly favored
SOA-IPAC. Further, the SOA-IPAC option had lower initial and lower 15-year
mission costs than either electrochemical/CMG option, and projected
technology improvements offered the technology transparency desired for
growth Space Stations.
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CONCLUSIONS
r
The weight comparison found SOA-IPAC competitive with RFC/CMG systems.
Both of these systems were much lighter than conventional NiCd battery/
CMG systems.
Results from the cost analysis strongly favored SOA-IPAC over RFC/CMG
systems and also showed lower costs than NiCd/CMG systems. Thus, SOA-IPAC
would appear to be an attractive approach for the initial Space Station and
possible technology improvements would further the appeal for the initial
and/or growth Space Station.
(1)
(2)
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ABSTRACT
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory is developing a new system that performs
sate.11ite attitude con_ol, attitude reference, and energy storage utilizing inertia
wheels. The baseline approach consists of _ counter-rotatlng flywheels suspended in
spacially designed _guetlc bearings, spln-axls motor/genezators, and a control system.
The co_trol system regulates the maguetlc beazlngs and spln-axis motor/generators and
interacts with other satellite subsystems (photovolealc array, star trackers, sun sen-
sors, magnetlc torquars, etc.) to perform d_e three functlons.
Existing satellltes utJ.lize separate subsystems to perform attitude control,
pcovlde attitude reference, and store energy. These functions are currently per£ormed
using reaction or momentum vheels, gyros, batteries, and devices that provide an abso-
lute re_erence (sun sensors and star trackers). A Combined Attitude, Reference, and
Energy Storage (CARES) systmn based on high energy density iuert_al energy storage
wheels (flywheels) has potential advantages over existing technologies. Eveu when used
only for energy storage, this system offers the potentLal for substant_l _nprovements
in llfe, energy eff_clency, and weight over exlstlng battery technologies. Utilizing
this same device foz both attitude control and attitude reference would result in sig-
nificant additional sav_ngs in overall satellite weight aud complexity.
SATELLITE INERTIAL ENERGY STORAGE
POTENTIAL FOR COMBINING ATTITUDE, REFERENCE, AND
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
FUNCTIONAL PRIORITY
1) ENERGY STORAGE (REPLACES BATTERIES)
2) ATTITUDE CONTROL
3) ATTITUDE REFERENCE
APPROACH
_"ONFIGURE A BASELINE SYSTEM BASED ON THE REQUIREMENTS
OF:
1) SMALL SATELLITE APPLICATION
2) TYPICAL SPACE STATION
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The small satellite system studied to date is sized to meet the requirements of
the Solar Max Mission (SNM) configuration of the Multlulsslon Modular Spacecraft (MMS)
satellite. The coQponents which would be replaced with the CARES system include the
batteries, 1RU, reaction wheels, and some functions of the power reEulatlon unit. With
minor modlflcations, the baseline system could he used to provide a subset of the CARES
functions. Zn particular, the system could be configured to provide energy storage
and attitude control, energy storage alone, or attitude reference alone.
SMM MISSION SPECS
POWER SYSTEM
BATTERIES: THREE 20-Ah Ni-Cd
WEIGHT: 158 Ib
DOD: 2-yr MISSION 40%
CAPACITY: 806 Wh (2-yr MISSION)
POWER: 1200 W
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
4 REACTION WH EELS
MAX TORQUE PER WHEEL: 0.15 N.m
MAX H PER WHEEL: 20 N-m-s
SLEW RATE: 5 rain arc/30 s
MAG TORQUERS: 0.0035-0.007 N.m
ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM
3 TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM GYROS
ACCURACY: 100 ppm DEVIATION
<112% ABSOLUTE
POWER CONSUMPTION: 7 W/AXIS
COMPONENTS REPLACED
WITH CARES SYSTEM
BATTERIES
POWER REGULATOR
REACTION WHEELS
ATTITUDE CONTROL
ELECTRON ICS
IRU
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The mechanical conflsuration of the baseline syste_ is shown below. During
periods of sunlight, motors accelerate the flywheels, thus storing the excess energy
frcm the photovoltaic array (PVA) as kinetic enersy. DurlnE periods of eclipse, nhese
motors function as Eenerators and provide power for satellite systems. The CARES sys-
te_ provides attitude control about the roll, pitch, and yaw axes. Control about the
roll axis is obtained by differentially torquing the motor/generators. Control about
the pitch and yaw axes is obtained by tilting the flywheels within t_Le magnetic bear-
lugs at a controlled rate. Two axes, therefore, are controlled by utilizing the wheels
as control moment gyros while the third axis is controlled b 7 utilizing the wheels as
reaction wheels. Attitude rate information about the pitch and yaw axes can be com-
puted from bearing torque end gap information. Attitude rate information about the roll
axis is provided with a gyro or other external sensor. In alternative configurations,
three a:_es of rate information could be provided and all gyros could be eliminated.
J 3-AXIS MAG BRGS (PM} • o
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The magnetic suspension produces net torques about the pitch and yaw axes of the
satellite in response to either commanded attitude changes of the satellite or external
disturbances. For example, consider a eonmmnded rotation of the satellite about its
pitch axis. The control system would initially coa_and a rate of tilt (with respect to
the sa_ellite) of the flywheels about the yaw axis. In order to affect this tilt rate,
the magnetic suspensions exert torques about the pitch axis of the satellite. The
satelllte v/ll continue to accelerate about the pitch axis until one or both of the fly-
wheels have reached thelrmaximum allowed angle of tilt. At th/s point, the inclina-
tions of the flywheels remain fixed, and the satellite continues to rotate about its
pitch axis at a constant rate. While the satellite is rotating about its pitch axis,
the control uystem automatically supplies equal and opposite torques to each wheel.
These torques cause the wheels to precess at the satellite rate hut yield no net
torque on the satellite. When the satellite nears completion of the desired motion,
the control system commands an oppositely directed rate of t_itlng of the fl_heel spin
axes. This removes the satellite anEular momentum and brines the attitude of the satel-
lite to its desired value.
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CARES SYSTEMS CONTROL CONFIGURATION
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The -_Enetlc suspension functions as a bearing, torquer, and Inertlal rate
sensor. Because of its multiple uses_ the suspension must have negligible cross-axls
coupling, galu that £s independent of rotor position, and stable torque characteris-
tics. These are all characteristics in which magnetlc bearings have traditionally
had deficiencies. The _aseline system ut_llzes an "ironless" 3_axfs magnetic sus_enslon
concept employlu g high energy product samarium cobalt permanent magnets. This suspen-
sion has the potential for overcoming many of the deficiencies in existing magueclc
bearlngs.
CANDIDATE ROTOR MATERIAL_--7$_ DOD
STEEL
VASCO MAX 3O0
TITANIUM
Ti _I-W
BO RON/A LUMI NUM
BORON/EPOXY
C RAPH ITE/EPOXY
WHEEL SPEED
[rlmin)
2S, 292
26.320
40,750
38,_00
35,2S0
RADIUS WEIGHT VOLUME
[in. ) [Ib) (in. 3)
S.6 80 280
6.2 61
5.71 29.3
6.19 28
6.41 31.6
378
298
380
q21
G.7
8.85
18.31
1S. 7
Whllb
0 BURST
12.2 "2:.2 demons:rat )
9.6
26 BASELINE
36.2
35.; (28.4 demonstrated}
FACTORS AFFECTING MAGNETIC BEARING DESIGN
• WHEEL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
• REQUIRED SLEW RATES OF SATELLITE
• REQUIRED SATELLITE TORQUE
• WHEEL IMBALANCE
• WHEEL SPEED
• STRUCTURAL COMPLIANCES AND INTERACTIONS
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED
BEARING
TORQUER
RATE SENSOR
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Forcesare exerted on the flywheel due to the interaction of rotating permanent
magnets and stationary control coils. The figure shows the configuration required to
produce these forces. The windings of the control coil structure are shown assembled
and in exploded form. Rotor position is determined by a 3-axis capacitive posltlon
sensor. Flywheel motion is detected by the change in capacitance of several electrical
paths between the flywheel and housing.
IRONLESS BEARING CONCEPT
AXIAL SUSPENSION OONCEPT
FLUX
PATH--
I N I
gm _
I
_ i_r--.i_xl
RADIAL SUSPENSION CONC_
""'r- J.
: , ROTOR)
CONTROL
COILS
(FIXED TO
STATOR)
MAGNETIC
STRUCTURE
(FIXED TO
ROTOR}
CONTROL
COILS
(FIXED TO
STATOR)
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A flywheel energy storage system for a satellite _ght consist of a photovoltaic
array (_n_A), a peak power tracker _F£)_ and a pair each of regulatcrs, motor/geuera-
tots OH/G), aud flywheels as shown. The _wo motors would require two control loops --
one a differential loop for roll axis stabilization, the other a cowBon mode loop such
that the bus volr_ge is maintained.
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
@ BUS VOLTAGE REGULATION
SPIN-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL
PEAK POWER TRACKING
POWER HANDLING COMPONENTS
SOLAR ARRAY
PEAK POWER TRACKER
PWM dc/ac MOTOR DRIVES (2)
IRONLESS PM MOTOR/GENERATORS (2)
• 1
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A power distribution system for satellites typically provides the functions of
peak power tracking of the PV array and voltage regulation of the satellite's power
bus(ses). In the CARES system, the power distribution system components are also used
for roll axis attitude control.
The roll axis of the satellite is stabilized by feeding back an error signal
proportional to the difference between the desired roll axis torque and the actual
applied torque (AT). The M/G control system performs the function of torque regula-
tion about a desired set point. To decouple the functions of attitude control and
energy storage (provide a subset of the CARES functions), the torque set point is made
equal to zero. Note that the regulators and meters consist of pulse width modulated
(PWM) inverters and permanent magnet (PM) motor/generators.
SPIN AXIS CONTROL LOOP
..._.._, ---
SWITCH
CONTROL 1
RNM
SWITCH
CONTROL 2
VBUS
il
I
I
I
INVERTER 1
il,
IB -._
IM
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INVERTER 2
M/G 1
ROTOR
INERTIA
I i
I I
M/_ 2
i"2
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oThe system can be implemented using a variety of confiEuratlons. Minimization
of interactions between the drives and the suspension, howeverp sugEests the use of
ironless PM motor/generators such as those shown. The PM confIEuratlon requires the
feedback of rotor position to the PWM in a m/nor loop. The PWM configuration should
be implemented with output current used as the control varlable, since this control
variable is convenlenr for both the attitude control system (I=T) and bus voltage
control loops.
STATOR
_ COltS
I _ I / l _LOwsR
FLYWHEEL
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There are several advantages o_ the CARES approach over conventional approaches.
Firstp storage weight and volmne ar e Kreatly reduced; second, 8to_age life is substan-
tially extended; ch_rd, and perhaps most _4:?orCant, the extremely .high potential effl-
clenc£es can have substantial :r_psct on s_talllte PV arrays and radiators.
SYSTEM COMPARISON
FLYWHEEL SYSTEM
7St DQO
ROTORS (2) 58.6 It)
MOTORIGEN 10 Ib
MAC BEARINGS 13.3 Ib
GYRO (1) 3 Ib
STRUCTURc. 17 Ib
101.9 Ib
31192 in.
FLYWHEEL SYSTEM
SOt DOD
ROTORS (2) 88 Ib
MOTORIGEN (2) 10 Ib
MAC BEARINGS 20 Ib
GYRO (1) 3 Ib
STRUCTURE 23 Ib
CONVENTIONAL
2 YEAR
BATTERIES
IRU
REACTION
WHEELS (q|
158 Ib
37.2 Ib
79.2 lb
27q It)
q282 in. 3
CONVENTIONAL
s YEAR
BATTERIES 252 Jb
IRU 37.2 Ib
REACTION
WHEELS 79.2 Ib
XS. q, Ib
61q0 in. 3
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CONCLUSION
Over the last ten years, the government has funded the design and development
of a large number of composite flywheel rotors. This research, which received early
support from NSF-RAND, has recently been funded almost exclusively by DOE and its
predecessor, ERDA. This program has resulted in the development and test of many
cumposlte rotor systems. In addition to the DOE developed systems, a number of prom-
isin 8 composite systems exist, which DOE ruled out for consideration based on either
high cost or uuavailabillty. These systems include metal matrices such as boron/
alumlnumor silicon carbide/alumluum, together with more conventional composites such
as boron/epoxy.
In recent years, a number of organizations, including CSDL, HIT, Cambion, Sper-
ry, Aerospatlale, and Teldlx have built and demonstrated magnetic bearings. These
developments were enhanced or even made feasible by advances 4, permanent magnetic
materials, improved magnetlc iron, and new semiconductor concepts.
Advances in recent years in maEnetics (e.g., samarium cobalt magnets) and power
semiconductors (e.g., MOSFET's) have made possible very efficient, high-power-denslty
power conversion systems. These new conversion svste_ allow for the design of fly-
wheel systems which are expected to have significantly higher storage efficiencles
than batteries or other storage technologies.
The above advances in component technology allow CARES systems to be designed
for space applications ranging from small satellites to large space s_atlons. Util-
iziug a CARES system will result In siEnlficant savings in overall spacecraft weight
and complexity over more conventional approaches.
SIGNIFICANT WEIGHT AND VOLUME REDUCTIONS ACHIEVED
THROUGH THE USE OF ENERGY STORAGE FLYWHEELS
ADDITIONAL SAVINt;S DUE TO CO_ISOLIDATION OF CRITICAL
FUNCTIONS
-- ENERGY STORAGE
-- ATTITUDE CONTROL
-- ATTITUDE REFERENCE
• KEY COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN DEMONSTRATED
-- ROTOR
-- MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
- MOTOR/GENERATOR
-- POWER CONVERSION
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OVERVIEW
The purpose of thls paper Is to address several of the issues of the workshop
from the perspective of a potential Space Station developer and energy uheel user.
Systems' considerations are emphasized rather thau compoueut technology. The
issues of concern are: What is the potential of energy storage wheel (ESW) con-
cepts? k'hat is the current status of the technology base? Does justification
exist for advanced technology development? How should such a technology program
be defined? .... etc.
Flg. 1 illustrates the logic flow of the presentation. The study concludes
that energy storage in wheels is an attractive concept for immediate technology
development and future Space Station application.
• THE IPACS LEGACY
• TECHNOLOGY ADVANCE IN LAST DECADE
• HOW DO ESWs STACK UP FOR SPACE STATION?
* A SYSTEMS POINT OF VIEW
• TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
• CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
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SUMMARY OF TPACS FEASIBILITY WORK (1970)
The Integrated Power and Attitude Control Syste_ (IPACS) work was performed
by the NASA LanEley Research Center and its contractor, Rockwell International
(see refs. i, 2, and 3). This effort provides a valuable legacy of information
for several reasons. In terms of scope, it is the most comprehensive treatment
of the application of ESW's to spacecraft at this time despite beinE approxi-
mately i0 years old. _t treats systems as well as cumponent-level issues on a
rational and consistent basis.
A brief s_nary of the work and the related conclusions are given in Fi E . 2.
A much more Comprehensive sLm"_a_] is Eiven in ref. i. In Eeneral, the main; con-
clusions of the study are still valid today.
• ROTATING ASSEMBLY EMPLOYING TITANIUM ROTOR DEVELOPED &
SUCCESSFULLY TESTED
• MODIFIED CONSTANT STRESS ROTOR SHAPE UTILIZED
•TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY', PERFORMANCE & COST ADVA_i'AGES ESTABLISHED• MOST APPLICABLE TO SPACECRAFT WITH LARGER ENERGY & MOMENTUM
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS & LONG LIFE
• DESIGN CONCEPTS DEVELOPED FOR A VARIETY OF SPACE APPLICATIONS
• (MODULAR SPACE STATION. TDRS, EARTH OBSERVATION SPACECRAFT, RESEARCH &
APPLICATIONS MODULE. M,JS PLANETARY SPACECRAFT. & EXTENDED-DURATION
ORBffER)
• COST & WEIGHT ADVANTAGES FOR MOST MISSIONS
• TYPICAL ENERGY DENSITIES APPROXIMATELY TWICE THAT OF NiCd
BATTERIES
• ADVANTAGES INCREASE WITH NUMBER OF CHARGE/DISCHARGE CYCLES
• REAOILY ADAPTABLE TO GIMBALED & NONGIMBALED APPLICATIONS
• SUBSTANTIAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT SHOWN WITH CONSERVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES
• DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF SIMULTANEOUS ENERGY MANAGEMENT & ATTITUDE
CONTROL. NO SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE OR DYNAMIC INTERACTION
PROBLEMS
• DETAILED DESIGN APPROACH ESTABLISHED
Figure 2
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IIPACS DESIGN CONCEPT
(EARLY 1970'$ TECHNOLOGY)
Fi 8. 3 illustrates the _PACS design concept: considered co be state-of-the-art
technology in the early 1970's. The laboratory t_sc model employed a high-screnEth-
to-weight titani_ alloy rotor and ball bearings with thin-film lubrication for low
losses. The rotor desiEn was a modified constant stress shape. Other parameters
include :
• Component weight: 173 Ib
• Rated anEular m_entu_: 1075 ft-lb-se¢
• Rated power delivery: 2.5 kW
• Rated enerEY storase: i.i kWh
• Operatin E speed range: 17,500 =o 35,000 rpm
BEARING
HOUSING _ / HOUSING RING
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TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES SUPPORTING SPACE APPLICATXONS OF ESW's
(LAST DECADE)
During the last decade, appreciable advances have occurred in the three basic
technology areas which form the constituent parts of an advanced ESW System
(Fig. 4). _mprovements in permanent magnets, design of the maEnetlc elements, and
advancements in power processing and control circuitry have given rise to improved
energy recovery efficlencles. These have gone from the 60Z range to a potential
value over 90Z under certain ideal conditions. Ref. 4 presents favorable test
data approaching this range.
The maEnetic bearlnE technology has seen many more laboratory and operational
system developments and tests. Although the specJ-flc magnetic bearing design con-
cept most appropriate to ESW application may not have bean selected yet, the
general technoloEy is sufficient for incorporation in ESW space applications. The
potentlal merits of very low friction, controlled rotor dyna_Lcs, and a ma/ntenance-
free, long-llfe rotor system are sufficient to suEEest leap-frogging past the use
of ball-bearlng technology alon E with the attendant lifetime and ma/ntenance con-
terns. The magnetic bearings are the Crucial elezent in achieving a 20-year
lifetime without rotor servicing and maintenance. The lonE-life potential of
Egg's may well prove to be their single bIEgest cost advantage relative to regen-
erative fuel cell and battery systems which require much more frequent changeout
(order of five years) and even more frequent servicing.
The composite rotor tech_oloEy is the key to achievlnE hIEher enerEy densi-
ties, and the recant DOE energy wheel development testing program (see ref. 5)
provides a valuable legacy in this area. If historical precedent has meaning,
the advances in compo,ite syste_ stress-bearlng properties are increasing at a
rate that exceeds the enerEy density improvements seen in secondary battery sys-
tans over the last 15 years. Extrapolation suEEests that future improvement in
composite rotor energy denslty will advance faster than that of batteries.
There are many agencies and firms beyond Chose named in figure 4 who have
pxovided strong contributions to the ESW technology base, and the author apolo-
sizes for these omissions.
It is concluded that the three basic technology bu/Iding blocks in figure A
are adequately developed to support the ESW technology advanc_-ent. The next most
importan-t technoloEy program step is to define how best to integrate these three
areas into a highly efficient ES_ System and provide laboratory verification of
_he performance. Improvements in the three technology areas should also be
supported since further advances seem quite feasible.
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TECHNOLOGY ITEM FACTOR ADVANCEMENTS
HIGH CHARGE/
DISCHARGE
CYCLE
EFFICIENCY
• iMPIIOVE9 PERMANENTMAGNETS
e MOSFETCIRCUITRY
• IMPROVEDMAGNETICDESIGN
• VERYLOWFRICTION
• VIBRATION
ISOLATION
• RELIABILITY
• RUSSIANS HAVEFLOWNTHEM
l_i MAGNETICBEARINGSCANNI_ISFLYING
(CIASSlF1EOPROGRAM)
AFML REACTIONWHEELTESTS
NASA LaRCTESTS OF AMCO
EUROPEANDEVELOFMENTS
• MANY OTHERS
I
• HIGHERENERGY I
DENSrrlES !• SAFETY
• DOEPROGRAM(S)
i, CONCLUSIONS • CHARGE/DISCHARGE EFFICIENCY MUCH IMPROVED -- (0,66 TO 0.85+) I• LAB VERIFICATION OF THREE BASIC TECHNOLOGY AREAS
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ELECtrICAL P(X,/ER SYST_ MASS FOR VARIOUS
STO_%GE COMPONENT EFFTCIENCIES & ENERG_ D]B_SITIES
The curves and data points shown in FiE. 5 present estimates of the electrical
po_er system (EPS) mass for several par-meter variations and for three potential
energy storage component types. The data show a distinct advantage for the ESW
System. Of course, it is recognized that relatively few test data exist for this
type of system, and itspredicted performance is more uncertain.
In addition to EPS mass, the storage component energy recovery efficiency has
a significant impact on other subsystems, such as the extra thermal control syste_
capacity needed to reject the heat dissipated in the storage element, and propel-
lent required to overcome the dra E due to solar array size increases. The E5_
System has a clear-cut advantage in these two areas. Of course, the most notable
mass saving is in the attitude control system. The control moment tyro mass sav-
ings, by integratln E the attitude control function with the ESW System, is in
excess of 1.8 megagrams for a typical Space Station.
Over the 20-year Space Station life cycle, relatively large mass savings also
accrue for the ESW System due to its potentla.l 20-year llfe. The competing systems
typically require changeout at much more frequent intervals as previously noted.
It is conciuded that appreciable system mass savlngs beyond the energy stor-
age element itself can result from its higher energy recovery efficiency. Although
formal costin E has not been done, these results tend to indicate a possible cost
saving.
• 75 kWCONI_UOUSBUSPOVlR
I e IH_EtBNTpaiGHIIOL.TAE)_$_ON SYSTEM
| - SOt,PUtiUI_'f POWgtOgiSSTY-- 41 W,'kg
I. (r,,_uL.t.mSCOSCKm'I_'t'tOHt_'t'tO)
25l-_. P,ItOIMTr_ _ • lqIVl 16. _ &
I _ Cln.L.S(ornulzEo FOR _ /kW
I _ B:RCII_nO msl'mDLmoN- I_
,__ ,bMASSAOOImFOAIIL_IINIANCY-- 33%
olss_rr pam.'ks)
_ai,=
15 'IS
$'roMsE_II _ ICOL'ERYt_qt;H_CY
¥iEure 5
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MOMENTUM BUILDUP FR_ VARIOUS SOUECES
Fig. 6 provides data for typical slzlng of Space Station control moment gyros
(CMC's) and for a variety of conditions and situations. Normal C_G sizing of
about 20,000 ft-lb-sec (approximately 4000 ib we_ht) is possible. Thls is
achieved by flying in constralned (low disturbance torque) ,:ientatlons and by
performing the infrequent operations requiring large angular momentum with reac-
tion control thrusters. Use of the Integrated Power and Attitude Control Syste_
(IPACS) approach can save most of this CHG weight and cost. In addition, the ESW's
produce an excess of angular momentum which will enable more robust operation than
is possible with (I_G's. Ref. 6 presents additional data and rationale as to why
the (_G sizln E can become much larger in the absence of prudent attitude constraints,
payload operations, and momentum management techniques.
i ITEM
m
GRAV GRAD
TORQUE:
• LVLH
ATTITUDE
• LVLH
AI"nTUDE
• LVLH
ATTITUDE
• INERTIAL
ATTITUDE
AERODYNAMIC
TORQUE
DYNAMIC
PAYLOAD
OPERATIONS
ATTITUDE
MANEUVERING
CREW
DISTURBANCE
DOCKING
DISTURBANCE
BASIS
PRINCIPAL AXES ± lO
FROM LVLH
BODY AXES ALIGNED
TO LVLH
WORST CASE PRINCIPAL
AXES ORIENTATION
PRINCIPAL AXIS ± lO
FROM POP
90-davy ORBIT DECAY,
CP-CG = 10 ft
LARGE PAYLOAD
MOVED WITHIN
1 ORBIT PERIOD
MINIMUM SLEW RATE =
4Olmin (900 IN
QUARTER ORBIT)
200 Ib PUSHOFF IN
WORST LOCATION
CLOSURE VELOCITY =
0.5 ftlsec
MOMENTUM BUILDUP" (It-lb-sec)
WITH ORBITER
8,470
200,000
243,000
18,800
2,000
64,900
6,000
81,110
"MOMENTUM STORAGE CAPACITY REQUIRED IF CONTROLLED WITH
MOMENTUM STORAGE DEVICES, SECULAR COMPONENTS BASED ON
BUILDUP OVER ONE ORBIT
WITHOUT ORBITER
2,250
12,000
64,500
5,120
10,700
2,000
22,S00
4,000
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S_4E ENERGY STORAGE WKEEL (ESW) SYSTEM DESIGN ISSUES
Fi E. 7 presents a series of desiEn issues related to the Space Station appli-
cation and should be siren conslderatlo_ _n ESW technolosy development programs.
Many of the earlle_ desIEn concepts from prevlou• studies and other ESW applica-
tions may no lonser be appropriate due to the unique requirements of Space Station
and due to the ava£1abillty of new desiEn concept•. A methodlc-_l search for the
best design approaches and rigorous englneerlng is necessary to avoid time-
consuming and costly cozTect_on of design problems. It is concluded that the
cost-effectlve development of the ESW technolosy and syst_ presents an achievable
design challenge.
SYSTEM LEVEL
• ENERGY STORAGE ONLY vs
INTEGRATED WITH ATTITUDE
CONTROL?
• BEST WHEEL ARRAY
CONFIGURATION?
• GIMBAM_ v8 NONGIMBALED?
• COUNTER-ROTATING PAIRS vs SKEWED
ARRAYS, ate.?
a REDUNDANCY & RELIABILITY?
• THERMAL CONTROL?
• ACCOMMODATION OF STATION
GROWTH?
& TECHNOLOGY UPGRADING
ELEMENT LEVEL
• BEARINGS -- BALL vs MAGNETIC?
• MAGNETIC BEARING DESIGN
APPROACH?
• BEST ROTOR SHAPE?, HOOP vs HUB,
etc.?
• MOTOR/GENERATOR TYPE & DESIGN?
• CIRCUITRY?
• COMPOSITE ROTOR DESIGN?
• SAFETY APPROACH?
DESIGN OF ESW SYSTEMS FOR SPACE STATION REPRESENTS A
1 FORMIDABLE, BUT ACHIEVABLE, DESIGN CHALLENGE
Figure 7
•. q
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Many supporting conclusions are drawn in the textD and the major ones are
su_marlzed in FIE. 8. The ESW concept is found to be a very attractive option
for Space Station (as it was a decade ago). The prompt initiation of a well-
conceived technology development program, includlnE laboratory testing, is
necessary in order to meet a technology readiness need date that is consistent
wich the Space Station development goals established by the President. The
destiny of such a technology development program may well rest on the action of
this workshop.
• THE THREE BASIC TECHNOLOGY BUILDING BLOCKS (MOTOR/GENERATOR/
CIRCUITRY, COMPOSITE ROTORS, & MAGNETIC BEARINGS) ARE ADEQUATELY
DEVELOPED TO PROCEED WITH ESW TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
• THE MOST IMMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY NEED IS DEFINING HOW TO INTEGRATE
THESE BUILDING BLOCKS INTO A WELL ENGINEERED ESW SYSTEM &
VALIDATING ITS PERFORMANCE. LABORATORY PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
IS MANDATORY
• ADVANCES IN THE THREE BASIC TECHNOLOGY AREAS ARE DESIRABLE & WILL
FURTHER ENHANCE THE APPLICABILITY OF THE CONCEPT
• DEVELOPMENT OF THE ESW TECHNOLOGY & SYSTEMS FOR SPACE STATION
PRESENTS AN ACHIEVABLE, ENGINEERING CHALLENGE
F_ure 8
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ABSTRACT
In order to have stop-action image quality of radiographsm high
instantaneous power levels are required. When medical x-ray systems are
installeO in hospitals, three-phase power lines can provide power levels
in excess of I00 kWp to meet this need. Mobile x-ray systems or systems
for field use are limited by their power sources. Presently available
p_er sources for these applications include: ninety volt nickel-cadmium
batteries c_pable of 120 amperes, 220 vac power lines capable of pulse
current_ of 100 amperes, capacitor discharge systems using a 1.0 uF
capacitor charged up to I00 kV or the use of a large electrolytic
capacitor of 0.3 F charged to 330 V and discharged through a regulator-
in"erter circuit. In each case, instantaneous power is usually limited
to 10 kWp or has SC_Tee other energy restriction. In the case of the 1.0
_ _tem, the restriction is due to the drop of x-ray tube anode voltage
during the x-ray exposure. The single phase 220 vac power line generates
a non_cc, n_t_nt voltage at the anode which is about 60% effective in
producing x-rays as the more constant voltage of a three phase rectifier
or of a filtere_ inverter. Electrolytic capacitors have other technical
proble_,_ of rate limitations, fall-off during the output cycle_ large
size anO _nternal heating. The use of a small flywheel appears to be a
practical _Iternative to these power sources for mobile x-ray system
applicatior, s. A 5 kg flywheel has been constructed which runs at I0 krpm
and stores 30 kJ while requiring less than 500 W to bring the system up
to _pe_, The wheel is coupled to an aircraft alternator and can yield
oulsed p_er levels over 50 kWp. The aircraft alternator has the
_vant_oe of high frequency output which has also permitted the design
of sm_ller high voltage transformers. A series of optical sensors
_e_ectir, g _haft position function as an electronic commutator so that
the alternator may operate as a motor to bring the wheel up to operating
speed. The _ystem permits the generation of extremely powerful x-rays
from a '._r iety of low power sources such as household power outlets,
autccr, obile batteries or sources of poorly regulated electrical power
such as thc Fe founO in third world countries.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems in the design of mobile x-Pay generators
is that of obtaining the very high power levels to allow high exposure
rates and short exposure times. Power lines for use by mobile systems
are often limited in output or have varying line resistance so that
constant output voltage cannot be assured. Storage battery power sources
are also resistance limited: practical constraints of size and weight
limit instantaneous power levels to about I0 kWp. The battery power is
converted to high frequency alternating voltage and fed to a step-up
transformer, rectified and fed to the x-ray tube. Newer systems ape
improved over older systems by using even larger batteries and weigh
over 350 kg. They are difficult to move to the patient site except by
means of motor-assisted drives (a further drain on the batteries). Real
improvements may come with some new developments in the design of
storage batteries. The use of a very large electrolytic capacitor
feeding a commutating regulator and high frequency inverter has promise
of providing the power needed but is presently limited by peak current
ratings of the capacitor, internal heating of the capacitor, size and
other circuit limitations to power levels of about 10 kWp. Using
high voltage capacitors for storage of the actual tube anooe voltage and
gating the tube anode current by tube grid control have a rather
severe and subtle limitation. Such circuits operate in a way similar to
an electronic flash used for photography. In the flash, energy
Jischarged through the flash tube is converted to light for as long as
--the gas remains ionized. In the x-ray tube, the x-ray photon energy
distribution is related to the instantaneous anode voltage. As the
capacitor discharges, the voltage falls and the x-ray beam energy also
falls. Lower beam energies are less penetrating, cause less film
darkening and produce undesirable radiation effects on the patient.
Operation of these types of mobile x-ray generators is still
marginal when high _ower levels and proper beam energy distribution ape
required for stop-motion images at low exposure levels to the patient,
The 90 volt battery-powered machines at I0 kWp will draw about 140 amp,
if we assume 80% efficiency. These batteries are quite heavy. Single
phase line-powered systems operating at I00 kVp and 200 rnA will _rat_
more than 100 amps from a 220 vac power line. Operation from the common
115 vac line is obviously precluded by the 2 kW limit of such lines.
Even though the input power to the x-ray tube is about 20 kWp, the
waveform of the anode voltage reduces the actual x-ray output to almost
the same level as that produced by constant potential power of I0 kWp.
Po_er lines rated at peak current levels of I00 amps and 220 vac can be
wired in hospitals and factories but are not usually found in the field.
Small and portable 60 Hz power generators ape usually rated at peak
po_er levels of 5 kW or less. The capacitor discharge machine using a
1.0 uF capacitor (actually 21 2.0 uF capacitors in series, one at the
anode and one at the cathode o_ the x-ray tube) will drop I kV for each
I m_As discharged at the capacitor. The capacitor can be charged at a low
rate, well within the capability of the small power generator. Film
darkening as a result of passage of x-ray photons through the patient is
proportional to the 5th power of anode voltage. To compare the effective
Ms of the capacitor discharge circuit to that of a constant potential
generator, the voltage waveform of the linear discharge to the 5th power
can be integrated from I00 kVp to 0 kVp:
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Eff. _'tA/S = I00_ (l-v) dv
-U
= ! 7 mA/s
This can be interpreted as meaning that the total effective x-ray
energy of a 1.0 wF system discharged to 0 kVp is less than 17 mAs of the
energy produce_ by a constant potential machine. This low total energy
is not sufficient for many diagnostic procedures. The capacitor
discharge machJne is limited to the radiography of the chest or the
extremities and cannot take high-quality pictures of the abdomen or the
head. 8attery-po_ered or line-powered machines can take pictures of any
body part but the power rating may require that the exposure time be
increased and _c_,e image motion blur may occur. The use of very large
electrolytic capacitors coupled to switching regulators and high-
frequency inverters iS a recent development. The switching regulators
compensate for the falling voltage of the capacitor as charge is
withdrawn to feed the inverter. Internal series resistance and effective
inductance of the storage capacitor as well as size are limitations to
this epproach.
The study at the University of Wisconsin has shown that power
levels in the 30 VWp r_nge and above are achievable using a flywheel
alternator system. While the use of a common shaft with the motor-
alternator has not been successful, a simple spline (quill) coupling and
separate suspension _nd bearings for the wheel assembly have resulted in
a simp|e low-loss desfgn of very high peak power capability.
FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE
In the flywheel energy storage system the alternator is operated as
a motor to bring the flywheel up to speed. The circuits are then
switched back to the alternator mode and power is taken from the
flywheel to drive the alternator with the field current of the
alternator controlled to produce a _articular constant potential at the
anode of the x-ray tube despite changes of wheel angular velocity, tu_e
current or other factors. The power ratio between alternator and motor
modes can exceed 100. Figure I is a block diagram and shows the
relationships between the m_jor components of the system.
A standard 115 vac power source rated at about I kW provides power
to the motor drive, to the various control circuits and to the rotor and
filament circuits of the x-rsy tube. The motor dr_ve circuit is shown in
Figure 2. The 115 vac is fed to a transformer and an 5CR bridge to
provide a voltage controlled to between 15 and 55 vdc which is then fed
to a six step driver circuit. The _witching control for the six step
driver is obtained from three optical sensors (retro-reflective LED-
transistors, sensing shaft posit_o_:- a special form of a shaft position
encoder.) The output of the three sensors rs _ed to a 32x8 R0M where the
other two inputs are determined by a _m_e t_chometer circuit.
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Thus, the output of the ROM consists of the six step drive signals
with four modes of phase shift as a function of shaft speed. Final speed
control is done by controlling the power supply voltage by means of the
SCR's.
Relays disconnect the motor-alternator from the drive circuit and
connect it to the high tension transformer. The field excitation is used
to control the output of the alternator during the exposure to set the
voltage at the x-ray tube. Feed-forward control maintains this voltage
at the pre-set value over the changes of rotor speed and the effects of
the changes of excitation due to field reactance and other factors.
The flywheel is a 5 Kg heat treated steel alloy 25 cm diameter disc
spline coupled to a Bendix 28B262-35-B aircraft alternator. A second
model is also under test using a Bendix 28BI35-126-A aircraft
alternator. These lightweight alternators are each rated at 20 kW with
ram air cooling_and are capable of short pulse loads in excess of 50
kWp. The run-up time is three minutes with a maximum line power
requirement of 750 W. This will bring the wheel to I0 krpm which
corresponds to about 30 kJ of stored energy. Controlled output of over
25 kWp has been achieved.
\
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IECHANI CAL CONSI DERATI ONS
The design of the system requires that the total energy be limited
to that obtainable from the power line for a short period of time - less
than three minutes. It must yield short bursts of power of less than one
second duration. The mechanical coupling must be reasonably efficient
for both motor and alternator modes. The power ratio between alternator
and motor modes is quite high. Reasonable efficiency in the alternator
mode results in unacceptable losses in the motor mode. For that reason,
various gear and belt drives could not be used. The use of a
differential gear arrangement to drive counter-rotating wheels was also
discarded for that same reason. Mounting of the wheel directly on the
alternator shaft resulted in a configuration fh_t had resonant
frequencies below the maximum operating frequencies (Hz vs rps) so that
a separate wheel mounting with a spline coupling to the alternator shaft
was used. The complete assembly can be considered as a series of coupled
cylinders: the flywheel, the rotor, the shaft and the bearings. For such
systems, the rotational energy E at angular velocity w is:
E = 1/2 _ liw2
i
where li is the moment of the ith component. For a cylinder, I i is given
by :
Ii = I/2 M i R i-
where M i is the mass and Ri i$ the radius of the ith component.
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When power P is taken from the system, the reactive torque T(t) can
be found from-
P(t> = dE/dr = -2 liw d_/dt = -T(t)_(t)
i
Increased will result in reduced reactive torque. The rate of
change of torque during the x-ray exposure will be reduced with an
increase of the initial stored energy. There are several practical
limitations to increasing . These include rises in the m_terial
stresses, bearing stresses, the effects of imbalances and losses due to
series reactance and other effects in the
alternator.
The flywheel can be considered as a homogeneous disc of outer
radius a and inner radius b. The maximum tangential stress,otmax and the
maximum radial stress Ormax are estimated:
_tmax = I/4p_2((3 + _ )a2 + (1 - v)b 2)
Ormax = ((3 + v )/8)(pw2(a - b) 2)
where p is the material density, w is the angular velocity and u the
Poisson ra_io. For the 4340 steel plate used,
p = 7.8 x 10 Kg/m and _ = 0.25 to 0.30
These estimates ignore localized effects due to machining and
mounting. A safety factor of five times these estimates is reasonable
and prudent. For the heat _reated 4340 or similar steels, yield
strengths of over 860 MN/m Z ape attainable with elongation sufficient
fop braking action of the wheel against a close-tolerance housing in the
event of a material fail.Jre.
The use of conventional, high quality, grease lubricated bearings
limits operation to about IB m/s for steel caged bearings and to 24 m/s
fop phenolic caged bearings. Because of the need fop a shaft diameter of
sufficient stiffness and strength, a practical angular velocity is
limited by the bearings to about 15 krpm.
The requirements fop stored energy, the limit of angular velocity
and the safety factors chosen for steel are sufficient to define the
dimensions of an annular disc flywheel (Fig. 3). H_Jever, a dynamic system
must consider vibrational modes as well. These include those due to rotor
imbalance, obliquity of the disc, bearing mounting and shaft deflection.
Vibrational modes include whirling and torsional and frame dispacements of
the system support. In this design, a separately supported flywheel was
chosen over a single long shaft design because the short and stiff shaft
would have a higher resonant frequency and better vibrational
characteristics. The wheel was designed to store 30 KJ at 10 Krpm with a
maximum stress of of 140 HN/m 2. When Oynamically balanced to _,ithin
2.8 x I0 N-m, no resonant states (eigenvalues) _re observed durln 9
operation.
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The _,ecl',anical characteristics of the wheel are within the rar, ge of
ope._c_tion of aircraft alternators. Such alternators are operated at
between 8 and 12 krpm and certain models produce power at a continuous
output rating of 20 NW with short time ratings of 50 kl_l. The power
output frequency in the 400 Hz range permits the design of high voltage
transformers smaller than are used in conventional 60 Hz x-ray systems.
To clesign the control necessary to produce constant power during the hi oh
power transient operation, the alternator has been modellecl as _ salient
pole machine of one pole pai_. Transient operation requires that some
form of anticipation or feed-forward control be usecl to overcc_T,e the
ir,herent del.=ys of the control windings (field reactance) in order to
rr,air, tair_ cor,__t._nt output during the x-ray pulse.
hlOTOR OPEI_,ATI ON
?7
The alternator is operated as a motor by sensing ,vheel position _nd
developing _ six step drive. A tachometer circuit shifts the electrical
lead angle as a function of speeO and a start-up circuit limi(s starting
current. The derivation of the six step _rive (Fig. 4) and the phase shift
is done by means of _ 32 x 8 ROM fed by the position sensors and the 2
bit output of the tachometer circuit. The same circuit that limits the
t_rtin 9 current also limits the operating current when a signal frc_n
ne te.-horneter ir,.:_iC *_ _ - •._.._s that ma?_im,Jm operatin_ speed has l-,een r.each_,_1
_LTEPt,IA]OR C:ONT_OL
The control of the alternator f_eld i_, a feed-forward system of
open loop control based on sh_4t speed and x-ray tube _Vp and riga. It was
• ound that the inductance of the rotor field was the ma_n cause of the
_,er/ _lo_, response time (close to the short circuit response time of the
alternator-). For the short pulses of power required of the system, the
exponential response characteristic can be compensated for by mean_ of a
step increase in the exciter current just prior to the actual
application of the loaO. The system exposure timer and control circuits
mu_t accomplish se_,eral tasks: transfer operation of the alternator from
the motor mo_e to generator mode_ apply power to the rotating anode of
the x-ray tube in anticipation of the x-ray exposure, boost the filament
power of the x-ray tube tO that requ,re_ to produce the selected anode
current_ set the exciter current and wait until the operator signals the
start of the exposure. When the actual exposure is required in this
"ready" condition, the circuit applies the required step input to the
exciter current, waits 50 ms and closes the power contactor to make the
exposure for the _elected pulse duration. The application of the step
_nput assures tnat the output pulse will be constant during the x-ray
e×posure (Fi 9. 5).
%
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CONCLUSION
The flywheel powered x-ray system has been constructe_ as described
above. The total weight of the flywheel power sou, roe and control
circuits is under 40 kg, far less than for comparable battery sources of
lower pot_er capability. The system has provided over 20 KWp of
controlled power with levels of over 40 KWp expected as work continues.
The simple approach 04 using the high speed, low torque wheel, the six
step drive and the feed forward control appears to yield a practical
solution to the problem of providing high power x-ray pulses of short
duration for excellent stop-motion radiography.
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SH&FT POSITION
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ALT./MOTOR SWlTC H IN( CONTROL
I I
HIGH TENSION
TRANSFORMER
ANO
RECTIFIER
Figure I. Block Diagram of the Flywheel-Powered X-Ray Generator.
LOG,C_ _CIRCUIT _e
_c
Figure 2. Diagram of Optical Catnmutator. In actual use, one
black--white pair is used for each pole pair of the alternator-motor.
Only three reflective sensors are used.
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Figure 3. The Flywheel Assembly. To Keep the resonance
frequencies above the operating frequency, the wheel is mounted
independently of the motor-alternator ano is quill-coupled.
Six STEP DRIVE
SEQUENCE
Plhose o v
,o I l I. 1
ground 0
T .....
Phose b v
,o l 1 V
ground 0
PhO_ C V
,o -l I ]
ground 0
Phase o 2/3 v
1o
neulrol 0
component
I I
One e_ct cycle
Figure 4. Six Step Drive. Because the alternator is Y-Connected,
each drive signal adds within the motor. The three-phase drive is
obtained by this summation.
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Fioure 5. X-Ray Tube Anode Waveforms. Scale= 20 KVp/cm and 10
ms/cm. Tube current is 100 mA. The transient recovery time of the
alternator is _lmost 0.25 see., too long for x-ray applications. The
use of feed-forward control corrects the output sag due to the short
output pulse.
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Disc Type Homopolar Machine
The disc type homopola: machine shown in Figure 1 is the simplest form of
an electrical machine. The machlne consists of a disc rotating in an axial field pro-
vided by an electric coil positioned at the disc outside diameter. If brushes are
placed on the disc OD and IDa voltage will be generated if a prime mover is provided
for the disc for continuous power generation. The ma_h±ne is a simple turn configura-
tion and _herefore generates a very low voltage. This low voltage requires a large
current for reasonable machine horsepower. The development of these machines has been
limlted because of the massive current collection systems requ/red to transfer the
current from the rotor to the stator. Advances in hlgh current density current col-
lectors and the need for high power density power supplies have resulted in increased
interest in homopolar machines. In pulsed applications, the disc is accelerated to
speed, thus acting as an energy storage flywheel. If the leads are connected to a
load the mechanical energy stored in the dlsc_rlll be converted to electrical power
and delivered to the load as the disc decelerates. Since the voltage is generated
in the same element chat stores the energy, there are no transient torques as would
be encountered in flywheel-generator combinations. The deceleration force on the
energy storage disc introduces shear stresses in Ehe disc during the energy conversion
phase. For normal configurations these shear stresses are usually very low as com-
pared with shaft shear stresses in a flywheel-generator combination.
Insuh111mn
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Drum T_e Homopolar Machine
An alterr_te form of this concept is a drum machine shown in Figure 2. A
drum or cylinder rotates in a radial magnetic field produced by two opposed solenoid
coils- If brushes are placed on the cylinder surface as shown power will be genera-
ted as was the case _rith the disc machine. The dr_ machine can also act as an
inertia storage device.
r- •
07 -&L.. C.. .... -_
Superconducting
_,, net
Drum
,ql
Figure 2
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Pulsed Homopolar Characteristics
Homopolar machines are inherently low voltage, high current machines.
When used as a pulsed power supply, they behave as a large mechanical capacitor
with an extremely low internal inductance and resistance. The integral flywheel
generator concept provides a high power density pulsed power supply. From a
mechanlcal standpoint the machine is inexpensive, simple and fussed with uncom-
plicated dynamic components. The only area requiring a higher level of technology
is the current collection system. These characteristics are s_m_arized in Figure 3.
Pulsed Homopolar Characterisr.cs
• Mechanical Capacitor
C= 2E
V 2
C = Capacir_nce
E = Energy stored
V = Generated voltage
• Voltage Generated
V=_vl
B " Flux density
v = Tip speed
1 = Machine active length
• Low resistance and inducLance
• Rugged design
@ Simple
• Current collection dominates the de-_ign
Figure 3
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Westinghouse Homopolar Machine _%_erience
Westinghouse experience vlth homopolarmacb/nes started in 1929 with most
of the work being done in the 1970's and 80's as shown in Figure 4. These included
steady state DC power supplies, current collection test machines and pulsed power
sources. The development of these machines required establishing expertise in sup-
port technologies including: current collection, both solid brush and llqu/d metal,
rotor stability, AC losses, system integration, innovative cooling concepts and
machine design.
1929
1972
1974
1978
1982
1983
1983
Homopolar Welding Power Supply
Liquid Metal Homopolar
Homopolar Energy Transfer System
Machine Environment Brush Tester
Rall Gun Homopolar Generator
Artillery Rall Gun Homopolar Generator
Space Borne Homopolar Generator
Figure 4
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Westinghouse WeldinR Power Supply
In Z929 Westinghouse shipped a homopolar generator, shown in Fig,_cu 5, to
Youngstown Sheet and Tube as a power supply for welding seamed tubing. This unit was
capable of producing up to 100,000 amps at a terminal voltage of i0 volts. The machine
is a modified drum design with axial bars imbedded in a ferromagnetic rotor core. The
excitation was provided by a copper field coil operating at room temperature. The
generator was dominated by current collection s_nce the technology of that era dictated
brush current densities of about 60-100 amps/in _. This machine operated until the
late 1970's when the pipe mill was retired.
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Liquid Metal Homopolar Generator OF P(.;'_,.'_ _,.,,--.....
In the early 1970's interest in homopolar machines as ship's propulsion
motors and generators increased. The major disadvantage of the machine was Its low
power density due to the low current density of available current collection sys-
tems. One current collection system, using liquld metal instead of solid brushes,
showed _ potential forl_urrent collection current dens£tles as hlgh as 25,000
amps/*._-. A program " was undertaken at the Westinghouse R&D Center to investigate
homopolars with liquid metal current collectors. As a result of this program a
3000 H_ machine shc_n in Figure 6 "_as designed, built and tested. The machine which
used NaK in the current collection system produced I00,000 amps at 20 volts DC. The
study also evaluated gallium _ndlum. The liquid metal was maintained In the current
collection zone by viscous and centrifugal forces due to the rotation of the rotor.
The behavior of liquid metal current collectors Is very complex. Westinghouse, as
part of this study performed an experimental program to develop the operating charac-
teristics of the collector. Analytical and experimental work was completed on magneto
hydrodynamics, liquid metal vettlng, envlro,w, en_al control, viscous losses and current
carrying capabilities. The results of this program, coupled with advances in solid
brush current collection, showed the advantages of high "current density liquid metal
collectors were offset by their complex operating requlrq_ents and auxiliary support
systems.
m.
Figure 6
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JHo____:_iar Energy Transfer .S}'$re_ (HERS)
The emergence of fusion reactors as a vlable power supply triggered
interest in homopolar machines as pulsed energy sources. The pulsed energy source
design objective was Co deliver to, accept from and sco_ energy at high efficiency
for the fusion reactor. Westinghouse performed a study-" to develop an engineering
deslgn for a homopolar machine to perform this f_nction. A conceptual design, shown
in Figure ?, was developed as part of this study. The mac_.Ine delivered 1.3 GJ of
energy in 30 milllsec, using elghC councer-roca_Ing energy storage rotors. The
peak current was 12.25 megamps at a peak terminal voltage of II kilovolts. The
machine has 13 meters of rotor active length with a 2-meter-diameter rotor spinning
at a tip speed of 277 m/set. The machlne used a superconducting field exclca¢1on col1
with a maximum field of 8 tesla. An iron flux return path was provided co limit
stray fields. The machine overall diameter was ? meters_ the overall length vas
20.5 meters and the energy transfer efficrency was 95Z.
48
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°HETS Engineering De_onstratlon Model OF. PC_J., _ ........
The development of the HErS concept required the design of a de_onstratlon
unit to evaluate machine performance characteristics and to test the current coll¢c-
tlon system in the machine environment. Westinghouse developed an engineering design
for such a prototype. This machine, shown in Figure 8, was designed to evaluate all
machine technologies used in the large i. 3 G3 homopoler generator. The machine is a
drive homopolar with two counter-rotatlng rotors, each storing 5 MJ. The rotor drums
rotating it at a tip speed of 277 m/sec were fabricated from high strensth aluminum and
supported from a central shaft with constant strength discs. The machine incorporated
the current collection system used in the larger machine. Field excitation was pro-
vided by a Niobium-Tin _Rb_Sn) superconducting field winding. Counter-rotatlng
design was used to ellm/na_e the large torque reaction on the machine base.
Fi_e8
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Homopolar Pulsed Current Collecclon Testin_
The implementation of the KETS concept required the development of a
current collection system that would operate at a high current density and tip speed
wlth low losses in a high (6 T) magnetic field. These design requirements are far
beyood the state of the art for current collection systems that had been developed.
Achievement of theuse desisn _jectlves requires a new concept in solld brush system
des£gn. The design adopted -- was a segmented brush with a pneumatic actuator. A
prototype current collection system was designed, built and tested on the test rig
shown in Figure 9. The te-t rig used two brush box modes on a 14-inch-dlameter
wheel rotating w_th a tip speed of up to 277 m/sec. A pulsed power supply provided
an eleccr£c current that flowed into one brush to the rotor and into the other brush
to complete the circuit. An air actuator system was provided to lower the brush onto
the rotor. _ne current collection system was tested with a brush current density of
12000maps/in _ at a tip speed of 277 m/sec with a discharge time of up to 80 m/11isec.
This exceeded the design requirement for the KETS application.
IIIII
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Prototype llomopolar Pulsed Power Supply OF FOC.. _ .........
The testing required to qualify the RETS current collection system required
development of a power supply to deliver energy to the test rig. The power supply
consisted of a homopolar generator and pulse shaping inductor sho_ in Figure 10. In
addition to its primary function as a power source, the homopolar generator also
acted as a test rig to study the stability of parallel brushes on a common slip ring.
Current sharing of high current density multiple parallel brushes had not been
studied to date. The machine produced 20,000 amperes at .8 volts and was driven by
variable speed DC machine. Each2brush system had 23 p_rallel brushes operating at
a current density of I0000 amps/in . In order to limit the rotor losses, a unique
water cooling system was provided for the rotor. The machine was successfully
operated in conjunction with the test rig demonstrating that high current density
multiple brushes can operate stably during pulse loading duty cycles.
Figure i0
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Naval Research Laborator 7 Self-Exclted Bomop01ar
3)
A novel uew approach in pulsed homopolar machines was developed at NRL,
This machine shown in FiEure ii uses a series wuund approach in that the armature
and field coil are connected in series, thus eliminatin& the need for a separate
excitation coil. The machine's constant stress counter-rotatin E rotor is accelerated
to speed and the startinE circuit is connected to introduce a starting current in the
armature-field circuit shown in FIEure ii. DurlnE acceleration the circuit breaker is
closed. The startin8 circuit produces a low maEnetlc field that R_nerates a:; EMF in
the series connected rotors. This results in a current buildup in the circuit
throuEh the circuit breaker. When the desired current is reached, the circuit
breaker is opened and the current is commutated into the load, Westin&house partici-
pated in this proEram by providinE a new concept current collection system usiuE
fiber brushes. These brushes were developed at the R&D Center for hiEh current
density during pulse loads.
WestinEhouse is also evaluatin 8 the self-excited homopolar concept as a
liEhrwelght alternative to iron corm machines.
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LAYOUT AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT OF NRL 10 MJ HOMOPOI.AR MACHINE
R_sistive Load
Fuse
Commutatin 9
Circuit
Circuit Breaker
Starling
Circuit
Inductive
Store
Rotors
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BElectromagnetic Launcher Ho_opolar Supply
Westinghouse has designed, built and tested _ Electromagnetic Launcher
(EML) 4) for the U.S. Army that uses a pulsed homopolar-" as the primary power supply.
This machlne, shown in Figure 12, is designed to deliver 17.5 MJ of enerEy to the
system in 120 m/llisec with a peak current of 2.16 meg=--ps and peak voltage of 108
volts. The current collection system for the machO. _ is a modified HETS design that
operated at a brush current denslry of 13000 stops/in and on a rotor surface moving
at 225 m/sec. The machlue rotor is 24.5 inches in diameter and 24 inches long,
while the overall machine is 48 inches in diameter and 37 inches long. The machine
was tested as a part of the overall EML system at the R&D Center. The system has
subsequently been installed at a U.S. Army Laboratory at Picatinny Arseual where it
is being used for laboratory experiments on EML programs.
---...
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Figure 12
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Westinghouse Pulsed HPG Programs
Westinghouse has studied several applications for ho_opolar machines.
These applications all required short bursts of energy in the several to ten's of
megajoule range. In single discharge machines the rotor must be sized to deliver
the energy required at the voltage and machine capacitance to provide the pulse
shape necessary. The prime movers for this application are small since the time
required to accelerate the rotor to speed is arbltrary. The homopolar machines for
this application are simple and straightforward, with the machine losses being ab-
sorbed by temperature rises in the machine parts. At present these systems are
primarily r_search _ools to study the technology of pulsed power systems In _pecffic
experiments. As _hese power supplies move from the laboratory to the field, the
duty cycle becomes more stringent which is reflected in the machine design. The
repetitive discharge is a repeat of the single discharge with several seconds
between pulses. In recent studies at Westinghouse, these systems require a large
prime mover such as a gas turbine, since the average power required is larger. The
homopolar machine also is more complex since the disposition of losses is more im-
portant. For a short number of cycles, the losses can be absorbed in the machine
mass by contracting the losses. As the n,--bar of cycles increases, cooling systems
within the machine are requ/red to maintainmachlne temperatures within acceptable
limits. The extended rapid discharge duty cycle remains the most challenging to the
designer. In this system it is not practical to store the misslon total energy in
the rotatin 8 mass of the system. In this application the power is furnished by a
H2 turbine with the machine rotor supplying sufficient stored energy te stabilize
t_e voltage be[_ean bursts. The homopolar machine for this application requires
strict control of fosse= and exotic coolin E systems to survive. The characteristics
of these applications are sh_.m in Figure 13.
I.
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Inertia Storage Sys_,_ Studies
Single Discharge
• Accelerate rotor to speed
Q Discharge into load
• Extendad reconfigura:ion (Linute to hours)
Repetitive Discharge
• Accelerate rotor to speed
• Discharge into load
• ReconfiEure and re-accelerate (several seconds)
• Discharge
Extended Rapid Discharge
• Accelerate rotor to speed
• Series of discharges (m/lliseconds bet_een cycles)
,
Figure 13
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Summary
Westinghouse has been associated irlth homopolar machines since 1929 wlth
the major effort occurrlnE in the early i970's to the present. The effort has
enabled Westinghouse Co develop expertise in the technology required for the design,
fabrication and testing o£ such machines. This includes (Figure 14) electrical
design, electromagnetic analysls, current collection, mechanical design, advanced
cooling, stress analysis, transient rotor perfoTmance, bearing analysis and seal
rechnolog>. Westinghouse is using this capabili=y to explore the use of homopolar
machines as pulsed power supplies for future systems in both m/lltary a_Id co=_erclal
applicaclons.
Westinghouse Homopolar Technology
• Electrical Design
• Electroma.._netlc Analysis
• Current Collectlon
• Mechanical Deslgn
• Advanced CooLing
• Stress Analysis
• Transient Rotor Performance
• Bearing Analysls
• Seal Technology
Figure 14
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AHCD BACKGROUND
,_ _,.
The basic concept of the Annular Homentum Control Device (AHCD) is that of a
rotating annular rim suspended by noncontactlng magnetic bearings and driven by a
noncontacting electromagnetic spin motor. A brief discussion of the AHCD concept,
applications, and advantages (as a momentum, storage device) was presented at the
first OAST Integrated F|ywhee| Technology Workshop (Ref. 1). A more detailed
discussion of the AHCD concept is presented in Reference 2. The purpose of this
paper is to highlight some of the design requirements for AHCD's in general and
describe how these requirements were met in the implementation of a laboratory test
model AMCD. An AHCD background summary is presented in Figure 1.
==
o CONCEPT
o RognetlcollY suspended rotQttng rim Dowered by o noncontacting electromognetlc
spin n_tor.
o APPLICATIONS
• Attitude Control
-SPln ossemb]y for conventtono] aaaent_ storoge devices such as @_'s,
reoctton wheels, etc.
- New, lorge rodtus, lorge _oment_n oppllcottons mode posslbte by unique
geometrY,
• Energy Storoge
-Rlm shope o]loNs full uttttzotton of the flloment strengths of cou_ostte
mtertols by ollowlng o untdlrecttono] loyup.
• Combined Attitude Contr01/Energy St0r0ge
- Trodeoff between optimum H/R ond energy density rim design.
Figure 1
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LABORATORY MODEL AHCD PARAMETERS
Figure 2 presents a summary of the laboratory test model AMCD hardware
characteristics, it should be pointed out that the laboratory model was not sized
to meet the requirements of a particu]ar mission but was sized to fit an existing
torque measuring fixture.
n MOMENTUM
• 3000 ft-lb-sec
D RIM DIAMETER
• 5.5 ft.
o RIM WEIGHT
• 50 lb.
n RIM SPEED
• 3000 RPM
Figure 2
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LABORATORY TEST HODEL AHCD
Figu'e 3 is a photograph of the laboratory model AMCD. Using this figure, and
subsequent figures, a description of the model will be glven and related to general
design requirements in three different areas. These areas are rotating assembly,
el ectromechanlcal/electromagnetic, and dynamics and control. The following d_scussion
will, of necessity, be brief. For a general discussion of AMCO spin assembly hardware
considerations, see Reference 2 and for a detailed description of the AHCD laboratory
test model, as originally delivered, see Reference 3.
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ROTATING ASSEMBLY (RIM)
_'_
The basic requirements for an ANCD rim (Fig. 4) are that it have high structural
strength, good magnetic suspension characteristics, and good motor characterlstics.
Since these are conflictin 9 requirements, at present the on|y solution appears to be
an integrated structure. In the AHCD laboratory model (See Fig. 3), the basic rlm
structure consists of a high strength graphite-epoxy composite material with unl-
directional layup. In order to provide a magnetic circuit for the magnetic suspension,
a low loss ferrite material is embedded ir the rim. For the motor requirements, there
are 72 equat]y spaced samarium cobalt permanent magnets embedded in the outer part of
the rim that act as motor poles.
o RIM MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
• High structural strength,
• Good magnetic suspension characteristics
- Low reluctance
- Low eddy current and hysteresis tosses
• Good motor characteristics
- C_od conductor (if induction motor)
- Discontinuous ferromagnetic or I>enmonent magnet (If coa_utoted or
other motor design).
o ARC]) LABORATORYRODEL DESI6N
• _slc structure of graphite epoxy with untdtrectlono] loyup.
• Low lOSS ferrite material embedded In rim (magnetic suspension).
• Somrtum Cohort pemonent magnets embedded tn rim (motor Dotes).
Figure 4
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ELECTROMECHANICAL/ELECTROMAGNETIC (MAGNETIC SUSPENSION)
The basic requirements for an AHCD magnetic suspension system (Fig. 5) are
segmented bearings, active control of the momentum vector (axial d;rect|on), and
linear actuator characteristics over the suspension operating range. In the AHCD
laboratory model (Fig. 3)_ the rim _s suspended by three equally spaced suspension
stations. Magnetic bearing elements located in the suspension stations interact with
the previously mentioned ferrite material_ embedded in the rim, to produce axial and
radial suspension forces. The suspension system is active in both axes. The control
approach used for the magnetic bearing elements was permanent magnet flux bi_sin9
which provides linear force characteristics over a small region about a fixed
operating point. This approach is discussed in more detail in Reference _.
L
o
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MAGNETIC SUSPENSION REQUIREMENTS
• Segmented bearings to minimize weight (minimum of three stations)
• Active In axial axis to provide control of momentu_nvector
• Linear over control range
AMCD LABORATORY MODEL DESIGN
• Three suspension stations
• Actlve In axial and radial axes
• Permanent magnet flux bias
Figure 5
t
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ELECTROMECHANICAL/ELECTROHAGNETI C (MOTOR)
Basic requirements for an AHCD drive motor (Fig. 6) are segtnented stator elements,
relatively large gaps to allow rim motion, and .m_nlmum interaction with the magnetic
suspension. Interaction with the magnetic suspension can take the form of _gnetic
interaction or, for high torque capacity motors, s|de forces that rnterfere with the
magnetic suspension. In the case of the laboratory model AHCD (Fig. 3) t._e spin motor
forces are much lower than suspension forces so the concern was magnetic interaction.
The laboratory model AHCD motor is basically a large permanent magnet brushless d.c.
spin motor. The motor consists of stator elements, located in the suspension stations,
that push and pull against 72 samarium cobalt pemanent magnets, embedded in the rim
near the outer edge, to produce spi_ torques. The stator-element drive electronics
are commutated by signals from a Hall effect device which senses the position of: the
magnet s.
a _OTOR REGULUS
• Segmented stator elements
• Relatively large Oops
• FllnlmJm Interaction xith mgnetlc suspension
n ANC_ LABORATORYPIODELDESIGN
• Segmented stator elements (located in suspension stations)
• Brushless d,c. spin motor with permonent mognet poles In rim
• Rotor poles seOoroted from susponslon elements moxlmum a_ount ollowed by
size constraints
Figure 6
L--
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VSUSPENSION STATION CROSS-SECTION
:i.
.q
In order to provide a better view of the elements previously d|scussed, a
cross-sectional drawing of a suspension station is presented in Figure 7. This
drawing shows the magnetic bearing el emen_s, motor stator elements, and rim, with
ferrite and permanent magnet inserts, |n more detai]. The n_gnetic-bearing gaps
with the r|m centered are 0.1 inch.
I¢_GNET
AXIAl. BEARZNGS
DR!VIE NOTOR RIH
BEARING
i
IIJ_PLATE
Figure 7
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DYNAMICS AND CONTROL (HAGNETiC SUSPENSION)
The basic requirement for an _C_ magnetic suspension system (Fig. 8) is to
provide 5 degree-of-freedom control of a rotating rim whose motion is coupled
through a momentum vector the! changes magnitude as the rim is spun up. In the
laboratory model AHCD, the magnetic suspension system provides active positioning
control of the rim in both the axial and radial directions. The original axial
control approach was to use independent control loops for each suspension station.
At zero rim spin speed (zero momentum), for three magnetic bearing suspension
stations spaced equidistantly around the rim and for theoretical rim inertia
distribution, it can be shown (Ref. 5) that axial motions of the rim in each of the
bearing stations are uncoupled. Consequently, at zero momentum the axial magnetic
bearing control system can be represented as three identical independent systems;
and a single design, using a simplified suspended mass model, can be performed. In
the radial system, all three stations are coupled since the radial actuators can
only produce a unidirectional force.
D
Q
RA6NETIC SUSPENSIONREQUIREMENTS
l_Stc ReQuirement: 50egree-of-freedom control of rotottng rtm wtth mot!on
coupled through moment_n vector thot ct£nges mognltude
os rim Is spun up,
o _ LABORATORYRODE].DESIGN
• Sep0rote oxi01 0n(I r_J101 contro! systems.
• Single station, single input single-output control aDprooch used for Qxtal
systelll
- Because of geo_try (thin rim, three suspension stations) rim motion In eoch
suspension station uncouoled ot zero speecl,
• Three stotton coupled rodlol control system
- Unidirectional mgnetlc octuotors ot each station.
• Rlgld body dynamics assumed.
Figure 8
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AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER DEVELOPHENT
Tests conducted with the laboratory model ANCD have identified two general
areas requiring further development (Fig. 9). These areas are magnetic suspension
and magnetic suspension control system. A discussion of preliminary test results
is presented in Reference 6. Reference 7 discusses an alternate magnetic bearing
control approach which _vas implemented for the laboratory model, and Refere.ce 5
presents a linear analysis and nonlinear simulation of the original magnetic
suspension and magnetic suspension control approach.
Q ELECTROPtECHANI CAL/ELECTROP1AGNETI C
• Nagnetic Suspension
- Permanent magnet flux-biasing presented I_robIems from control system standpoint
(bandwidth reaulred to stabilize bearings too high).
- Zero bias-flux magnetic bearings investigated as alternate approach but proved
to be very sensitive to calibration and ollgfiRent accuracy.
- Other aPProaches currently belr_ Investigated include flux feedback and force
feedback.
DYNARICS AND CONTROL
• Mag_Jettc Suspension Contro] System
- Initial approach using classical single-Input single-output control theory and
single statlon control wil] be replaced by multi-Input multi-output control
approaches.
- Combination of rim parameters and overall control reauirements mY resu]t In
reaulrement of flexible body control of riB.
Figure 9
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GENERIC COMPOSITE FLYWHEEL DESIGNS
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Fiber reinforced composites belong to a new class of materials. They
allow such flexibility that free thinking individuals are encouraged to "let
themselves go" with their design. The most efficient flywheel may no longer
have the classic "Stodola" taper and indeed, may not even be round. Since
selection of an optimum design can be the subject of a sizeable study [refs. I
and 2], I thought that it might be instructive to review some of the flywheel
designs that have been developed and comment on what NASA might learn from this
experience,
Although choice of material, mounts and service requirements often dictates
the final design choice for a particular application, I have chosen to classify
these composite flywheels within a geometric framework. The breakdown glven in
figure I is probably not exhaustive but will suffice for today's discussion.
NO_-ROUND ROTORS
Bar
Brush
RO_ ROTORS
Solld Disk
Flat disk (pseudo-isotropic)
Alpha-ply Zayup
Without rim
With rim
Molded (sheet molding compound)
Plywood
Tapered disk (constant stress)
Stodola
Modified Stodola
Pierced Disk (rims)
Woven
Radial stringers
Relical weave
Thin Circ Wound
Rollers
Levlrated
Thick Circ Wound
Single material (residual stress)
Si:,gle step winding
Mu'.ti-step _inding
Multi-material rims
Circular
Sub-circular
!
!
T
,!
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Figure I.- Classification of generic rotor designs.
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Let me start vlth a fev comments regarding non-round rotors (fig. 2).
They are generally s1_ple to construct, and in the case of the fan-brush type
[ref. 3] possess a relatlvely benign failure mode. A major problem Is their
lov volume efficiency. They do not £ully occupy the vol_me lu which they spin.
The bar type tends to split at the tips and take on a fan-brush character.
The splltti_ is the result of lob transverse strength in the c0aposlte. As we
will see. thls is usually the llmltin 8 characteristic of composites.
8r_
Figure 2.- Non-round rotors.
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Before dlscussln_ the various oerturbatlons of clrcular flywheels, we
should look at a simple stress qnalysls of a clrcular disk [ref. 4]. (See
fl 8. 3.) This analysis shows that a constant thickness disk w_th a small central
hole can have a greater hoop stress at its center than if it did not have the
hole. On the other hand, the maximu_ radial stress w_-I be lower.
Now consider the two types of construction used. The first has a fiber
orientation that macroscoplcally simulates the character of an isotroplc
material (mere1). These were called pseudo-lsotroplc in the DOE proErsm. They
lean to the solld disk designs because even though their overall composite
strength is lower than the unidirectional fiber composite, they can survive the
high radial stresses.
The other is characterized by a highly structured (usually orthogonal)
fiber orientation that plsces the strength of the fiber in the direction of the
major principal stress component. This allows the composite structure to
survive a very high major principal stress so Ion S as the minor principal
stress does not exceed the transverse strength of the composlte.
The favorite structured orientation is a hoop wound cylinder which
naturally possesses a central hole. The li,_tlnE factors hsve been either the
low strength transverse to the fibers or items independent of the rim. The
larger the diameter of the hole, the lower the transverse stress. Thus the
designer is faced with balancln 8 his desire for a thick, hlgh energy rim with
the maximum transverse stress his material can stand.
ot
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Figure 3.- Stress analysis of spinning clrcuiar disk.
Let me review some of our experlence with actual rotors. I will rely upon
my own experience with the Department of Energy's MechanlcalEnergy program as
test director at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant's Flywheel Evaluation Laboratory.
Pseudo-isotropic flywheels demonstrated lower energy densities but also
had relatlvely low£abrication cost. They also demonstrated a higher level of
durability than their competition. One type was built using an alpha-ply [ref.
5] layup in which sheets of unidirectional fibers in an epoxy matrix were
stscked at various angles until the desired thickness was reached. Circular
disks were machined from the cured plates and_ in some cases, tapered to
simulate the constant stress shape [ref. 6] used in high performance metal
flywheels.
A pseudo-isot_opic flywheel (fi_. 4) survived our only 10,000 cycle fatigue
test. The graphite version of the modified $todola fly_heel achieved close to
I000 m/s tip speed, giving it the top speed in our record book.
Two problems persisted [ref. 7J. An elastomerlc interface is required
between the the metallic arbor mount and the composite surface. Unless the
me_allic arbor and the disk mass centers both lie on the spin axis (a very
re_ote possibility), the distance between them will vary with speed. This adds
complexity to the suspension system. The fatigue stresses at the bonded
interface are also found to be detrimental to the llfe of the rotor.
The other problem is the severe failure modes. The constant thlckness
disks usually failed at the drive shaft interface. This allowed the entire
disk to roll around inside our conLainment, setting up severe vibratory
stresses in the containment for several seconds. A "llghtwelght" containment
vessel would not stand the failure. The tapered disk performed such that it
disintegrated in an explosion that sent chunks of graphite composite into our
containment rln 8. _hat we must learn is that the pseudo-isotropic rotor can
produce the full range of failure problems, thus makin E contal.nment development
difficult and expensive.
• I
mai'li.d alodo/ ,
Figure 4.- Pseudo-isotroplc disk.
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A second method of accomplishlng Isotropy was demonstrated by the molded,
chopped fiberslass rotors [ref. 8]. They required a hoop wound support ring to
achieve the highest energy denslty. A slmllsr arbor attachment was used and
the same balance problems were encountered. The failure mode was consistent
[ref. 9]. The hoop supports usually burst, leaving the disk no longer able to
support itself. The entire rotor broke into small fibrous wads of mass, fairly
uniformly distributed In the chamber.
Finally, e very inexpensive flywheel was proposed and built from
hexagonal, birch plywood [ref. 10]. (See flg. 5.) Successful testing was
reported with respectable energy densleles for the cost involved.
However, since NASA will place more importance upon performance than cost,
it Is unllkely that a solid disk from any composite wlll be chosen for space
appllcatlons.
Figure 5.- Lower cost pseudo-lsotroplc disk.
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If you are going to use a composite flywheel, it w_ll be a disk with a
hole. Should it have a big hole or a little hole? i know of at least one
composite flywheel that was circumferentially wound around a 25---- spindle with
an outer d_meter of about 1 mm. When tested, it failed at a very low speed due
to transverse cracking. (See fig. 3.) The smaller the hole relative to the
overall diameter, the greater the transverse stress. Thus the limiting material
factor in thick, orthogonal composite rings is the transverse composite
strength.
You have two problems: how to make the rim as thick as possible so it
will be volume efficient and how to attach it to the outside world,
Several attempts have been made to wind a residual stress state intu the
flywheel so that the inner circumference is in compression st rest. This
allows a thicker rim at a given speed.
i am familiar with two flywheels that use this technique. _n the one
pictured in figure 6(a), carbon fibers were used in a polysulfone matrix [ref. ]l]
that was cured durir winding. The design speed was notachieved because the
transverse strength _f the composite with this matrix was lower than the designer
had expected. The one in figure 6(b) used 14 w/rid-cure steps to produce the rim.
The band-wrap [ref. 12] technique was used to attach the rim to a central shaft.
Pre-stressing did result in an improvement upon an earlier non-pre-stressed wheel.
However, the ultimate speed was limited by the band-wraps.
Another method to increase the thickness of s rim is to place radial
reinforcements in the rotor [ref. 13]. (See fig. 6(C).) These rotors were fairly
successful but suffered interface problems with the drive shaft.
(a) Continuous winding with
residual stress.
(b) Step winding with
residual stress.
(c) Radial stringers or
bidirectional weave.
Figure 6.- Thick rims.
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Another successful and less expensive method is to wind the rim from
several materials. An inner material _Ith a lower modulus/density ratio will
grow radiall_, with speed, into the higher modulus/density rings [ref. 14]. This
creates compressive ra_ial stresses at the interface between the layers. To my
knowledEe, no one has yet been able to create a hoop failure in such a
flywheel. Failures in the attachment system always come first.
Attachin 8 a rim to the outside world is not simple. The primary problem is
to accommodate the radial Erowth of the rim without havin E such a "soft" system
that the flFwheel would ha_e resonant frequencies in the operatin E range.
The most successful design with the rim/shaft interface in tension used
rotational catenary spokes [ref. 15]. (See fig. 7(a).) These were carefully
designed to grow with the rim.
The other successful approach used compressive spokes and a sub-circular
rim [ref. 16]. (See fig. 7(b).) This required a rim made of multiple, concert-
.tic, thin rings held together at rest by a small interference fit. The spokes
remained in compression until the ri-; grew circular. The rim failures that have
occurred in this type resulted from overheating and fatigue. The outer layers are
most susceptible, and if the rest of the rim can be supported by =he shaft and
spoke system, the contalr, nent problems are minimized. The designer of the flywheel
shown in figure 7(c) needed a very rugged flywheel [ref. 17] for his intended
application and used aluminum plates in the center of the rim with 16
slip-pins to acco_date the differential radial growth. Unfortunately, the
tolerance on the sllp-pins was insufficient to maintain adequate balance. We
were unable to confirm its 4 kWh potential energy storage capability.
J
(b) Compressive spokes
(a) Catenary spoke, rcular).
As ?._,_, i _" ___/_/
•S,',p p,A_- !-
(c) Rim with aluminum plates.
Figure 7.- Multi-material rims.
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Finally wecometo the rim without a central shaft. I know of two basic
designs. The first is a thin ring supported on rollers• Power I/O was through
a rack and pinion system on its inside surface. The proposed rim was 1 meter
thick, 2 meters tall, and ] kilometer in diameter. The composite material was
steel reinforced concrete. That rim was never built.
The other is also a thin ring but is magnetically levitated and functions
as the rotor of a motor/generator. The test results I hare seen regarding this
design involve control and power studies. I know of no test results concerninR
t',e life or performance characteristics of these rotor designs. It strikes me,
though, that since a l-meter-diameter rotor will have about 5 mm radial growth
at operating speed (2% graphite operating with a 50% knockdown factor), the
electrical coupling could be severely degraded at _ex!mum speed. An inef£icient
coupling may lead to high temperatures at the highly stressed inner surface of
the rotor and thus reduce life.
Only testing under these specific conditions will provide the confidence
needed in the lifetime for one of these units.
A rim type rotor can be built that will have an energy density suitable to
NASA's requirements. The le¢itated rim type appears structurally attractive if
the electronic coupling doesn't suffer too much from radial growth.
I am concerned that two areas might be neglected. The containment problems
are not trivial. A composite flywheel does not simply break up into fluff. It
loses a lot of energy as it stops• If it a_tempts to stop too suddenly, you
have a containment problem. For instance, a rim contained in a small cavity
will tend to jam suddenly, creating a tremendous torque [refs. 18, 19, and
20]. The severity of the problem is known to vary with materialss but the test
results needed for accurate design optimization do not exist.
Neither does good data exist for my other conL-rn, which is the effect of
long term exposure to sustained high stress in vacutm. Composite properties,
and in particular matrix properties, will change with time. Very little data
exists to estimate what the material characteristics will be after one to five
years of operation.
I have touched on many different topics that have been addressed in the
development of composite flywheels. My final words are to encourage NASA to
approach composite flywheels cautiously and with a healthy respect for the
energies involved (fig. 8).
_Containment Development will N_be Trivial
• Remember total energy involved
• Look for fast stops
* Long Term Effects Need Assessment
. Sustained stress
Continuous vacuum
Radiation
Figure 8.- Concerns needing study,
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teleology and appl£ca_ ev_uat_on task focuses on
de_ p_rfor_noe and cost requ£rese_ for fl_ahee_ £n the
various _reas of appL_cat_Lon. To date the IX}E progr-- has focused
on aut_r-_ve app1_Lcar._Lous. The coapos£te =-te_ effort enr2_2s
ehe test_ of new comer_ coaposlta to detera/ne the/r e_g£nee.r_J_
propert-JLes. The rotor and conr2d_wmt develop_mt york uses dar_ from
these pros_m elesear_ to des/Sn mxl fabrlcate t'_ywheels. The fly_heels
are r_e_ tested at the Oak R_Ise F1y_hee2 Eva_uar.ton Laboratory and
r.he_1_ per_ormmce £s evaluated to £nd_Lcate poss£ble _rea_ for i=prove-
_ent. Once & _or.or has been _O._y developed it _Ls _rans£ex_ed to the
p_v_te sector.
V .--
THE FIVE COMPONENTS OF FLYWHEEL DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT ARE INTERACTIVE
ROTGR AND COMPOSITE AN
CONTAINMENT MATERIALS APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION
COMPONENT
TESTING AND
EVALUATION
TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER
ACTIVITIES
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The Oak Ridge National La_)ratory is the lead center for the DOE
flywheel effort. This luclu_tes proEram management f,mctlnns as well
as technical development in the area of test__ng. Fabricated rotors
are suppl_ed by the private sector. This is done to ease technology
transfer once developmental acti_Itles have been completed.
THE MEST PROGRAM HAS INVOLVED PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION
• ORNL
-- MANAGES AND DIRECTS PROGRAM
- TESTING OF FLYWHEELS IN OAK RIDGE FLYWHEEL EVALUATION
LABORATORY (ORFEL)
-- DEVE LOPMENT OF ADVANCED TESTING TECHNIQUES TO OBTAIN
MORE COMPLETE DATA FROM TESTS
-- DEVELOPMENT OF NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION TO PREDICT
• INCIPIENT FAILURE
LLNL
-- ROTOR TEST DATA ANALYSIS EFFORTS
- ENGINEERING DATA FOR NEW COMPOSITES
PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPANTS SUPPLIED ROTORS
-- GENERAL ELECTRIC
-- GARRETT AIRESEARCH
-- AVCO
-- 8ROBECK
-- OWENS CORNING/LORD K INEMATICS
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l_aree rotors were chosen for second generation test_ activities.
The dJLsk/r_g d_s_gn uses an SHC a-ply lryup dlsk v_eh a wound graphlte/
epoxy r:Lng. The subc:f_cu_tr _ whee.1 is composed o£ a 9 cr 15 r:Lng
r_Lm using a Kev_/epoxy mat_Ll _rJLe.h a Eraph4te spoke system. The
bidirectional weave -_hee_l uses a fabric of Kevlaz f£bezs in a helica]_ly
wound ¢onfi_iraclon. Alter layup, the fabric Is J_pregnaced vlch resin.
ROTOR AND CONTAINMENT DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE
• DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR ROTORS
PRESENT ROTOR DE31GNS SELECTED FOR EVALUATION INCLUDE
HYBRID DISK/RING
SUBCIRCULAR RIM
BIDIRECTIONAL WEAVE
• DESIGN DATA FOR ROTOR/HUB ELASTOMERIC BOND
• COST AJNA LYSIS
184
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The NEST Program was focused on automotive applications. Consistent
with th£s appl£cac£on, flywhee_l development centered on rotors v_th a
toeal stored energy of < 1 kwh wi_h values near 0.25 kwh beJJ_g quite
adequate for the applic_tion. Size ¢onstraiuts _nposed by the automo-
bile requ/red a maximm, diameter of about 0.6 m. The test facility was
capable of supplying a maximum input power level of 3 kw to accelerate
the flywheel.
PER FORMANCE PARAMETERS WERE SPECI FI ED
BY VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM
• AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATION EMPHASIS
• TOTAL STORED ENERGY _ 1 kwh
• ROTOR SIZE OF ABOUT 0.6 m (2 ft}
• TESTING PROGRAM
• INPUT POWER 3 kW MAXIMUM
• ENERGY DENSITY AT ULTIMATE SPEED OF 88 Wh/kg
i
j_ .._
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The first generation wheels concentrated on r_n and disk type
desiSns. A vaziety of composite materials were used and the per-
£ormauce of the wheels varied grear_ly. This initial phase of
testing concentrated on obtainiug energy density data at the maxi-
mum wheel speed. The maximum speed is defined as that speed where
a limiting £aJ.lure mechanl_ is £irst observed. This includes
material failures (e.g., cracks or fragments slung o££ the wheel),
unacceptable imbalance, or radial z_nout in excess o£ 20 mils. The
highest energy density obtaiued was 79.5 _n_/kg using a rim desigu.
FIRST GENERATION ROTORS SHOWED A WIDE
VARIATION IN PERFORMANCE
MANUFACTURER WHEEL TYPE MATERIAL
ORNL
BROBECK
GARR E"J-rl
AIRESEARCH
ROCKETDYNE
APL-ME'rGt.ASS
HF.RCULES
AVCO
LI.NL
LL.NL
GE
0WENS/LORD
ENERGY DENSITY AT ENERGY
MAXIMUM SPEED STORED
(Wn/kg} (kWh)
OVERWRAP K4,9 49.3 0.56
RIM ,SGIK49 63.7 0.71
RIM K4_/K29/SG 79.5 1.23
G 39.6 2.13
M 24.4 0.04
G 37.4 0.8S
SG 44.0 0.40
G 62.6 0.31
SG 67.1 0.16
SG/G 55.1 0.28
SMG/G 27.8 0.36
$MC/G 36.6 0.40
SMC/G 25.O 0.20
SMC 17.5 0.1"I
OVERWRAP RIM
RI&"
DISK (CONTOURED
PIERCED|
DISK (PIERCED)
DISX (TAPERED)
DISK (FLAT)
DISK {SOLID)
DISK
SG - S GLASS: K49 ,. KEVLAR 48, K29 ,, KEVLAR 29; G - GRAPHITE; M - METGLASS;
SMC - S--GLASS SHEET MOLDING COMPOUND
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During PT 1983 the advanced deslsn wheels were tested. The disk
and disk/rln8 designs successfully completed 10,000 cycle fatigue tests.
Subsequent ultimate speed tests _ltcAced energy deuslc_es higher than
chat aeh4eved by s_m_lmr wheels "..hat had not been faclsued. The sub-
circular rim de_4_n wheel d_Ld not successfully complete the cycl£c
far,sue test, £a£1£n8 at 2585 cycles. In add_t_Lon, energy storage
densities at ulcimate speed were 26Z below deslgn speclflcaclons.
The bidirectional weave des/Ell showed a very low energy storaEe densiCy.
Thls very Io_ value may be attrlbuCable co poor resin impresnatlon
during fabrlcaclon.
.r o ._
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ADVANCED ROTORS HAVE UNDERGONE CYCLIC
FATIGUE AND ULTIMATE SPEED TESTS
DISK
MATERIAL SMC
COMPLETED 10,000 YES
CYCLE TEST
ULTIMATE ENERGY DENSITY 48.62
0Nh/kg)
F LYWHEEL DESI GN
DISK/RIM
SMC/G
YES
SUBCIRCULAR BIDIRECTIONAL
RIM WEAVE
K49
NO 1
K49
63.52 65.7 37.3
416TOTAL STORED ENERGY 517 644
(Wh)
622
SPEED AT FAILURE 40,J38 47.068
(ram)
30,012 27,575
1ROTOR FAILED AT 2586 CYCLES
2ROTOR HAD PREVIOUSLY COMPLETED CYCLIC TEST
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W_th cost ¢oustrad_ts loose.ued (as opposed to automotive applications),
a 2X srra_ graphite fiber becomes a very att-zacr_%ve candidate for space
flywheel systems. Ira _ILClmte tensile strength o£ 700 ksl or greater
would make possible much higher energy demsl_es. Uee of tkLs fiber w_th
a £1ex£ble resin would permit the fabrication and operation of a thick
r_n design havJ._K an ZDIOD ratio of 0.5 or less. This design could
y£eld m_ergy stocase densit__es of 150 _rn/kg or greater.
ADVANCED FIBERS COULD SIGNI FICANTLY
INCREASE STORAGE DENSITIES
THE 2% STRAIN GRAPHITE FIBER DEVELOPED BY HERCULES PROMISES TO GIVE A
700 ksi ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
IT HAS NOT BEEN INVESTIGATED FOR TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS BECAUSE AT
$3011b IT IS TOO COSTLY
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS, WHERE WEIGHT OR VOLUME IS A PREMIUM. THE
MATERIAL--RELATED STORAGE COST IS NOT UNREASONABLE
WE ESTIMATE THAT THE USE OF THE 2% STRAIN GRAPHITE IN A THICK RIM DESIGN
COULD RESULT IN AN ENERGY DENSITY OF 150 WhJkB AT ULTIMATE SPEED
/.
......--_._
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Sp_u cesc_S of flywheels is a very J_porcanC component of the
DOE program. The cesc:LuE program is deslsned co confirm failure modes
of r.he flywheel as well as determine how a mater_al performs in a
specific design.
SPIN TESTING IS A CRITICAL COMPONENT OF
FLYWHEEL DEVELOPMENT
• CONFIRM MATERIAL PERFORMANCE AS USED IN A SPECIFIC DESIGN
• CONFIRM FAILURE MODE
• GENERATE DATA CONCERNING EFFECTS OF CYCLING ON WHEEL
-- FATIGUE
-- RELAXATION
• LOOK FOR CRITICAL RESONANCES IN DESIGN
,.._ - .
m__
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The Oak R/dEe Flywheel Evaluation Laboratory represents the state
of, r/xe art for spin testing flywheels. High speed balanclnE before
the test: insures ChaC material limits will be reached duriuE t.he te_t.
Radial runoucs of the arbor, hub, and wheel are monitored conLtnuously
during the test and can be used to iudicane if something is going
wrong _lth the flywheel during the test. Other parameters measured
during the test include fly_heel temperature, axial runout, and vacuum.
THE ORFEL FACILITY OFFERS UNIQUE INSTRUMENTATION
AND DATA ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES NOT
AVAILABLE IN OTHER FACILITIES
• BEFORE TEST ACTIVITIES INCLUDE
-- HIGH SPEED (UP TO 30.000 rpm) BALANCING
-- COMPUTATION OF WHIRL FREQUENCIES
- DETERMINATION OF FORCE RESONANCE FREQUENCY
• DURING THE TEST THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE MONITORED
-- FLYWHEEL TEMPERATURE VIA PYROMET.qY
- RADIAL RUNOUT OF ARBOR, HUB AND WIlE EL
-- AXIAL RUNOUT TO DETERMINE TILT OF WHEEL
- VACUUM
• CRITICAL PARAMETERS SUCH AS WHIRL AND FORCED RESONANCE
ARE ALSO ANALYZED DURING THE TEST USING AN ON--LINE COM-
PUTER AND FREQUENCY SPECTRUM ANALYZER
• j .
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It would be useful if a technique was available to predict incipient
failure of the flywheel while in service. To this end ORNL has begun
investigations concernlng non-conracE strain measurement and nondesuructive
inspection. These techniques show prom/se but have not been developed
to the point where they are a use, ul diagnostic tool.
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
OTHER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
• NON--CONTACT STRAIN MEASUREMENT
NDI
USES CHANGE IN DIFFRACTION ANGLE OF A LASER--ILLUMINATED
DIFFRACTION GRATING. BONDED TO FLYWHEEL AS INDICATOR OF
STRAIN ;'
COMMERCIAL GRATINGS (14,000 LINE/INCH) Y.,-IELDED RESOLUTIONS
NOT ADEQUATE FOR THE LOW STRAIN (- 0.7%) MATERIALS USED
RESOLUTION MAY" BE ADEQUATE FOR 2% STRAIN MATERIAL
ULTRASONIC DETECTION OF MICROCRA.CKING IN THE MATRIX
PRELIMINARY RESULTS SHOWED FREQUENCY ATTENUATION IN--
CREASES MONOTONICALLY WITH STRA:iN HISTORY
NOT YET ABLE TO USE TECHNIQUE TO'PREDICT INCIPIENT FAILURE
i
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-! FLEXIBLE MATRIX COMPOSITE LAMINATED DISK/RING FLYWHEEL
B. P. Gupta and A. O. Hannibal
Lord Corporation
Erie, Pennsylvania
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A_TRACT
An energy storage flywheel conststtn9 of a quast-lsotroplc
composite d_sk overwrapped by a ctrcumferentlally wound ring made
of carbon fiber and an elastomertc matrix is proposed. Through
analysts It has been de_nstrated that with an elastomerlc matrix
to relteve the radtal stresses, a lultnated dtslc/rtng flip,heel
can be designed to store at least 80.3 Wh/kg or about 68_ more
than previous disk/ring deslgns. At the same tlme the slmple
construction ts preserved.
m I
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Nearly a dozen different rotor concepts have been developed over
the past ten years under the auspices of the Department of Energy.
(DOE). All these designs were fabricated and underwent destructive
testing. From analytical studles and experimental results whlch
lncluded energy denstty at burst, Identification of fallure modes,
dynamic stability, requirements for containment and system cost,
two designs were chosen for continued development. They were
Earreit-&lr Research's Itultl-Rtng Rim Rotor and 8eneral Electrtc's
Laminated Disk/Ring Hybrtd Rotor.
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Garrett's multi-ring design stored 7g.4 Wh/kg at burst, the htghest
energLy density per unit welght of any flywheel studled tn the 90E's
Energy Storage Program. However, In a 10,000 cycle test at a
maxlnmm energy density of roughly one-half the ulttmate value, the
multi-ring design fatled catastrophically after 2,586 cycles [Ref.
1]. The 8eneral (lectrtc Disk/Ring Rotor stored 52.1 Wh/kg and 68
Wh/kg tn two separate tests after having successfully completed
10,000 cycles at a maximum energy denslty of 22.5 Wh/kg. The
fatlure mode was clrcumferentta] rupture Induced by resln fatlure
In the radtal direction.
Other factors that demonstrate the high performan:e of the hybrid
deslgn are its enera_ydensttyper unit volume, which ls roughly
three times that of the multi-ring deslgno and the controlled
manner ln whtch ttfalls.
In thts paper the ]amlnated disk/ring concept ls modified by
replacing the epox_matrtx in the rtng wtth a urethane e]astomer.
Zt is demonstrated analyttca11_ that the circumferential rupture
mode of fallure ts e]lminated and the energy density increased by
roughl_ M_when uslng a hlgh strain fiber. There are several
other benefits derlved from this substitution. First, the rlng can
he made very thick, _ducing the manufacturing comlexit_ _qui_ed
for multi-ring configurations. Also, the dtsk might be eliminated
altngether In lteu of a small hub, posstbly melal. Second, the
maxim tensile stress occurs near the outside of the ring rather
than at the interface llkethecarbon/epox_ ring. _ird, the
problem of _ng/dtsk separation tsellmtnated.
The lamtnattddlsk/rlng concept wtth a htgh performance
ftber/elastomerlc rtng offers the potential for the highest energ_
densltl@ achleved vlth any f13_e1 concept to date whlle
mlntalnlng simplicity In construction. (See Figure 1.)
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II. ANALYSTS ANO DESIGN OF O|_K/RING FLYMHEELS
Three disk/ring flywheels havtng different rtng materials ere
evaluated analytlcal]y. The properties of the laminated
glass/epoxy dtsk material, whlch ls common to all three flywheels,
were taken from Reference 2 and are recorded tn Table 1. S-glass,
carbon and htgh stratn carbon (1.75_ elongation) were :onstdered as
candidate flbers for the rlng. S-glass ftbers were rejected on the
basts of disk/ring separation and wtll not be discussed tn thts
paper. The matrix materials were epoxy and a re]attvely soft
urethane elastomer havtng a Young's modulus of 13.8 MPa. The
mechanical properties of the carbon/epoxy rtng were also taken from
Reference 2 and are recorded In Table 2. Some of the properties of
the carbon/urethane rtngs were calculated ustng the method
described tn Reference 3 and others were estimated based on previous
experimental measurements.
The analytical method was based on the equations developed In
Reference 4. They provtde the stresses relattng to the four major
considerations when designing a disk/ring flywheel. They are: (1)
maximum stress tn the dtsk; (2) maxlmum radtal stress In the rlng;
(3) maxlmum circumferential stress In the rtng; and (4) disk/ring
separation.
Table 3 records the optimum fl)_heel configurations considered tn
thls study. Configuration No. 1 has a carbon/epoxy rtng vtth a
radius ratto, a/b, of 0.85. Below thts value the disk/ring
separates as indicated by the low value of interface pressure.
Failure occurs tn the dlsk at an energy density of 47.74 Mh/kg.
Configurations No. 2 and No. 3 have a radius ratio of 0.6. Lower
values are posslble _rlthout the fear of disk/ring separa_-ton, but
the energy densities are not increased. Configuration No. 2 fatls
through longitudinal fiber breakage at an energy denslty of 58.96
Mh/kg, 23.5_greater than Configuration Ro. 1. Configuration No.
3, however, vlth lts high s-traln capability, increases the stored
energy de_stty at burst to80.3 Wh/kg or 68_ greater than
Configuration No. 1. Its failure could be either radtal ring
fatlure or circumferential rtng fallure.
TABLE 1-
PROPERTIES OF S2-8LASS/EPOXY 013"K
PROPERT]:ES VALUE
Elasttcllodulus, Ed
Fotssons Ratio, _d
I)enstt¥, _d
Ulttmte Strength, _ud
20.0 8Pa (2.9 x 106 pst)
0.3
1.805 g/cm 3 (0.065 Iblin. 3)
386 l_a (56,000 psl)
! :
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In Figure 2 the maxtmumnormaltzed stress factor ($D) _n the d_sk
is observed to be nearly the same for all three configurations over
the entire range of a/b. For thicker annular rtngs, which are
possible wtth configurations No 2. and No. 3, the stress tn the
dlsk is reduced and therefore becomes less of a concern.
The maxlmmatangenttal stress factor (SLT) for the rtng ts also
presented In Figure 2. Below a radius ratio of about 0.77 the
carbon/urethane configurations (No. 2 and No. 3) pay a penalty In
higher tangential stress. SLT for the carbon/epoxy configuration
(No. l) minimizes at 0.56 while configurations No. 2 and No. 3
mtnlmtze at an SLT of 0.858. Thts difference Is fa_rl_ constant
for all a/b ratios less than 0.56.
The htgher tangential stress factors for the carbon/urethane
configurations are more than offset by the advantage gained In the
radial stress factor ($LR) of the rtng as Illustrated in Flgure 3.
Clearly for all radius ratios below 0.85 the carbon/urethane
configurations have a dramatic advantage over a carbon/epoxy ring.
For a radius ratio below about 0.8, SLR is constant for
configurations No. 2 and No. 3, allowing a ring of arbitrary annular
thickness without an increase in radial stress. This is clearly not
the case for configuration Ho. 1.
In Figure 4 the Interface pressure (PL) versus radius ratio is
presented. A negative value of PL indicates disk/ring separation.
For configuration No. 1 separation would exts_ for all values of
radius ratios below 0.85, although this value can be lowered
somewhat by applytng a precompresslon during asse_ly.
Configurations No. 2 _nd No. 3, on the other hand, shovno sign of
separation at any radius ratio.
Figures 5 through 8 present the stresses along the radius of the
fly_eeis. The interface of the dtsk and the ring is Indicated by
a verttcal 1the. The maximum circumferential stress In the ring ts
at the Interface In configuration No. l, but near the outside of
the ring for configuration No. 3. If fallure should occur in the
circumferential direction In configuration No. 3, a more benlgn
fallure mode would be expected. The compressive radlal stress at
the Interface sho_m In Figure 8 for configuration No. 3 indicates
the absence of separation.
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rTABLE2 - PROPERTIESOFRINGMATERIALS
60':)
Flytdwel Configuration No. 1 2 3
Colq)ostte Naterlal CarbonYT4)ox7 ¢arbon/Urethane High Straln
Carbon/Urethsne
Oe_s!ty, _h
g/om3 (Iblln.3)
Po_sson's Ratio. vh
Tangential flo4ulus. [e
GPa (pst)
Itadt43 Hodulus, F.r
GPa (psi)
Tangential Strength. oue
nPa (psi)
Itad141 Strength. aur
IqPa (psi)
Itatlo. n. F.e/I d
Itatto, I{= . (e/E r
itatlo. R - Td/'rh
1.SOS (0.0S451 1.467 (0.0S31 1.467 (0.053)
0.33 0.31 0.39
126.2 (18.3 x 106 ) 126.2 (18.3 • 106 ) 126.2 (18.3 • 106 )
9.Sg (1.39 • 106) 0.38 (S4,WO) 0.38 (54,600)
1124.1 (163,0001 1124.1 (163,0001 1S75.2 (228,400)
12.4 (1,800) 12.4 (18001 12.4 (1,800)
6.31 6.31 6.31
13.17 334 334
1 . 19S 1.222 1. 226
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TABLE 3 - OPTIMUMDESIGNS OF FLYWHEELS
Conf lgura_on No. 1 2 3
Cmmoslte I_terl_;1 ¢arban/FJ)oxy ¢arbon/Ik-etJIsane Irish 5traln
¢4rboa/Urethane
Iladlus Ratlo
(c - a/b)
Interface Pressure iiatlo
(PL - Pi_iVexb')
Raxtmm Stress F_-tors
SLT
5LR
SO
Mulmm Stress Strength Itattos
10-*JNPa (lO-*/ps_)
SLT/_e
SUt/_or
50/lud
I_xlmm [nergy
Failure Sped. _ **
0.85 0.6 0.6
0.0012 0.0821 0.0(01
0.9S6 0.8577 0.8S77
0.0012 C.O00S 0.00695
O.3SS 0.1119 0.110
8SO.S (S.ilG) 7(k3.4 (5.25)* $45.7 (3.76)
6&0.4 (4.5S) SIbO.4 (3.6611 $60.4 (3.1161)*
920.2 (&.34)* 466.S (3.2141 4fdb.S (3.2141
47.14 (21.?) S8.96 (26.0) 110.3 (36.S)
36,000 40,1t0 4&,990
* ]Indicates the failed Nrt .8'rodthe node of fallore.
** bdlus b of the fl)_dheel ts 22.48 ca (8.0S ln.).
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Figure g presents the maximum energy densities per untt wetght for
all three configurations as a function of the radius ratio a/b.
The fatlure mode changes for different values of the radius ratio.
It can be observed that failure occurs tn the dtsk for all three
configurations when the ring ts thin. For thicker rings, the mode
of failure shifts to circumferential rupture (radial stress) for
the carbon/epoxy configuration. The energy density decreases
rapidly at this point for a small increase In rlng annular
thickness. For a radius ratio less than 0.77, the failure mode of
configuration No. 2 Is a tangential stress fallure wtth a constant
energy density of about 58.3 Wh/kg. Configuration No. 3 (high
straln carbon fiber) has the same characteristic for radius ratios
less than 0.65. Its energy density ts constant at 82.5 Wh/kgor
6B_ higher than the carbon/epoxy configuration.
RESIOUA_ STRESSES CAUSED BY RANUFACTURING PROCESSES
The manufacturing processes involved ;n fabricating a filament
wound composite rlng can create residual stresses In the
flywheels. These stresses wlll have a detrimental effect on the
performance of the f]y_eels If they are tensile In nature. Table
4 records the residual stresses in two carbon/epoxy rings and two
carbon/urethane rings based on the calculations published In
Reference 5.
It can be observed from Table 4 that as the thickness increases,
the restdual stresses also increase. In terms of ultimate strength
It appears the radial stress is more harmful than the tangential
stress. Even though analysts Indicates a single rtng havlng a
sma]l a/b ratio Is feasible, manufacturing induced stresses may
preclude this possibility. If so, tt seeals that two or three
relatively thick rings wtth precompresston All reduce the problem
to a manageable level.
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TABLE 4 - RESIDUAL STRESSES
Resldual Stresses. MPa (o51)
Ring _lmensions, cm (In.) (a e) (ae) (Or)
Number OD ID Thickness Material lnslde outside mtddle
(vf)
I
l(a) 53.34 50.8 1.27 Carbon/Epoxy 41.0 (5,940) -39.5 (-5,T50) 0.475 (59.0)
(21.0) (20.0) (0.5) (50_)
l(b) 53.34 50.8 1.27 Carbon/Urethane 31.7 (4,600) -31.3 (-4,540) 0.455 (56.0)
(21.0) (20.0) (0.5) (4f_)
2(a) 40.3 27.94 6.16 Carbon/Epoxy 87.7 (12.730) -59.8 (-10,130) 5.7 (970.0)
(15.07) (11.0) (2.44) (60X)
2(b) 35.5 27.94 3.81 Carbon/Urethane 80.7 (11,710) -70.4 (-10,210) 4.0 (580.0)
(14.0) (11.0) (1.50) (SOY,)
IV. FUTURE WORK
In this paper the performance improvement of a laminated disk/ring
flywheel with a carbon/urethane ring over a flywheel with a carbon/epoxy
ring has been demonstrated. There is, however, still a great deal of work
to be done, such as:
Optimum deslgn of a disk/ring flywheel _tth a few rings assembled
wtth an interference fit and possibly having different fibers and
different resins at different fiber fractions (Figure 10).
Materials data studies to detemlne the most suitable resin and fiber
combination.
- Fiber slztng studies to optimize fiber/resin adhesion.
Dynamic stability study.
Sptn test to burst.
NOT evaluation.
9eep cycle fattgue.
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• V. SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
I
L
0
b
C
Ed
Er
EB
ID
K2
N
N
OD
PL
P
R
r
SD
SLR
SLT
Vf
Yd
Yh
B
_d
_h
od
oh
°r
_ud
°ur
°ua
a e
w
Subscript:
i ....
radius of disk
radius-of flywheel
ratio of disk radius to flywheel radius,
elastic modulus of disk material
radial modulus of ring material
tangential modulus of ring material
inside diameter
ratio of tangential to radial modulus of ring material
EB/E d
speed of flywheel, RPM
outside diameter
pressure, nondimensional; PL = p/ph_2b 2interface
interface pressure,
Od/O h
radius
maximum normalized stress factor
radial stress factor
maximum tangential stress factor
fiber volume section
density of disk material
weight of ring material
arbitrary position along circumference of ring
Poisson's ratio for disk material
Poisson's ratio for ring material
density of disk material
density of ring material
radial stress _n ring material
ultimate tensile strength of disk material
ultimate tensile strength of ring material in radial direction
ultimate tensile strength of ring material in tangential direction
tangential stress in ring material
angular speed, rad/sec
maximum
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Figure 1-- Laminated disk/ring flywheel. Disk is solid
and is made of an isotropic material, such as a laminated
S2-glass/epoxy composite. A ring made of high-modulus
high-strength fiber and flexible matrix composite is
wound onto the disk. The fibers in the ring are directed
circumferentially.
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flywheel. Configuration 1.
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GENERAL ELECtRiC COMPOSITE RING--DISK
FLYWHEEL: RECENT AND POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
i
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INTRODUCTION
D,,ring th," pa_t few years, an increasing recognition has developed of the
important benefits that ran be gained by utilizing high performance flywheel systems
in spacecraft. While the case for flywheels for spacecraft power and combined power/
attitude control was fairly well established by the 1974 NASA/Rockwell Study (Refs.
I-2), a more solid acceptance of it was inhibited by the then current state of
technology, among other reasons. One of the key factors supporting the case for
flywheels was (and is) the composite rotor, with its potential for very high density
and manageable containment. Although flywheel systems incorporating then available
metallic rotors appeared to be competitive with electrochemical energy storage
systems for certain missions, a limited potential, certainly for long term perfor-
mance growth, and an unresolved contairunent issue undoubtedly dampened significant
syst c:m develcpme_ t.
The situation has, however, changed for the better in recent years due to
important developmertts in composite rotor technology which have proceeded from the
mechanical energy storage technology (MEST) program sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) and conducted by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
The primary objective of the program was to develop by 1984 an economical and prac-
tical composite flywheel having an energy density of 88 Wh/kgat failure with an
operational range of 44-55 t/h/kg and an energy storage capacity of approximately
1 kWh. In addition, concerns regarding safety dictated the development of flywheel
:ontainmenL technology.
Initially, th_ DOE/LL.NL program sponsored _he development of I0 different
composite rotor designs. Considerable data regarding the dynamics, failure modes,
and containment behavior of the prototypes were obtained from spin testing. Also,
some of the program goals were approached and exceeded (Garrett multl-rlng rotor,
which attained an ultimate energy density of 79.4 Wh/kg and a stored energy of
1.23 kWh). In addition, improved understanding of composite rotor design, structural
behavior, material responses, and fabrication processing was obtained from prolonged
assoclation with the variety of materials, constructions, and design features
embodied in the prototype rotors. Spin testing permitted evaluation of the effective-
ness of intricate design features to obtain high storage performance (for example,
rotors developed by the _arrett and Brobeck organizations). Tests also revealed
surprisingly high performance in exceedingly simple design such as the constant
thickness laminated disk.
Since it was not possible to continue the development of all the rotor designs,
an evaluation/selection poetess was conducted to identify the most pr_sing concepts
for further development and testin E. The desik, ns selected were the Garrett multi-flog
rim type rotor and the General Electric rlmE/disk hybrld rotor. Ten prototypes of each
of these designs were fabricated and several were spin tested for ultimate and cyclic
endurance in a laboratory environment. An AVCO design was also developed further.
In addition to the rotor developments_ two parallel studies were initially per-
fo_m=d to provide a design basis for composite rotor containment (Refs. 3-4).
These studies included an assessment of available eonralnmemt technoloEy for metallic
and _._:_os_,: r-_tor_, examination of composite rotor burs_ test data, and definition
of coa_ainmenc housing design concepts. The methodoloKy and design concept produced
by General Electric was subsequently selected for further development. Experimental
contait_ent h_u=in_:, fr,c the Garre_t and General Electric flywheels were fabricated
and one containment test involving a complete burst of a General Electric rotor was
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performed. This test was the first of its k/nd (i.e., a high performance burst with-
In a housin8 of pracltcal proportions) and revealed important realities of composite
rotor containment processes.
This paper describes recent developments of the General Electric hybrid rotor
design and discusses Its relation to flywheel designs that ere especially suitable
for spacecraft applications. It also projects potential performance Eaius that can
be achieved in such rotor designs by applying latest developments in materials,
processing, and design methodology. Indications are than substantial improvements
can be obtained.
Merit indices of composite flywheel performance include the following:
Weight Energy - Density, _, =
Volume Energy - Density, %, =
Cost Energy - DenslCy, EC, -
Stored Energy
Total Rotor Welght
Stored Ener87
Rotor Swept Volume
Stored Energy
Rotor Cost
These indices maybe re.laced to anultimate storage capacity based on short-
term failure and an operational capaclt-ybased on cyclic llfe. Similar indices may,
of course, also he defined on a system level by referring to Chewe_ht, enclosed
volume, and cost of r_he entLTe energy storage system.
Another set of indices considers only the rotors and containment housing and
,is of particular value in desiEnlng an optimum fly-heel system. This is because the
various rotor designs under consideration may have wfdely different cont_Lument
requirements. A high performance rotor design might, for instance, have a highly
destructive failure mode, thereby requirin 8 relar.ively heavy conic. Because
of th/s, its combined rotor and containment energy densit_ m_t be lower than chat
of a lower performance rotor which has a re.l_tlvely benign mode of failure.
I In contrast CO metallic (isotroplc) flywheels, whose we/@ht enezEy-_enslt7 can
Ibe exprssed as
I
t where k _ -._he shape factor, o the ultimate or operational screugth, and 0 -..he mass
:density, the definition of a pe__o_mauce index is more complex for conposlte rotors.
Such macerlaJ_ have distinctive and complex behaviors beemme of enisotropy and
heterogeneity. The orrho_ropy in elastic modul_ can introduce a strong couplils
becweem geometry and mat_ prod_riles, the chin _ perhaps be/zq; am exception.
AJLso, fiber composites have low streastha corresponding co failure modes Chat are
coaL-rolled by macr/x properties, and t_-_-dependent properties can differ sS_p_l_icantly
from the static values usually quoeed.
-j
,. _-,:
7_ -
Whac is 8enerally required for composite rotor designs _s an accurate stress
analysis of its component members and the idencif£cation of _c_ failure modes.
Each failure mode can be expressed in terms of a corcespond_ rotor peripheral speed.
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8ence a seC of limltng speedc _n be defined for a given design, and from the low-
est of these, minimum performance indications for the appropriate use conditions are
determined.
DESTGN FEATURES OF THE HYBRID ROTOR
The hybrid rotor shown in Figure I is basically a solid, constant thickness
disk configuration that consists of three parts: a central laminated disk, a fila-
ment-wound outer ring, and a small metallic hub tha_ is attached co the disk. In
the usual form of the design, the laminate is a quasi-iso_ropic layup of unidirec- '
tional plies of glass/epoxy prepreg material cured in a press. The fiber volume
and void content have typically been 50 to 55 percent and 2 percent, respectively.
The ring is usually constructed of high-strength type graphlte/epoxy material with !
a fiber volume and void content of 60 percent and I to 25 percent, respectively.
The ring is fitted to the disk by means of a simple interference fit. Radial
interferences of .001 to .002 In./in. of outside ring radius have been employed,
with values in the lower range in more recent designs. The interference fit is
accomplished by cooling the disk and ring. In the cooling process the disk diameter
contracts while the graphite/epoxy tin E remains dimensionally inert, thereby permit-
tin E the ring to be slivDed over the disk. When the interference fit is in the vl-
citify of .002 in./in, mechanical pressing is required in addition to thermal action_
{
Stresses in the hybrid rotor are governed by the elastic properties of the disk i
and ring, _he interference fit value, and the parameter B which is the ratio of the i
inner and outer radii of the ring. In previous prototype rotors, 8 values have
ranged from about .73 to .82.
i
The ring serves the following functions: (i) it operates at high energy density_- "_;....
(2) the ring/disk interface pressure acts co reduce the disk te_.sile stresses _ -::-r"
slightly and also to reduce radial tensile stresses in the ring; (3) it prevents c_
fraying and other edge effect problems of the disk, (_) it greatly improves the _'
fatigue and creep performance of the disk because of the excellent fatigue and creep _
properties of graphlte/epoxy and (5) it can alter the flywheel failure mode from
disk rupture to a less severe rin E burst mode.
A small aluminum huh/quill adapter is bonded elastomerically to the disk. The
bond accommodates the large _ifferential radial growth that occurs between the disk
and hub adapter durlu8 rotation. _r also provides damping, but this is probably a
disadvantage because internal damping is known uo have an adverse effect on dynamic
stabillty.
In 1982, 14 hybrid rotors were produced by General Electric for LI/TL for ultlmat I
speed and cyclic endurance spin testing. Except for certain details the rotors were i
nominally identical in size and design energy storage capacity. Their properties ar_
shown in Table I. The storage capacities were nominally .5 kWh (ultimate) and .25
kWh at maximum operational speed. The d,.'fezences amou 8 these rotors were due to
the resin used for the matriz of the outer rim@. The basic design (Type A) employed
Epon 826 epoxy which had been used in previous hybrid rotors. Ten Type A rotors
were produced. Types B and C used a high temperature epoxy (Ciba-GeiEy CY-179) and
a flexible polyurethane respectively. Two each of Types B and C were produced.
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Table 1. Properties of General Electric
Hybrid and Simple-Disk Flywheels
Parameter Hybrid Simple Disk
Rotor 0D, in.
Ring ID, in.
Ring Thlckness, in.
Disk Thickness, in.
Rotor Weight, lb.
Eotor W_iEht, less Hub, lb.
Polar Moment of Inertia, Ib-ln.-sec 2
Swept Volume, ft 3
16.00
12.80
1.74
1.67
22.33
21.22
1.69
.202
15.86
1.70
23.44
22.33
1.82
.194
Also, simple laminated disk rotors were produced (Table i), mainly to obtain basic
spin test data about failure stress levels and failure modes of the laminate. The
rings and laminates were fabricated by the Lord Corp. and 3M Co., respectively.
PERFORMANCE TESTS
Two ultirate speed nests and one cyclic spin test were performed on hybrid
rotors (Nos. H8/GE-F and H6/GE-3)and one ultimate speed and one cyclic test was
conducted on a simple lamlnaned disk rotor _2/GE-D). The test conditions and
performances are ILsred in Table 2. Rotors H8 and D2 were the only units that were
subjected to the cyclic testlng and both rotors successfully endured the required
10,000 spin cycles. Each cycle consisted of spinn:LnE between energy levels of 217
and 54.2 Wh over a 6.5 mlnure period for the hybrid rotor and between 190 and 47.4
_h over an 8.0 minute perlod for the simple disk rotor. After completion of the
cyclic tests, these same rotors were tested for ultimate burst capacity. Rotor H8
.,urst at an enerEy level of 65o Rh and _erEy density of 68.0 Wh/kg. The peripheral
speed at failure was 1,010 m/see, believed to be the highest value ever attained in
a flywheel. Rotor DZ burst at an energy level of 529 Wh and energy density of 52.1
Wh/k 8. The basis for computln8 the enerEy level and enerEy density Is as defined
in Ref. 4.
The only other hybrid rotor that was brought to Its ultimate speed was rotor
H6 which burst at an enerEy level of 648 wh and enerEy density of 67.0 _hlkg. This
result was most interestlnE for several reasons, first because rotor H6 had not been
previously tested _ yet Ins burst performance very nearly duplicated that of rotor
H8 whlch had been cycled I0,000 times. Also, the failure mode of both rotors was
the me (i.e., circumferential burst of the outer rlnE). Thls set of data provides
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Table 2. Cyclic and Ultimate Spin Test Results
for General Electric Hybrid and Simple Disk Flywheels
Cyclic Test
No. of Cycles
Cycle Duration, minutes
Speed: rpm, max. (rain.)
m/s, max. (rain.)
Energy, _h, max. (rain.)
Weight, Ib! I)
Ultimate Test
Ult. Speed, rpm (m/s)
Energy, _h
EM(2), Whlkg
N (2) , kIXh.i 3
H81GE-F
(Hybrid)
i0,000
6.5
27,330(13,660)
583(292)
217(54.2)
21.27
22.5
37.9
Rotor Number (Type)
D2 IGE-D
(Simple Disk)
47,058(1,010)
656
68.0
115
i0,000
8.0
21.32
46,602 (992)
648
67.0
113
24,600 (12 , 300)
519(260)
190(47.4)
22.38
18.7
34.6
40,638(867)
529
52.1
94
(i) Not includlnE 1.11 Ib Hub Arbor.
(2) Based on Dimensions at Dlcimace Speed.
k
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the only existing indication of the effect of significant spln-cycllng on the ultl-
mate performance of a composite flywheel. At least for these two test points, the
performance appears to be rather unaffected by the cycling imposed.
Eased on the high ultimate energy density exhibited in these tests the opera-
tional level of a hybrid rotor of the design represented here would appear to be
about 40_h/k 8. The operatlonal level imposed in the cyclic test of rotor H8
reflected the lower ultimate performance that had been expected, as well as a
degree of caution in approaching this unprecedented test. More will be said later
about the significance of these test results.
Attempts to reach ultimate burst conditions were made unsuccessfully with three
other duplicate hybrid rotors. The tests, however, were significant because they
manifested the ruggedness of the rotor construction, especially the graphlte/epoxy
ring component, and contributed to a better understanding of the loose-rotor contain-
ment process. In each case, the rotors separated from the drive shaft due to a
whirl resonance condition that developed prior to attainment of a burst speed con-
dition. The speeds at which separation occurred ranged between 35,820 and 40_910
rpm or 769 and 878 m/set. Subsequent to separation, the rotors spun within the
contair_aent ring, finally coming no rest _rlthln one minute. Except for some graphite/
epoxy which had been smoothly ground away during the spin-down process, the rotors
were recovered in an intact condition.
FAILURE MODES OF HYBRID ROTORS
A plane stress analysis considering a quasi-isotropic disk and orthotropic outer
ring and a uniform interface pressure between the two is used to calculate the stresses
and deformations of the hybrid rotor system. The analysis (Refs. 6-7) provides an ac-
curate and convenient means of optimlzin8 the design of hybrid rotors. This facility
_s due basical/y to the constructional simplicity and axial sy_netry of the rotor.
The result is that for given component materials, the rotor stre_ssea, displacements,
and interface pressure are express, able in terms of nhreedesiEn parameters, namely_
the ring radius ratio, B - a/b, unlt radial interference 8 = 8/b, and rotor peripheral
speed, V. Here a and b are respectively the lnslde and ounside radii of the ring and
6 the radial interference. Hence the_allowable speeds V i can be determined_rith
respect to each of the governllE failure modes of the hybrid system for any set of
values B and _. These modes ere as defined in Table 3, in whlch the starred quanti-
ties are the maximum allowable desiEn stresses for ultimate or fatl_ue fad_lure con-
dltions. Symbols in the table are defined as follows: CRF, circumferential fluE,
_RF, radial (transverse) ring, a_i DF, disk failure; S, ri_g/dlsk separation; B_
bearing failure; nOR, circumferential r-ing, erR, radial ring, and oD, disk center
stress or strength; o3, bearing strength at ring/dlsk interface; and P, interface
pressure.
A composite plot of V i v_ B for the i failure modes clearly exhlbits the allow-
able operational regime for rotor systems having a given value of 6. The rotor
enerEy/welght ratio Ew i (energy density), expressahle in terms of B and Vi, is more
usually plotted instead of Vi. The author has referred to such a represer, ratlona.s
a Nimmer plot. Data for constructlngNlamer plots are obtained by means of a compuUer
program which calculates the energy densities E_ i for all failure modes a_d the inter-
face pressure at rest, Po, for a specified range of B. :t also calculates, if appll-
cable, the value of S above whlch the interface pressure increasaslrleh increasing
rotor speed. In this particular B range, the rlng_rlll remain in contact wirh the
disk even if the initial interference is zero.
-o
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Table 3. Definition of Governing
Failure Modes of Hybrid Rotors
Failure Mode Symbol Condition for V = V i
Circcmferentlal
Ring Failure
Radial R/hE
Failure
Disk Failure
Ring/Disk
Separarlon
Interface Bearing
Failure
CP_
RAT
DF
S
B
aOR = OOR*
OrR = OrR*
o D = OD*
P=O
P - OBR* or - OBD*
i:
c. i
i
N.
A meauingful iuterpretatlon of a Nimmer plot requires careful consideration of
ring/dlsk loading in_eractlons in the light of uncerualntles in governing material
property values. These uncertelnties are due to (i) llmlted available standard
specimen data, (2) fabrication process dependency, (3) size effects, and (4) vari-
ation of certain properrles _rich load and time.
A Nimmer plot that was used for the initial design selecuio= of the present
hybrid rotors (Types A and B) is shown in _igure 2. Ir is based on moderately heavy
interference fit of .002 in./in, and che materlals data of Table 4. The plot shows
energy density (Wh/ib) versus radius ratlo S for the various gove_Tnlng failure modes
_d serves to identlfy the optimum range of S. The present hybrid rotors were de-
designed _rh S = .8; therefore, the lim/tlng failure mode indicated is CRF fox
uluimate failure (solid curve) and eluher CR_or DF for nhe 105 cycle operarlonal
conditions (dashed curves). _nmost cases the failure modes for high S values (chin
rings) is DF or CRFwhile for low S values (thlckrlnEs) it is RRF or S (the latter
for hghr _nterference flts).
ANALYSIS OF SPIN TEST DATA
The desi_u dare of Table 4 were cumplled from previous hybrid rotor develop-
merits (Refs. 6, 7 and 8), avaLlable rotor spin _est (Refs. 8-9), specimen cesc data
(Refs. 6-8, 10-13), and _te m_lys_s (Eel. 15). As more spin tesC dace became
ave/fable for hybrid and s_mple laminated disk roco_s, they were scudied by means
of the rotor structural analysis to refine the assessment of ma_er£al strength values.
In doing chls _he older spin rest: data were reexamined co reduce all conclusions re-
garding strength 11:o a reasonably consistent basis. This study, described in Eel.
16, led Co several important conclusions. First, the elastle modulus of the lamlnaced
disk becomes degraded due to the developmenE of dlscr_buted _Lcrocracks in the i m-4- :
nace resin as the stresses in the disk ex_-eed chreshold levels. In hybrid ro'r.or_,
the principal effects of Chls are Co reduce the stresses in the disk and increase the
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Table 4. Properties of Prototype Rotor Materials: Disk
(S-2 Glass/SP250 Epoxy); tins (T-300 Graphi_e/Epon 826 Epoxy)
Item
Ultimate
105 Cycles
Disk Ring
|
_', _D" OD' I UD EOR' ErR' _R' orE'
msi ksi ib/in. 3 ,_ msi* msi* ksi k sl
3.3 60 .066 .3 18.8 1.40 170 2.0-3.5
2.55 25 .066 .3 18.8 1.40 117 1.2
Ib/in. 3
.0531
.0531.
.3
.3
*I ms_ = 1,000,000 Ib/in. 2
circumferentia/ stress (_eR) and reduce the radial tensile stress CurE) in the ring.
Second, as a direct consequence of this, when the failure mode is CRF, the strength
O_R is treater than those values, based on the initial disk modulus, and when the
mode is REF, the tensile strength OrE _s smaller.
The revised est'-mates of design strength values were inferred from the calculated
stress results that correspond to observed failure modes of tested rotors. In some
cases, a lower bound estimate was obtained for a Uartlcular fa/lure mode tha_ was not
the actual mode of failure in the test. The stress results are _rized In Ta_le 5,
vhlch emhodles most of the available spin tests of hyhrld and simple disk rotors
having 0, 90, +65, -45 ° laminate ply construction. The stresses listed do not _nclude
residual stress. All the hybrid rotors except the second set of tests 80-3 and 80-_
have two l_stlngs of data, the first corresponding to the in_tlal disk elastl¢ modulus
and the second to_e reduced modulus. The most important effects of the reduced _/sk
modulus pertain ro the outer rln_.
The radial tensile stress _rR is addressed first. Only in Tests No. 80-3 and 4
did the RRF mode actually occur. The average calculated s_res_ for these tests at the
location at which failure was observed co occur is 1.71 Psi for the reduced modulus
and 2.66 ksi for the initial modulus. Adding co these an estimated .5 ksi due to fa_-
rlcarion-lnduced residual stress we obtain values of 2.2 a_d 3.2 ksi for the radial
tensile strensth. The lover value, especially as _n is associated with the reduced
disk modulus, is assomed _o be the indicated GrE strength. In the H8 and H6 tests, in
uhlch RR_ did nor occur, _he max/mum calculated radial stress correspondi= E to _he
reduced modulus _s 1.46 ksl and the calculated residual stress is .482 ksl (Ref° 16).
Rence, the total UrR = 1.9_ ksi, which compare_ _o the a_<_ve srrmIEch value (2.2 ksl) is
_ons_srent _rith a non-radlal failure condition. _f, on the oEt]_e,z"hand, the calculated
_alues of ore for Tests No. 80-3 and 80-_ corresgondin8 to the initial modulus __re
ased as a bas_s for estimating the urR siren,.h, tILlS would y_eld an average value of
_.66 + .5 = 3.1 ksl. _ur the average calculated UrR (based on the initial disk modu-
lus and _ncludius residual stress) for the H8 and H6 tests _s 3.5 ks_, or treater than
-he /nd_cated strength. This would nor be consistent wlth the fact that RRF dld not
_ccur in these latter two tests. Hence, the four tests taken Ec_ether support the
•.x_stence of a reduced d_$k modulus and an estlmaced ore s_renSt_ of about 2.2 ksl.
In Ref. 16, transverse tensile test data obtained on speclmens cut from rings _dentical
_o chose used in the 80-3 and 4 tests y=_elded an averaEe strensrh of 3.23 ks_. A
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Table 5. Rotor Stresses Analytically Deduced
from Spin Tests of Hybrid and Simple Disk _ly_heals
I
Test No. Type
Hybrid80-3
80-4
80-3
80-4
80-8
H-8
H-6
80-2
D1
D2
D5
Simple Disk
It
Simple Disk
.75
.72
.75
.72
.82
.80
.80
Failure
6
Mode
•002 RRF
.002
•002 NF
• 002 NF
• 002 CRF
.00111 CRF
•00168 CEF
- DF
- NF
- DF
- NF
r ..................i :t
°0R _rR °Do
i
3.0 134 1.9 33
2.28 144 i. 1
3.0 149 3.5 38
2.17 163 2.4
3.0 171 - -
3.0 180 - -
3.1 156 .7 47
179
2.15
200 3.4 71
3.3 239 1.6 64
2.2 222 2.7 70
3.3 239 1.3 61
2.2
- - 106
- - 75
- - 81
- - 81
'size effect' factor accounting for the probability of internal flaws was applied : ;_
to the raw data to yield an estimated strength of 1.6 ksi. Hence, the deduced ..'
strength 2.2 ksi (above) might indicate that the strength of the material in the rlng - - .
state is greater than in the test coupon condition, with the computed 'size effect'
of Ref. 6, maintained. Such a conclusion was reached in Rel. 15, also for the ease ....>
of lougit_adinal (ciroumferential) strength, i.e., oOR iS greater in the ring than
indicated by specimen tests. _.-_
Next the circumferential stress GOE is addressed. In the 80-3 and 80-4 tests,
after the occurrence of RE_ the rotor speeds were 6ubsequently increased until
induced vibrations caused the rotor to separate from the drive shaft. D_ring this
interval of time, the graphlre/epoxy ring in each case was divided into two rln8
portions mutually detached along the radial positions at which RR_ occurred. Tn this
condition interface pressure between the rlng porrlons would not exist. Hencem the
disk elastic modulus wottld not have any effect on the stresses in the outer ring
portion. The second llsting of _OR for these tests represents the maximum value In
the outer ring portion at the h_hest speed attrLned (not including the residual
s_reas, estimated to be about 4 ksl). Therefore, the oeR strength must have been
greater than the listed value plus the res_ual stress, or greater than 175 (10-3)
aad 184 (80-4) ksl.
m
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fIn Test No. 80-8, the rln 8 failed in CEF. The calculated maximum value of ate
correspondln E to the reduced modulus and including a residual stress of 7 ksl is 186
ksl. The rotor is suspected to have had an interference fit 8rsatex than the Idene_-
fled value of .002 in./in, because It required a heavy mechanlcal force in addition
to thermal contraction of the disk to assemble the two components. Assembly w_th an
interference flu of .0022 in./in, can be accomplished solely by thermal action. Ac-
counting for this, It is estimated the rite manlfested a strength of 190-195 ksi.
The circumferential r_ strenEths exhibited by =hess hybrid rotors produced in
a previous progr=-_ {Refs. 6-8) are substantially treater than the design value of 170
ksi used for the present rotors (Table 4). The tests of the present rotors, H8 and
H6, also support these indlcaulons, except to a considerably treater extent. The og E
values corresponding to the reduced disk modulus for these rotors are identical, equal
to 248 ksl (including a residual stress of 9 ksl determined in Re/. 16). The equality
of the two values of nOR is in fact remarkable, considering the d_fferences in 6,
densities of disk and ring materials, and failure speeds. These values were ca_efully
determined and were used in the calculation of OOR. It Is noted that the calculated
values of OeE based on the initial disk modulus are not equal, and also that the
values correspondinE to the initial modulus are quite hiEh (e.g., 222 + 9 = 231 ksl
for rotor H6). Hence, these unexpectedly high but plausible values of oSE are con-
sidered to be reasonably well established.
Another important point Chat can be made about the pair of tests _s that rotor H8
is known to have possessed extensive resin m/crocrackln8 prior to the performance of
the ultimate speed test. Tb/s had developed during the i0,000 cycle spin test which
preceded It. Visual examination of the lateral surfaces as well as ultrasonic C-
scans of rotors D2 and H8 that vere made after completion of the cyclic testing re-
vealed this fact. Hence, ample evidence exists to support the assertlon that a re-
duced modulus was indeed present in the disk during the subsequent burst test. The
only questlon re_alnin g is the exact value of it. However, any reduction in modu-
_ lus whatever would result in an indicated aeR strength treater than 209 ksl. Also,the almost identical performance of rotor H_ wb/ch had not been tested in any way
prior to its burst test would _est that resin mlcrocrackin E is a short-term
phenomenon in a glass/epoxy laminate of the type represented here (i.e., It develops
simultaneously with the onset of sufflclently high stresses).
ili The recently performed spin tests of simple lamlnated disk rotors (DI, D2, and
DS) i/sted in Table 5 support the indlca_Ion of the earlier test (80-2) that the bl-
axial atrenl_.h of quasi-isotropic S--Elass/epoxy lmcLuates (0, 90, +45, -45") is con-
i s er ly h her by ces= (Z le 4). The recent ces 
specifically intended Co show whether the b/_ sl_eusch exh/_iCed in Test No. 80-2
could be realized, The question was not answered because attempts to reach short-term
burst _ere chwarr.ed by separation failure of the rotor (D1 and D5) from the drive
ii shaft f_llowiu_ the development of a whirl res_ance vibrat_on. However, all thesimPle disk rotors _-_4_ted strengths of ac least 75-81 ks_ at the maximum atta/ned
speed. This compares to the 60 ksl valu_ used for the recent disk d_s_. The r_-
sult of the D2 test, however, _s very sl_nif_cant. The rotor successfully completed
the 10,000 cycle test prior to undergoiz _ the ultimate speed test that remLtted in
the burst. The peak center stress durin_ the cyclic test was 30 ksi. Since the cal-
culated center stress at burst was 81 ksi, it is probable that the short-term ult£-
mate screnEch is considerably h_Eher than this. In itself the D2 test indicates
that the i0 _ cycle fat_ue stren@ch is probably ccns:tderably _e_ter than 30 ks:t.
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Revised teneat£va design data based on Table 4 amd5Raf. 16 are shown in Table 6
for hybrid rotors of the type d£scussed bece_n. The 10 cycle fatlEue values for
eR and _D0 are multiplied by knock-down factors of .68 and .42 used in the recently
tested rotor desisns. The ultimate value of ED reflects the conclusion stated above
that the reduction in disk modulus due to resin microcracktn8 is a short-term
phenomenon.
Table 6. Revised Tentative Properties of Hybrid Rotor Materials:
Disk (S-2 Glass/SP250 Epoxy); Ring (T-300 Graphlte/Epon 826
Epoxy); Poisson's Ratio - .3
Item
Ultimate
l0 S Cycles
Disk
_', ° D' 0 D,
msl ksi 1b/in. 3
2.2 >81 .067
2.55 >34 .067
Ring
EgR" ErE" G®R' °rR' DE'
_i* msi* ksi ksi Ib/in. 3
18.8 1.4 248 2.2 .0535
18.8 1.4 168 1.2 .0535
*1 mst - 1,000,000 lb/iu. 2
A Niu_er plot of des_Ens based on the properties of Table 6 and an inter-
ference fit of .00168 in./in, is shown in Figure 3. The solid and dashed lines
ludicaCe the governing faLl=re envelopes for ultimate and maximum (I05 cycllc life)
operational speeds respectively. An optimum ultlmate enerEy dansicy of 30.3 Wh/Ib
(66.8 Wh/kg) occurs at B = .78. Designs _ri_h h_her B values are governed by CEF
and lower B values by REF. The operational speed failure envelope is governed by
DFon the left and RRF on the r_ght and represents Two different values of disk
screr_th (105 cyclic life) of 34 ksl (lowex) and 42 ksl (upper). These values cor-
respond co ultimate strengths of 81 ksl, discussed previously, and i00 ks£, a =apa-
bil£ry delonstrated in Test No. 80-2 (Table 5). The optimum operarlonal energy
densttias for r_ese values of oD are respectively 17.5 Wh/Ib (45.2 hvn/kE) at B- .78.
The design of rotor H6 is positioned on _he plot at B - .8.
In addition to d_aonsCrat_J_g hlsh overall performance, the tests of rotors R8
and H6 yi_Ided important data about the ultlmate and cycllc energy stor_e capa_illry
of the graphite/epoxy rlng component. These are _ed in Table 7, in wh£ch WR
and IR are nhe weight and p_lar moment of Inerrla of the ring. The outer rlnE of
rotor H8, wb/ch had been cycled I0,000 times between maximum and minimum energy
dens_ry levels of 38.5 and 9.6 Wh/kg, later attained an ultimate enerEY dens:_lCy of
116 Wh/kg. Similarly, the previously untested rin_ of rotor H6 attained an ul_._-
mate value of 114 Wh/kE. Such high performance levels demonstrate the potent_Ll of
flywheels _hat are constructed of similar f__lament-wound ri_s.
t
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Table 7. Energy StoraEe Performance of the R/ng
Component of Rotors H8 and H6 as Obtained fr_, Spin Tests
Rotor No.
H8
H6
WR •
lb
6.79
6.73
Parameter
I R •
2
ib-ln.-sec
.922
•913
Ultimate
E, EW,
gh _h/kg
358 116
348 114
105 Cycles
,, ii
E, EW'
119 38.5
TOWARD HIGH PERFORMANCE SPACE FLYWHEELS
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It is desirable to employ desiEns that uCillze radially thicker rings of such
materials in order to obtain still higher energy density and an internal dlamecer
that is more suitable for interfacing v_th other system components. Unfortunately,
such designs are precluded due to the low radial tensile strength of present fila-
ment-wound materials; This characteristic is apparent in FIEure 3 wherein the REF
mode governs desiEns havin E B <.77, or thickness t >.23 b, vhere b is the rln E out-
side radius. Beyond rhls limit thicker rlng designs are accompanied by steadily
lower enerEy denslules. Measures uo remedy this lim/catlon exlst, however, at least
theorerlcally. Two approaches have been discussed, namely, the multi-rlnE design
(Refs. 17-18) and the flexlble-matr_x design (Refs. 19-20).
The multi-ritE approach employs concentric rings that are assembled wlth su/t-
able interference fits. The radial pressures thereby produced at the _nterfaces
between rings set up initial radial compression stresses in the ring components.
Under rotational conditions, these prestresses act Co decrease the tad/a1 tensile
stresses. Beneficial effects on the eircumferentlal stresses can also be obtained
by th£s method.
The other approach utillzes a flexible instead of field matrlx in the r_
material. Such construcClon results in a greatly reduced radial modulus of elastl-
cit-y without affectinE the circumferential modulus. Analysis shows that by proper
construction, such a material can provide a rad_a/ strain capanity h_sh enough to
avoid radial failure even in very th/ck rings.
Another eout-r_ution to high performance rotor desiEn is the ut_.1_at/on of
new hlsh strensth (Eraphite, aramid) fibers that are nov available. The 8raph/te
fibers have at least 50 percent greater stre_sth than the type used in the present
CE hybrid flywheels. This proaLises to y_eld a similar increase in enerEy density.
Up to the present t_uRe, two GE hybrid rotors incorporati=8 flexlble-matrlx
Eraph_te fiber rluEs (B - .8) have been fabricated. To the author's knowledse,
uomult£-rlnE rotors specifically ut111zi_E Eraphlte/epoxy rings have been produced.
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Preliminary studies at General Electric have identlfle_ two generic flywheel
desIEns that In¢oE1_rate a thick, flexible-matrix rinK, namely the concentric and
tandem arranEelents. They differ in the manner in which the motor/generator is
mounted to the flywheel
In the concentric arranEement the motor/generator is mounted and supported _rlth-
in the bore of the rotor rinK, as shown in Figure 4. The advantages of this design
are overall compactness and efficient placement of high energy density material _rlthin
the assIEned envelope. This is due to the absence of e central hub component. Dis-
advantages include limited design flexlbillty to incorporate other flywheel components
and Ereater expected difficulty of cooling the rotating parts of the motor/Eenerator.
Prel_/nary design estimates of rotors based on the concentric type (S " .5)
are listed in Table 8 for useft, l enerEy storage capacities of 2.5 and 5 kwh (75 pe._-
cent depth of discharge (IX)D). The estimates are based on the hlgh strain Eraphlte
flber. The useful enerEy density is 79 Wh/kE and the enerEy densities at I00 percent
operatlonal and ultimate speeds are 105 end 155 Wh/kE respectively. These values are
based on the rotor weight alone.
Table 8. DesIEn Concept Estimates for
Space Staclon Size Fl)r_heels (Concentric Type)
P&Tgz_Eer
OD t ino
ID, in.
h, in-
W, ib
J, ib-ln.-sec 2
100X Op. Speed, I_M
E (75Z nOD)
Useful EnerEy
(Rotor _e)
Operational Energ_ at 75Z DOD
2.5 kwh
20.8
10.3
5.2
70
12.0
40,I_
2.5
79
5.0 kwh
26.0
13.0
6.5
139
38.2
31,800
5.0
79
o, -
, . /=
The tandem 8r_n_t utilizes a rel_tive]_ 8m83_ diameter hub that is eup_
by msan_ of a shrink fit _vle_4_ the rotor bore. _e shown 4_ F_4_te 5. Ca_tions
8he_ that it is feas_le to enploy a low weight metal3_c hub, a feature that Ereatly
fac/lltatea mou_tlu_ of other components to the f___heel rotor. The tandem
=_nt offers very s_Lf_c_nt ad_mta_es over tie ¢oacentr_¢ type. m_ly
dea_4_n flex/b_Ity because it de_o_ples the r_ K_rch characterist__¢s of the
rotor bo_e and the motor/_e_e_ator and does not _r_ct the selection of the lattex'a
Z_d:[_at4_t =atlo. In m:Mit_n, ¢oo].t_8 of the rota_04_ po_:ien of the motor/
S_.tmtor 48 facilitated due to lt_ d_ect expomu_e to ¢ooli_ sources. Zt
F
...... '" t
1permits greater bearing spans. The energy density that Is estimated for the tandemdesign is sommahat less rJ_an that of the concentric type because of the presence of
the hub. Performance estimates are listed in Table 9 for B ratios of .2 and .4.
The respective useful energy densities being 76 and 70 Wh/kg.
Table 9. Calculated Energy Densities of Tandem Type
Thick Ein E Ylyvheel P_tors Constructed of
Hish-Stra_u Graphite/Flexible Hatr_x Naterial
B
.2
o4
Rotor Energy Density (Wh/kg)
Ultimate 105 Cycles (100X DOD) I05 Cycles (75X DOD)
146
134
101
93
76
7O
I
ll
C_qTAINMENTD_I_ _P_A_
Such bJ_h rotor performance levels indicate the growth potential offered by
flywheels for space power applications. Recent experience has begun co show, how-
ever, that nhe we/ght p,,,_lt:Les to provide for safe conr_/_t of a high energy
rotor burst are likely to he Froh£hitiva. It is important, therefore, to seek an
early resolution to _he issue of conr2_nment. Fortunately design and spin test
experience, espec4m11_ Irlr_h r_/disk hybrid rotors, suggests that successful
resolution of the issue may be obtained _hro_h proper rotor design.
The approach co eh_ is to design rotors Vhose failure is accompanied by either
zero or _or re_lease of f_ratlon. Such fa_lore eharacterL_tlcs are theoretl-
ca_y obtainable in composite rotors by des_4p_ to a ER_ node or maploy_ a flexi-
ble _ in the _ ¢onsrructlon. In _ RRF mode, which is obtained vlth
relatively rJ_ck, riSid-_stT_ r_ps, a c_rcunferent_al crack is generated in the
star.t-Ix between f_rs. This does not s_4p_L_icantly affect the circuaferent_a_
s_rsn_h of r_e ring but does d/sc_rb _he rotor balance. The occurrence of PXF
rAce-fore produces a signal foz £n£t_at_ a safe shu_dmm of _he rotor. There are
ae leas_ two _ documenDed instances in _a£ch RRF occurred in hybrid rotors (Tests
No. 80-3 and -4 discussed previously). In each case nhe rotors were spun to con-
_lderably h/4_aer speeds after the occurrence of REF. Subsequennly they _xh_bit_d
_mrrh_r _ vhen r_ spun down to rut _t the e_t chamber f_11o_
s_t_xl_c:Lon f'r_ th_t.r d.r'l'v_ sha_a. Km_, _ :is _ m_pport for co_s_d_a_
the _ mo_,_ a practical bam:[._ for no_-_ _or design.
lV_ex/ble nac_£x rotor des_n has a poten_ for minor ¢on_a/_ent requ_ements
becanse failure (CR__. should lni_te very near _he outside periphery of the rotor.
In such an eye.t, breaks *-n f_bers would oceu_ there, result/x_ in a disturbance of
the rotor balance. This _uld yrow£de a signal to 8hut down. the unit, In the process
it is quite possible _hat some _aor fragmentation _mld be released fr_ the outer
surface of _he rotor, thus necess_at_ use of a lJ_ht-am£ght shield under certain
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rcircumstances. The failure process, however, is considered to he self-arrestinE
since the region radially iuboard of the failure zone is at a lower stress level.
This situation contrasts _rlch the circumferential failure process involved in a
rigid-matrix rotor ring. There, CEF occurs at the inside radius of the ring and
material in the failed zone exerts its full centrifugal load on outer portions of
the ring. Once this happens, the process can progress until _he entire tin E fails
clrcumferentlally. No test experience exists, however, for rotors utilizlnE flexib:
matrix rings.
Extensive testinE is required to establish the practicality of high performanc
flywheel rotors whose failure is soverned by zero or minor fraEment-release modes.
The technical grounds for _xpeccing success are quite sound and the benefits of
minimizin E or eliminating the containment requirement manyfold. If this can he
achieved, a combined useful energy density of about &0 Wh/kg at 75 percent DOD (in-
cluding motor-Eenerator , bearinEs , and electronics) could result for the advanced
space flywheel power system.
D
.
CONCLUSIONS
Of the two General Electric composite hybrid rotors that have been tested to
ultimate speed, burst energy densities (and stored energies) of 67 Wh/kg (648
Wh) and 68 _h/kg (656 Wh) have been obtained. Based on this, the 105 cycle
operational energy density ac i00 percent DOD is projected to be &0Wh/kE.
2. One of the above flywheels (656 Wh, H8) completed I0,000 spin cycles, each in-
volving a 6.5 minute duration and maximum and miuimum stored energies of 217 an
54 Wh (75 percent DOD), prior to the ultimate speed test.
3. The pair of ultimate speed tests indicated no deEradation in ultimate performa_ -_'
due to the i04 cycles, l "__" ""'
°,
4° The Eraphite/epoxy rings of the two rotors demonstrated ultimate enerEy densici.
of 114 and 116 Wh/l_. One of these (see conclusion no. 2) successfully complec
10,000 spin cycles at a maximum energy density of 38 Rh/k E (100 percent DOD)
prior to the ultimate speed test. These data show the high potential of filame_
wound graphlte/epoxy ring components for use in fly_heel space power systems.
5- Analysis of nhe h_h ultimate energy performance of hybrid rotors H6 and H8 ha
led to _he conclusion that the circumferential strenEth of the T-300 Eraphlte/
Epon 826 epoxy ¢_posite riQss used in the rotors is much Ereater than suEEesre
by standard materials tests.
6. The low radial (transverse) tensile strenSth of filament-wound Eraphlte/epoxY
material I/m_t$ the radial thickness to about 20 percent of the outside dismete
This can he extended s_t by empl_ a radlal compressio_ pre-st=ess, as'
from a radial interference fit.
7. Large radial thicknesses are possible, however, when a flexible matrix is sub-:
stlt_t_ for the standard r_Eid epoxy _atx-lx of the r_n_. With this te_hn/que
hIEh energy densities are theoretically indicated.
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Large, possibly prohibitive, penalties are associated with a requirement to
contain a high energy composite rotor burst. A be_cer approach is co design a
rotor which is either fail-safe (no fragments released at failure) or releases
a minor amount of fragmen_atlon. Such failure characteristics are identified
wleh particular rotor designs.
Utilizing a fail-safe rotor design and available 700 ksi graphite fibers in the
rin E componenl, advanced flywheels exhlbltin E operational energy densities as
high as I05 Wh/kg (rotor alone and ac I00 percent DOD) are indicated by design
calculations.
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inslde and outside radius of ring; a/b = B
bearing failure
circumferential ring failure
depth of discharge
disk Eailure
energy
cost energy mlnus density
modulus of elasticity of disk material
modulus of elasticity of ring material
modulus of elasticlty of rlng material In radial dlrec_ion
vol,--e energy minus density
weight energy mlnus density
modulus of elast_clty of ring material in tangential direction
height
polar moment of inertia
inertia
shape factor
Interface pressure
radial (transverse) rln E failure
rlnE/dlsk separation
rotor per£pheral speed
maximum allowable speed
welght
welsht of ring
ratlo of inner EO outer disk radius
radial interference
u_/r radial interference; _ = 6_b
Polsson's ratlo for dlsk material
Polsson's ratlo for rlng mater£al
density
density of d_sk material
denslt-y of rlu_ material
ultimate (operationa/) strength
str_th
ser_h of d_s_ maeez-lal
stress at center of disk
strength o_ ring material in radial direction
strength o_ ring materfal in tangential direction
r
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Flgt_e 1.- Rybz-ld rotor no. HS-3M6-R/4 after succ_
completion of 10,000-cycle 1083-hour sp_ test.
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Figure 4.- Annular flyvbeel concept, concent-r*c _rpe
(2.5 kwh). Rotor couponents mounted in bore.
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COMPOSITEROTOR
Fisure 5.- Annular flyvheel concept, _m_dem type, suitable
for side mount_ of rotor components.
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TWIN DISK COHPOSITE FLYWHEEL
The Twin Disk Composite Flywheel (Figure 1) represents a breakthrough in
the state of the art of fIywhee|s. It shows Chat the techniques that were
developed at Kocketdyne to successfully design, fabricate and test high-speed
rotating machinery (turbopumps) for rocket engines could be used to develop
advanced flywheels. This flywheel not only demonsCrat:es that successful mating
of metal flywheel characteristics (high torque and ruggedness) and composite
flywheel characteristics ( lightweight and high energy density) can be achieved,
but the unique design lends itse|f to easy adaptation ¢o ocher configurations.
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DESIGN CRITERIA
This flywhee| was designed and fabricated under a DOE-Sandia contract (1978).
It was the purpose of this contract to develop a composite flywheel for automotive
use. The wheel was required to store between 1.0-5.0 kW-hr of useable energy _o
be dissipated through a 3:] duty cyc]e. The enveiGpe requirements were 0.6-m
maximum diameter by O.2-m maximum thickness. Two full-size, system ready units
were made.
DESIGNCRITERIA
• USE NOMINAL _TERIAL PROPERTIES rIINUS30
• USE 2.0 FACTOR OF SAFETY (ULTIF'ATE)
USE 1.5 FACTOR OF SAFETY (FATIGUE - 3:1 DUTY CYCLE)
• FLYWHEEL WEIGHT - 53 kg
,t RATED SPEED - 22,000 RPM
• 1.6 kW-hr"ENERGY STORED
• 30 W-hF/kg ENERGY DENSITY
• - _ _ _:,,.
• .-• "
.', -_.-.
. •% .
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DESIGN FEATURES
• TWIN ALUMINUMDISKS
• GIVES HIGH TORQUECAPABILITY
• ALUMINUMPIANDpCLRING
• AIDS FABRICATION
• TRANSMITSTORQUE
• GRAPHITE/EPOXYRIM
• HIGH ENERGY STORAGE
• HIEH ENERGY DENSITY.
• RADIAL PINS
• CARRIES TORQUE
• PERMITS RADIAL GROWTH
z_
a..
|
F.."gure 2
-.- • r
FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY AND BALANCE
OF POOR _UAL;T_.
| The aluminum parts were fabricated and assembled into a subassembly which
was dynami .ca]|y balanced. Afcer the graphite/epoxy composite matrix was wound
onto Che wheel, the entire "composite flywhee|" was dynamically balanced in bearings
, r
'_:I (Figure 3)-
Figure 3
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TESTING AT DOE
The fly.eel was tested by DOE at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Spin Test
Facility in August of 1980 and March of 1981. The results are summarized I_low
T"*INo. Date
1 8/12/80
2 8/14/80
3 8/15/80
4 8/18/80
5 8119/80
6 8/20/80
7 3105/81
8 3106/81
9 3109181
i0 3/10/81
11 3110/81
= .
Top Speed
RPM
12.000
17,040
20,718
6,000
22,000
22,920
6,000
15,000
20,500
24,120
6,000
Remarks
High-Speed Balance
Checkout
Dynamical ly Stable
Dynam i ca ! ly Stable
Faci 1 ity Checkoul:
Rated Operating Speed
30 minutes Of
success ful operation
over 22,000 RPH
Fac i I i ty Checkout
High-Speed Balance
Checkout
Test Terminated
Pressure Rise
Test Terminated
Facll iCy Limitation
Data Verification
TEST RE_LTS
• IESIGil _ PROVBI
• 111"ES_ M ])OE IfI'l'llO_ FAILIJI_
• RAXlnORSPEEDOV_ 2q,O00 RPA
• OVER2 Is_hr TOTALSTI)IB BERSY
• OVER40 I_hr/l_ _ _ (OPBMTIOML)
• HIGIE]t BERGYVJ_IIESNOWPOSSIBLE
• IEN_ITRIALS (/978YS Lq_)
• MIIE]RIIHEEL- 2:1 ASP£CTRATIO
• 2:1 DUTYCYCLE
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APPL I CAT 10NS OF POOR QUALITY
The metallic twin disks al]ow this flywheel to be used in applications where
a high torque capabi|ity is necessary. Attachment can be accomplished directly
through couplings or sp|lnes, or a variety of clutches can be used (Figure 4).
HIGH TORQUECAPABILITY
• ALLOWSDIRECT COUPLINGWITH MOTOR/GENERATORS
• ALLOWSCOUPLINGTO SEPARATEMOTORSAND GENERATORS
• ALLOWS FOR DIFFERENT CHARGE/DISCHARGE RATES
• ALLOWS FOR HIGH POWER DEMSITY DRAIN RATES
Figure 4
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iSCALABLE AND STACKABLE
This design is both scalable and stackable. Oesign studies of similar _mels
with energy storage capacities of I kW-hr to 1HW-hr have been accomplished with-
out difficulty. Identical disk profiles have been successfully stacked as part of
Rocketdyne's RPE-13 Fly.Wheel Power P_lule being used to power a coal mining shuttle
car (Figure 5).
Ffgure 5
oF eOOR
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ADAPTABLE
ORIGINAL PACZ _
OF POOR QUA'-kTY
m,
The unique design of this flywheel allows the side disks to be removed
(Figure 6) leav|ng just the composite rim _ith the alumlnum inner ring (Figure 7).
This can then be readily adapted to other uses such as advanced AHCD or a brushless
D/C motor/generator (Figure 8).
I
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CONCLUSION
A composite f]y_hee| has been designed, fabricated and tested by the same
_echniques used to successfui|y develop high-speed rotating machinery on various
NASA programs. This f|ywhee] is avai|able for use in sp_ce-station proof-of-concept
testing without further development.
• STATE-OF-THE-ARTBREAKTHROUGH
• OVER 2 kW-hr STORED IN DOE TEST WITHOUTFAILURE
• HIGHERVALUESPOSSIBLENOW
• RUGGEDCONSTRUCTION
• HIGH TORQUE CAPABILITY
• SYSTEMREADY- DUAL BEARINGS
" SCALABLE
• STACKABLE
• ADAPTABLE
• ADVANCEDA,'ICD
• ADVANCEDBRUSHLESS_TOR/GENERATOR
AVAILABLE
• FOR PROOFOF CONCEPTTESTING
• WITHOUTFURTHERDEVELDPMENT
I °
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INTRODUCTION
Considerable research and development work was directed during the past seven
years to exploiting the large potential of flywheel energy storage systems [1-4].
These activities were spurred by the energy crisis and particular attention was
focused on consumer passenger vehicle applications since these offered great promise
of reducinE petroleum fuel consumption on a world scale. In the United State_ fly-
wheel R&D programs were largely sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE), through
which the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (_) played a print%pal role in
directing and coordinating then. Under the Mechanical Energy Storage Technology
(MEST) Project major advances were achieved in composite fly,heel rotor design and
fabrication technologies wlch a significant start in developing bursc-eoncalnmenr
design capability. A wide assortment of c_mposite rotors featuring a variety of
constructions and materials were produced durln E thls effort. Table i lists soma
of these and identifies three generic rotor design categories, namely: rim, disk,
and rim/disk hybrid types. In burst tests several rotors have demonstrated ultimate
energy densities that approach the current DOE goal of 88 wh/k 8 for vehicular fly-
wheels: The Garrett A/Research multi-ritE rim design obtained the best energy den-
sity, up to 79.4 wh/kg, aed the General Electric ring/disk hybrid the best combi-
nation of weight and volumetric anergy denslcles, i.e., 68.0wh/kE and 115 kwh/m 3.
Also, progress was made in durability testing: A modified Garrett rotor design was
tested for 2586 spin cycles an energy density levels between 44.1 and II wh/kE.
The DOE goal for operational energy density is 44-55 wh/kg. Two General Electric
flywheels survived 10,000 cycles at lower energy density levels and went on later
to yield hish ultimate perfomance, up to 68 wh/k E. In the area of operational
safety, composite rotor burst and concalument processes for a variety of rotor con-
structlons are now better understood as a result of detailed studies of spin test
data [5,6]. This led to definition of flywheel housing prototype designs.
In addition to obtainin8 high performance, composite has been preferred CO
metallic rotor construction because of the relatively benign contai_ent processes
chat are associated with rotor burst. In the early scares of the MEST Project,
this awareness was based principally on observation of post-burst debrls_nich
showed that ccmposlte rotors frasment to a much higher degree than metalllc rotors
and indicated a much lower capability ¢o inflict damage on a contaiument housing.
Much experience, however, was available irlrh mecalllc rotor bursts which shoved
very severe contaioment processes. Estimates of conCaiumenc weight requirements
for metallic rotors often indicated values several times greater than the rotor
weight itself. Although metallic fl]mheel rotors thac at- designed co release
relatively low damage-potent_L1 fragmentation upon failure have been produced [7],
such approaches were not emphasized in major MEST project developments chat __re
aimed at Cransporcaclon vehicle applications. Instead, composite constructlon _s
favored because of the promise of higher energy denslt7 and int_insically safer
containment.
Early assessments of composlte-rotor containment processes led some to under-
esclmate the need for substantial conca/umenC devices. Tests performed [8] during
the past three years, however, have shown that composlce-rocor bursts can produce
impressive amounts of damage in heavy containment structures, although the damage
is still well below chac produced by a ccIparablemeCalllc rotor burst. An optl-
mu=sysce_wonldmosc llkely incorporate rotor and concaiz_enc houslnEdesigns
which offer the best comblnacionof performance indices (energy, denslcy, dura-
bility, and cost). A fail-safe rotor, vlz, one Chat fails in a non-burst mode,
would be preferable co one Chac might have a higher energy denslcy buc sd_aalra-
neously a catascrophlc burst mode of failure.
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l Containment lherefore became a strong driver in the development of a saris-• factory vehicular flywheel system, and toward the end of the DOE program efforts
were underway to perform experiments involving composite rotor bursts within
realistic vehicular-type housings. The only such experiment chat was conducted
before termination of the program demonstrated the severity of a high energy burst
containment process, but circumstances did not provide an opportunity to explore
the problem further and develop a design solution. 7c is judged that acceptable
housing designs for grou-d cransporta_ion vehicles could have been developed,
drawing upon the lessons learned from the first conta/nment test and others that
would have followed had the program continued. It is less certain, however,
• I whether containment of a high energy burst is a feasible design requirement to
_ satisfy in a space flywheel system, in view of a much lower tolerance for theassociated weight penalty. The importance of minimizing the degree of conta__nmenc
} requirements in space systems through use of essentially 'fail-safe' or 'llm/ted
i failure' rotor designs has become increasingly recognized and is a subject that
deserves early and adequate attention.
THE FLYWHEEL SAFETY ISSUE
• +
!
} The issue of flywheel safety is a subject of growing interest. With greater
i quantificatlon of cumposlne rotor burst effects and correspondinE contaiument re-
. _,_remen_.$, attention is being focussed on possible development of 'limited failure'
-|_ ',yen 'fail-safe' rotor designs. In response to this concern, two speelflc design|_...oaches based on the General Electric hybrid flywheel which feature such failure
properties were outlined [9]. The hybrid flywheel cousists baslcally of a central
disk and a filament-wound ring interference-fitted _.o the disk at its periphery. In
recent designs, the ring has an inside to outside radius ratio (B) of .8- Spin
tests performed on such rotors have demonstrated good ult_aate energy densities
(--68 wh/kg). The performance for this and ocher possible designs is shown in
Figure I, in which energy density is plotted against S for governing failure modes.
Two sets of failure envelopes are shown, namely, short-tlme ultimate failure (solid
curves) and 105 cyclic fatigue (dashed curves). For B - .8, the predicted failure
modes are circumferential ring failure (CRF) end desk failure (DF) relative to
ult_mmCe and cyclic conditions respectively. Ultimate speed tests have in fact
verified the CRF prediction. It would be desirable to avoid either type of failure
in a space application because the associated conEainment weight penalty might be
excessive. Designs based on values of S < .77, however, would be limited by the
non-burst radial rln8 failure (RRF) mode for both conditions and at least theoreti-
c._l/y would not require conralnment. Such a benefit would be gained an _he expense
of lower performance as evident in the Figure.
In order to establlsh an assured fail-safe composite rotor design practice
along the lines illustrated in r.he previous example, material design properties will
have to be established _-Ith greater reliability eJ_tn presently available. Hence,
materials specimen type as well as rotor spin tests, especially under cycllc con-
ditions, should be inltla_ed early in the process of develop_u_E composite rotors
for space flywheel systems.
The above example is made to illustrate one of the trade-offs between perfor-
mance and safety that can be s_te_t_ca_y obtained t_o_h composite rotor des_En-
Such an approach should be superior to one in which the rotor performance is merely
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d_te_ by a 'safety factor' in the attempt to ob_&_ fail-safe operat_o_ because
_he latter practice would not intrinsically address a non-burst failure mode.
Hence, an unresolved concern would exist about rotor safet_ for such a design in
view of a possible, albeit improbable, burst failure event.
The second approach described in [9] illustrates the 'limited failure'
rotor design technique. The example involves a radially thick filament-wound
composite rotor rln E _ich utilizes a flexible insuead of a rigid matrlx and ins
construction. For such a rotor, the limltin E stress is confined to a relatively
narrow radial zone at the outer periphery. Stresses inboard of this region are
relatively low. Also. because of the large strain tolerance of the matrix, radial
stresses would be held within acceptable bounds. Failure of such a rotor is
expected co involve release of fraEmentatlon only from the restricted region of
maximum stress. The failure process would be self-arresting because of the lower
interior stresses. Hence, containment would be required only for a relatively
small portion of the rotor and _he associated weight penalty would be acceptably
low. Such an approach offers a high potential for energy storage performance in a
space rotor. Spin tests, however, have not as yet been performed on such a desiEn
although rotors embodyin 8 fle._ible-matr/x rings were produced under the DOE program.
By means of such desist approaches as illustrated above, the issue of flywheel
safety can be addressed sysuematlcally and ultimately resolved. The challenge will
be to develop 'fail-safe' and/or 'lim/ted-failure' rotor desIEns whose enerEy stor-
age performance is not unduly compromised. Obviously, considerable testing w_ll
be required to demonstrate design reliability.
At least for the 'limited-failure' dasiEn approach, containment will have to
be provided. Relative to the 'faii-safe' rotor approach, it remains co be seen
whether in fact containment can be to_ally dispensed with. Design definition of
containment requirements r_--latlve to the proposed rotor develol_ents _J.ll be an
important factor in determining the course of these developments. Hence, further
8rowthincontai--,ent technology is seen to be vitally necessary to d_veloplng safe,
high performance space flywheel systems.
PREVIOUS CONTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
Most of the effort applied to developing con_.tmnent desisn technoloEy under
the DOE/LLNL program was devoted to the radial burst problem [5]. This involves
th_ response of the containment device (rlng) :o the _dlal impact of the barstluE
rotor and is aimed at definlng the contaiement r_ desiEn. More recently, atten-
tion was 81vet tO the related problem of axial effects produced ImnedlaEely sub-
sequent to the radial burst actions [i0]. These secondary effects can produce
large loads on ocher parts of a contalnment honsio_, espec_ally the end _r&Z_.
Radial Burst
Results of burst tests of composite rotors which had been performed at the
Johns HopkinsU. Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) [8] were stnd_ed. The tests,
listed in Table I, involved a variety of rotor materlals, consUructio_s, and fa_/-
ure modes. The tesu results were especially useful because ehe rotors released
a substantial and defined amount of fragmentatlonw_thln containment r_m_s that
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twere not excessively massive. Consequently, the tines were substantially deformed
in the more severe bursts, while in the less severe ones, the rings, although not
detectably deformed, nevertheless permitted deduction of an upper bound of con-
talmment severity. The tests provided a data base which helped in the development
of the containment analysis.
When interacting with a containment finE, metallic frag=ents due to their
materi_l isotropy can exert contact pressures that exceed their yield stress. Also
because of their hiEh toughness, they typisally remain intact during the entire
process, thereby malntaining high bearing and shearing pressures. In contrast,
composite fraEments because of their relatively low transverse and Interlam!nar
strengths cannot exert such high pressures. When pressures induced in the fraEment
exceed these strength limits, the matrix can be expected to break up, thereby
releasinE fibers or ribbons of fibers (filament-wound construction) or local
delamlnatlon and crushing (laminated construction, edge loading). Rapid heating at
the fragment/rlng interface due to high pressure, hiEh speed sliding also
contributes to rapid fragment break-up. In some constructions, the initially
released fragments may already be in a highly broken state prior to enEaEement.
Since the fragments are basically solid, as opposed to porous bodies, such
action may be accompanied by the forcible ejection of material laterally from the
_-aEment as the remaining fragment moves radially toward the containment struc-
e. If the transverse strenEth is low, the fraEment may continue this motion
_cil Its mass is expended. If t_e strenEth is high, however, the ejected mass may
be appropriately less and a substantial portion of the original fragment remains
after its radial velocity relative to the containment surface has vanished. Such
residual fragments may continue to move tangentially after this time and exert
centrifugal pressures against the containment ring.
An analysis, called the crus_ing fr_ment conta/nment analysis (CFCA) was
developed to calculate the containment ring ._esponse to such a loading process and
is described in detail in [5]. Only a brief account is given here to provide a
basis for describing the calculated results. The analysis (which neglects friction
e£fects) assumes that at failure the rotor releases an axiallY sy_etric
distribution of fragments (See FiE. 2-7) which contacts the containment ring after
moving through the radial clearance spa_, o that initially exists between the
rotor and ring. At this instant (time, t = to ) the centroid o[ the fragment
system has radial and tanEential velocities VRo and V6o respectlvely (Fi_.
2-TI). Subsequently, the fragment is further assumed to underEo a continuous
radial crushing pro_ess, provided that the inter£ace pressure that exists between
the fra_aent and the fine exceeds a p_rameter Po, called the apparent fragment
c_ushing strength (Fig. 2-III). DurinE the erus_ process, the f_t system
is assumed to eject material _ its lateral (axial) faces, thereby loslng ma_s
and radial thi_ness, and its centroidal velocity, VRt may have increased or
decreased from its initial value. Also the containment ring may have developed a
veloclty, _. The interface pressure will be greater than Po as lone as
VRt > Rt (F_. _-IIl). When the quantity YRt - Rt = 0, the fra_aent system
remains r_d (t=tp). This begins the rigid phase (Fig. R-IV), during which the
fraSment has only tangential velocity ('¢_) relative tO the ring and exerts
_ntrifu_al pressure a_a_t it. Zf VRp = O, then the burst containment process
is ended at th£s time, since both fragment and ring wil! be radially at rest. If
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however VRo (=Rp) •0 ks at the beginning of the rigld phase, then the ring
(with the fragment still rotating relative to it) will either come to rest (t--if,
Fig 2-V) within the allowable radial growth (containment), come to rest beyond the
allowable growth but within the ultimate tensile growth (unacceptable containment),
or exceed the tensile growth limit (non containment).
The interaction geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shOWs how the fragment
proceeds to move into the ring. The initial state of the fragment is indicated by
its bounding radii R_ and tiT, thlc_ness aI, and centroid Position, rI°
The initial total, radial and angular velocities are Vo, ri, and
respectively. These same quantities apply everywhere around the circumference
since the fragment geometry and motion are considere_ to be axially symmetric. The
various dashed lines indicate the trajectories of the fragment inner surface and
mass center and the containment ring as time progresses. At a general instant, the
fraEment thickness is shown as having a centroidal radius, r, thickness, a, angular
speed, ,o, and total and radial speeds V and r. It is noted that although V is
always less than Vo, the radial speed may increase above the initial radial speed
for a while. The final state of the fraEment is depicted by the residual
thickness, ap, at the point where its radial velocity equilibrates with t_at of
the contair_ent rimE.
The motion of the entire fragment is therefore characterized by that of the
general mass center, m, whose variable mass per unit circumference 2_r is:
m = 2 _n(R-r), (1)
I
where PF is the distributed fragment density. The equations of motion of the
fragment and containment rinE (neglectir_ friction) are:
.. - . Poh
Fragment: r + (--_--) m - rB - -_-
2,
(z)
(3)
where the single and double dots indlcate first and second time derivatives
respectively; H =_2 = constant; Pc, fragment crushing strength; h, rotor
axial length; o, dynamic tensile strenEth of finE; T, ring t_L=_ess; and MC
and Le, the effective mass and length of the ring. Hence,. the fragment ks
treated as a variable mass which transfers momentum loads, (R-r)m and pres_ure
loads, pc h (both per unit circumference) to the contair_-ent ring. The ring
resists these loads by its plastic tensile resistance oT_.
The initial conditions are:
Fragment: r(o) : ri, _ (o) : YRI
_: _(o) : Rz, _(o) : o C4)
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During the ensuing process, the condition rp = _ = VRp ls reached, at
which time and thereafter, the fragment is considePed to be rigid. Subsequently,
the fragment continues moving circumferenttally at angular velocity _p and
exerting centrifugal pressure loading on the ring:
_:.
2
Pp . mp (_prp)
Fh
P
(5)
J
.?
During this time the radial motion of fra4_ment and ring is governed bY:
"R" = 2T [pp hrp- OTLe_
(HQ ÷ _lp)
(6)
_e_e Mp = 2 w rpap.
For present purposes, equation (6) was solved assuming the bracket term to be
constant. Altbough not necessary to do this, it is conservative and it was con-
venient to _o so. Hence the final time at which the radial velocity ceases is:
tI_ = tp + _ p
2 • Le-pphr p
(7)
and the maximum radial deflection of the ring:
ARmax = Rp - R1 + 1/2 VRp (t C - tp) (8)
The rL.ng de1"lectlo_, £R, applies to the ef._eQtive le=gl;b, L e, whio.h depends
o_ the ring o_c_tumg/thic_ness ratio, aft = (L-h)IRT. As des_-ibed in [5], L e ffi
L for a/T <3 (narrow rings) and Le = b_6t for air > 3 (wide rings). These
dlsti_ctlor_ are based on [ii]. Pbysl_al evlden_e shows that t_ axial deflectloo
proDile has a peak at the center of the ring, when the rotor is ce_trally
situated. The peak de/_leoticn AR' is esti_a_::_ as follows [5]:
_arrow a_: ___I". U ÷ 2a ; Wide Rings: aa, n*6T (9)
CFCA has yielded some ver7 interesting _eatawes of _ontaXument prooea_ea o_
o0mposi_e rotors, £eatm_s _l_Lch appear plausible, es_l_r uben _ with
experimental evldenoe o£ fraSmentatlon as obtained 1"or rotors ol _ varto_
constructions. The _ollo_lng results illustrate some of these _eattwes.
Figures q and S show plots o_ r, _, R, and R vs. time _or the complete burst of
a 0.25 kw.hr laminated glass/epoxy disk rotor, the pr_pal ditTer_es being the
fra_ent s_ and r:L_ thieime_ values: Po = 0 and T = 0.22 in. (FIE. {{)
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and Po = 12 ksi and T = 0.35 in. (Figure 5). In each case, rI = 3847 in/set.
initially (which corresponds to an initial radial clearance, c = 0.25 in.) and sub-
sequently rises to a peak value. The peak value of r is larger for Po = 0 and
occurs at a later time than for Po " 12 ksi. Also, r approaches closer to R for
Po = 0 such thac at the equillbratlon condition, _ - _ = V_p, the residual fraEment
thickness, a = 2 (R - r) is much smaller than that of the stronger fragment. This
is typical of fragment behavior as revealed by CFCA. It is noted that even though
Po = 0, substantial deformation is produced in the ring. This, of course, is
attributable to the fragment momentum loading.
Another interestin E result is to show that fragments having lov _trength can
transmit substantial deformation to the rlng even when the initial = lial clearance
is zero. An example is illustrated in Figure 6, which pertains to c_._ same con-
ditions as the previous figures except Po = 6 ksl, T - 0.24 in., and c - 0. Here
is initially zero (because of the zero clearance) but rises to a peak value of
_,870 in/set. _ remains at zero for the first ,OO _ sec. and rises thereafter co a
peak value of 1,570 in/set., almost as high as for the case shown in Figure 4. The
maximum ring deflection, _R - 0.62 in., compared to 0.60 in. (Figure 4). Since
for these two case_, the ring thicknesses, T, are almost identical, it is seen that
the effect of the h lgher fragment strength tends to be offset by the smaller clear-
ante value.
The CFCA was used to analyze the radial burst containment behavior of a variety
of composite flywheels that had been spin tested [8]. The tests vere performed
within the confines of a steel rinEwhich was used primarily to protect the test
chamber from damage. To satisfy this need and also permit access to and visual
coverage of the test chamber interior during the test, the radial and axial spaces
between the flywheel and chamber walls were much larger than is representative
of a practical containment housing deaign. Such tests provided the only available
experimental base for studying composite rotor contaimnent effects, however, add
were so utilized despite the fact of their affordtn_only a rough simulation of a
realistic environment. Within tbese limitations, the CFCA when applied to the
tests permitted an ovaluatloQ of the apparent fragment crushing s_rengch , Po for
such rotor components as l_nated glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy disks, chopped-
glass fiber/SMCmolded disks and filament-wou_d graphite/epoxy and aramid/epoxy
rings. The resulting values of Po which are dependent on the orientation of the
composite component relative to the radial direction as well as the radial _blpact
speed are listed in Table 2 alo_ _riCh other test data such as radial clearance
C, and radial franc speed at initial coQcact, VRI. It is to he expected that
the resultln8 values of Po are affected by the testing euvlroument as noted above
and that they _i_ht be sIEnlflcantly different if evaluated in a more representa-
tive contalzuRnt space. For example, two effects of excessive radial clearance
_ould exert opposing influences on the value of Po, nanely, (I) it would facilltace
the axial ejection of debris from the fragment crushing site and yield a lo_er
value of Po and (2) it would result in a larger radial fragment impact velocity aed
hence a higher value of Po-
The two tests listed in Table 2, which i_volved araa_d flber/epoxy rings,
vlz. the Brobeck and GarTett fly_ IS, provide an example of how the evaluation
of Po is affected by test conditions. In the Brobeck rotor cost, the clearance, C
25O
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was 31 percent of the outside rotor radius whereas in the Garrett rotor test the
correspo_dlng value was only six percent. Also, the ratio of C to the rotor axial
length for the two cases was 43 and 36 percent respectively. Assuming the material
effects Co be similar in the aramid/epoxy FinEs of these rotors, the above values
would favor a lower evaluation of Po for the Brobeck test on the basis of (1) above.
On the other hand, the higher radial fragment speed in the Brobeck compared to the
Garrett rotor tests (see Table 2) would concrlbute to a higher value of Po for the
former case. The Brobeck test correlation yielded a zero value of Po and even
further indicated that the rotor rim engaged the containment ring in discrete
stages rather than all at once. For the Garrett test Po was found to be 12,000 psi,
indicatln E that the rim fragments engaged the ring in a much more contiguous state
and required very high interface pressures to break them down.
An example of how the CFCA test correlation is done is given for the Garrett
test. Calculations of peak con_a_ument ring growth were made for several assu_ed
values of Po which ranged from 0 to 21,000 psi. Results are shown in Figure 7 in
which _R' (equation 9) is plotted against Po- AE' (= .75 in.) of the actual rin E
was determined [12] by measuring the circumference near the ring axial center where
the maximum deflection was present. A value of Po equal to 12,000 psi was then
picked off from Figure 7 for the measured value of AR'.
An example of how the CFCA has been applied to design ascimation is shown in
Figure 8 which presents estimates of containment ring weight, WC relative co the
complete burst of a laminated glass/epoxy disk rotor at a stored energy of .25 kwh
and whose OD and weight are 18 in. and 28.9 lb., respectively. The estimates are
based on Po " 6 ksl (rather than Po = 0 as listed in Table 2), a conservatlve value
to account for possible effects of fraEment .compaction in the small radial clesr-
ante assumed (three percent of rotor outside radlus). W C is plotted against the
maximum radial ring growth for several ring marerlals. An advanced design incor-
porating an inner metallic liner over wound aram/d fiber yarn is also shown. The
dots on the curves indlca_e the maximum allowable ring growth _h$ch corresponds
no an average tensile strain of 10 percent for the _talllc ri_s and four percent
for the aramld fiber/6061 alumlnu_ ring. The burst performance of the latter
construction is indicated to be 34 wh/Ib (burst energy divided by ring weight).
In contrast to this the performance of a low carbon steel _ (dynamic tensile
strength of 85 ksl) is about I0 wh/Ib.
Axial Effects
Although previous spin tests had sboa_ evidence of impo_t axial loading
effects resulting from composite rotor bursts, not untll the coQtalm_nt test of
a General Electric hybrid flywheel were such effects amenable to detailed study.
This particular test involved a high energy burst at a stored enerEY level of
648 wh within an experimental vehicular type hous1_ and it remains the only such
test ever performed. The hous/n_ failed _o contain the burst due apparently to
large axial loading effects that were further aggravated by _trlc burst
conditions. The conDalnment ring which was a separate component _r_thin the housing
assembly _ras, on the other hand, relatively unaffected by the burst except for
small permanent out-of-rou_Ine_s and radial expansion deformations.
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A method for estimating the axlal loads transferred to the houslng end w_lls
was devised using the crushing Eragment analysis. _n the CFCA the fragment s_yscem
mass loss is accommodated by the axial eJeetlen of crushed material, a_ previous-
ly noted. An upper bound estimate of the axial loading due to the flow of ejects
was made by assu_Ing that the radial momentua of the entire crushed mass is con-
served in the correspondln S axial flow. The momentum of the crushed mass is ob-
tained from the CFCA by summing up the products, _Am of the mass lost, Am, in a
given t_me interval and the average radial speed, _ of the cont/_uous fragment
system at the beginning and end of the tlme interval. Actually, only a portion of
the mass-loss momentum would be transferred to the end walls _ecause some moment,-,
would be dissipated in turning the velocity vector from the =adlal to the axlel
direction. The mass-loss momenta connrlbuted by the rotor ring and disk components
are plotted against time in Figure 9. The time base only signifies duration and
does not cbronologlcally relate the ring a=d disk portions. The contribution of the
ring is qu_te small compared to chat of the disk. Thls reflects the fact that
the crushed mass of the ring is only 27 percent of the dlsk crushed mass. The
disk contribution is shown for assu_ed values of Po " 0 and 6 ksl. Et is noted
that the mass loss moment%un correspondlng to Do m 6 ksl iS the larger of the two.
This is because the crushed mass Is less for larEer values of Po, a fact due to the
existence of the residual fragaent (see Figure 2-V). Th_ re2_tionshtp holds
even when the nltlmate breakdown of the re._l.dnal frasment is co=sldered. For very
large values of Po, which characterize a rigid fragment systqmp Eha :_ss-loss
moment.-- becomes negligible and hence the axial momentum associated wlrh it as well.
This behavior models that of riK£d burst fragments whlch produce large radial
loading _f_ects hut very small ax/al effects (assmalng the motion re,alas in the
plane of rocatlon).
The axial mument_-- as derived above from the mass-loss momentum can be applied
to the end wall structures as an impulse load. This :Is J_stiflable because the
duration of the ¢rushiu_ process is likely to be _ compared to uhe period of
the fundanencal flexure vibration mode of the end wall. Th_ was done in studying
the behavior of the exper_sental housing dnrln_ the General Electr_¢ hybt-ld rotor
eon_alxme_t test. _t was found the axial load due to the rotor rl=_ mass-loss
_o_ent_ _ras large enough to produce relatively minor plastic deflecu_on of the end
wall hut insufficient to cause the observed level of damage. The load due to the
d_sk mass-loss momentum, however, was found to be greater than necessary to produce
dmm_e.
It is noted that the above assessment of axial load ef£eccs represents but an
i_tt_Ll attempt based on very llm_ted test experience. It is vleeed as belu8 an
overeat/mate of the load masn_Cude that eat result from the prlmaz_ breakdown of a
cuapostte rotor =%:r/=8 the ¢onEai::_nt process. O_her zmchantsms ere posa/ble such
as fraEment debris compaction, which might produce lazse , local/zeal loads an_ dam_E_
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHHEh'DATIONS
The preferred approach to developin8 b_gh performsuce space flywheels is to
utilize 'fall-safe' or 'limited-failure' rotor designs in order to minimize
containment requlr_,ents. The penal_y of having to contain a complete rotor
burst, on the other hand, is very likely to be prohibitive.
'Fail-safe' or 'limited failure' rotor concepts are available and their develop-
ment should be pursued as a first step toward development of the fly,heel pc_er
systesa. To establish assured des_Ens will require a considerable extension of
the mechanical properties data base of candidate rotor materials. Cyclic spin
testln 8 (adequately instrumented) of rotors or major rouor components should
be emphasized.
Untll assured 'fail-safe' rotor performance is demonstrated, contalnmen_ is
likely to be a design requirement for • manned environment. Meanwhile, con-
ta_nment requirements should be deflned, where posslble, on the basis of the
failure modes of 'limited-failure' type rotor designs and appropriate shields
deslsued.
Containment design technoloEy is presently inadequate for defining an optimum
housi_ design. The crushing fraEment containment analysis (CFCA) can be
applied to making preliminary designs which then should be subjected to rotor
burst test conditions as a means of developing efficient hardware.
, Contaiume_t technology development should be contiuued further, especially by
means of coordinated experimen_al/aualyrlcal InvestiEations of ccmposlte rotor
comtalnnent test behavior. In support of this, rotor spin testlnK should be
performed wlthin a containment houslnswhenever possible.
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Table 1. Flywheel Rotors Involved in the Data Correlation (8)
Rotor Description do WR _8 w B
in. lb. kwh _m
Hy0rid Rotor: 17.68 _.3 0.459 3S,0¢0
FW Graphite/Epoxy Ring; Lami-
nated S-2 Sl_ss/Epoxy Dlsk
(General EI_¢)
Disk Rotor: 15.UO 5.2 0.168 49,320
Lamln4t4K% S-Z G1ass/F.$x)xy
Disk {_k) ..
N:d-'Id Rotor: Z4.OG 218.5 0.414 21,620
FW Graphite/Epoxy Outer Ring;
Holded Chopped Giass/SMC Disk(OvensComing)
_ound-Rlm Ro_o_ 13.75 ;!4.5 0.608 48,120
_lar 491EPox,y,. Glass/
_y (sroue_c)
Otsk Rotor:. Z&.00 11.8 0.306 34,940
Var'yln9 Thick_.ss. Lami-
nate<LGra_it_/F._x_
Failure Mode
Outer Ring
Rupture
Complete Disk
Bur_t
Cmnpl ere Burst
of Rim and Oi sk
Rupture and re-
lease of 70. of
Kevl ar_9/Epoxy Rim
Co_lete Disk
Eburst
WF
lb.
6.34
5.Z
28.5
6.76
II .8
d o, OO, WR, rotor weight; _B" energOr at: burst, u B, burst speed, WF, total fragment wight.
Table 2. Values of Po, Fragment Crushfus Strength
as Obtained f=om Data Correlation of APL Rotor Burst Tests
Impact
Mal_"tal Form Direction
Granite/
ravlar®49/
(::_med 67ass/
_C
Ftlmem_
Wound R4ng
l.hi_mte
LamlmLize
Ftl_t
Ring
Nol_ng
Tr_
L_iul
L_I_I
Tr_
Longitudinal
_o
(psi)
20.000
0
12.000
5,000
C
(in.)
4.62
1.50
1.50
2.12
O.TS
1.50
YR
(in/set)
22,900
15,790
16,_70
21,540
12,000
9,880
o
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I. BEFORE ROTOR FAILURE
III. FRAGMENT CRUSHING PHASE
¢o_ t<; tp:VRt Z> RZ
il. INITIAL FRAGMENT CONTACT : t = 1.0
R
P
IV. INITIATION OF RIG|O MOTION PHASE:
t = tp; VRp; Rp
V. END OF PROCESS: t :tf:VRf-- Rf :0
Figure 2. D:La,_'mu of _'.a_t C_sh!ng
_'ocess Showtn8 Five Phases
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Figure 3. Crushing Praglent IntP-ract::i.on Schemar.ic
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Figure 4. Calculated Fragment and Contalument R/rig Motions vs.
Time for Complete Burst of a 0.25 kwh Laminated Glass/Epoxy Disk Rotor.
Po " 0; 4130 Steel Ring (o - 158 ksl)
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F_e 5. Calculated FraLsnent and Contalnnent _ Notions vs.
Time for Complete Burst of a 0.25 kwh Lm_nated S-Glass/Epoxy Disk Rotor.
p - 12,000 psi, 4130 Steel R/nS (_ ..159 ksl)
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Figure 6. Calculated Fra_pnent and _It _ _tl_ vs.
T_e for Complete Burst of a 0.25 k_ Iamtuated _s#_ Disk Rotor,
Po " 6,000 psi. Radlal Clearance, C - O, 4130 Steel Rt= 8 (o - 158 ksi)
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INTRODUCTION
The Magnetically Suspended Reaction Wheel Asse_ly (RSRWA) is the product of a
development effort funded by the Air Force Materials Laboratory (AFML) at Wright Pat-
terson AFB. The specific objective of the project was to establish the manufacturing
processes for samarium cobalt magnets and demonstrate their use in a space
appl icat ion. The development was successful on both counts.
This presentation emphasizes the application portion of the program, which
involves the magnetically suspended reaction wheel assecbly. The requirements for
the reaction wheel were based on the bias Wheel requirements of the DSP satellite.
The work was performed during the period of May 1976 through June 1980. The
tasks included the design, fabrication, and test of the unit to the DSP program
qualification requirements.
AFML
PROGRAM SCOPE
• Establish Manufacturing Processes For the P_xlucdon of a Magnetically
Suspended Reaction Wheel Assembly (MSRWA) Consisting of Two
Subassemblies, Mechanical and ElecUical.
• Work to be Completed Include_
m ElecllTicaVMechanical Design
-- _V Mechanical Subassembly Production and Assembly
-- Engineering Model Assembly
w Engineering Test and Evaluation
--Quality ConUol and Test
Iqgum I
L.
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RADIATION FACTOR
One of these unique requirements is the radiation-hardened electronics factor.
Under this type of requirement, designing involves additional analytical effort
because of severe derating and the need to limit current. Once designed, however,
the electronics proved to be the most reliable portion of the system.
AFML
PROGRAM SCOPE (CONT'D)
• Radiation Hardened Electronics
• Four Phase Program
--Phase I Thru Ill Includes Design, Manufacturing Methods
Development, Production and Test of Subassemblies, and
Fabrication of an MSRWA
--Phase IV Includes Testing and Evaluation of the Engineering Model
Figure 2
I
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PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
The overall program goal was to demonstrate that magnetic suspension was a
viable concept, capable of meeting realistic space program requirements.
PROGRAM GOALS
L
T
• Elimination of Lubrication Requirements
• Increased Speed Capability
• Reduction of Temperature Se_
• Reduction of Running and Noise Torques
• Reduction of Power Requirements
• Elimination of Single Point Failures
Figure 3
7;
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E MECHANICAL ASPECTS
=
The mechanical portion of the system is patterned after our successful line ofL
_c0ntrol moment gyros (CMGs), using a shell rotor and housing. Each end of the shaft
_assembly houses a magnetic bearing, a motor, a velocity sensor, and a position
_sensoro The noel mode of operation is to control the axial position from one end.
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RELIABILITY
The high reliability and insensitivity to themal conditions are the principal
advantages of permanent magnetic suspension. Thus the limitations of permanent
magnetic suspension do not present the serious threat to space-station type
applications that they would present in high-rate and acceleration systems.
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION CHARACTERISTICS
ADVANTAGES
• High Reliability
No Wearout Mechanisms
-- No Lubrication
-- No Fatigue
• Low Torque--Starting. Drag
and Ripple
• High Speed CapabBity
UMITATIONS
• Lower Stiffness
• Low Cross Axis Torque
Capec 
• Performance Independent of Tirne
• No Single Point Failures
(V_h Redundant Electronics)
• InsensilJve To Thermal Conditions
• High Momentum Capacity
• Low Induced Vibration
• Suspension Control Electronics
Required
• Added Bearing Weight
.i
T
Figure 5
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HARDWARE
The hardware designed to meet the DSP requirements did not require any major
developments. During the development phase we learned that a combined structural/
vacuum shell was not practical, and the design was changed accordingly.
RESULTING HARDWARE FEATURES
• Passive Radial, Active Axial, Attractive Mag Suspensions
• 3 Loop Magnetic Circuit
• T_anium Shell Rotor
• AC Induction Motor
• Radiation Hardened Electron, s
• Bail Bearing Backup or Touchdown System
• Samarium Cobalt Magnets
• Rate and Pos/tion Feedback
_-0gure 6
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MAJOR COMPONENTS
The cutaway (Fig. 7) sho_s the major components of the design. The rotor was
designed for momentum efficiency, but it could just as easily be made to accommodate
energy storage. A complete set of electromagnetic components is located at each end
of the rotor shaft to provide the redundancy needed for long missions.
L
AFM L-- MSRWA
PORT
AXIAL POSITION \SENSOR
SENSOR ELECT.
TOL
BEARINGS
CONNECTORS
,MAGNETIC BEARING ROTOR
BEARING STATOR
TACHOMETER
BALANCE CORRECTION PLANE
HOUSING
SPIN MOTOR
ROD
INTING
FLANGE
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PERFORMANCE
The perfomance of the unit met all program requirements, with the exception of
the cross-axis rate. A capability of 3 degrees per second was desired, but the
weight impact precluded achieving this capability.
AFML MSRWA
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
• Momentum 1000 FPS @ 10,000 RPM
• Cross-Axis Rate
• Spin System
Motor
--Control
--Torque
• Suspension System
--Conuol
--Stmness
Radial
Angular
Axial
• Drag Torque
500 FPS @ 5.000 RPM
2o/Sec.
Dual 6 Pole 20 Induction
Constant Power/Constant Slip
70z-ln @ 5000 RPM
Axially Active with Position and
Ve_y Feedback
2000 Lb/In
4.3 X 10 s In-Lb/Rad.
32,000 Lb/In
.05 Oz-ln/1000 RPM
Figure 8
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The system i._ capable of being run up with either one or two so.in motors. Sinc_
weight was not a major design goal, there is approximetely a 10 percent improvement
avai 1able.
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AFML MSRWA
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(CONT)
• Power
Steady State
Run-Up
• Weight
• Envelope
•Life
17 Watts @ 1000 FPS
110/220 Watts
1-.45 Lb Mech (RWNIS)
65 Lb Rotating Assy--Totai
27 In. Dia X 30 In. High
No Single Point Failure,
Hardened Electronics
figure 9
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TEST SEQUENCE
.
The conducted test sequence was based on program qualification requireme,,_s.
major problems were encountered during the environmental tests. However, It was
discovered that motor heating was higher than predicted, which would be revised if
the unit were prepared for flight.
No
AFML--MSRWA
TEST ENVIRONMENTS
Test
• ThemlakVAC
Level
Ambien_-35°C,+71oC
• Sine Vibration +1.0 g, 20-2000 Hz, 1 Oct/Min, 2 Axes
• Random Vibration
-- Acceptance
-- Qualification
8.5 g-rms. 0.08 _r_/Hz pk, 1 Min/Axis, 3 Axes
17.0 g-tins, 0.32 gZ/I-Iz pk, 3 Min/Axis, 3 Axes
Rgum 10
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MAGNETIC BEARINGS
The magnetic bearing characteristics that were measured were very close to the
design goals established early in the program. Especially encouraging was the drag
torque, which makes this type of suspension attractive for energy storage. Ball
bearings for this application would produce 10 oz-in drag torque.
MAGNETIC BEARING CHARACTERISTICS
• Stiffness
Radial
-- Angular
-- Axial
• Capacities
-- Radial
-- Angular
--Axial
2000 Lb/Inch Per End
430,000 In-Lb/Rad
32,000 Lb/In
50 Lb
450 In-I..b
>65 Lb
• Weight
-- Stators (2) 10 Lb
-- Rotors (2) 22 Lb
• Current
-- Uft-Off 8 Amp
Steady State .07 Amp
• Drag Torque <_ 0.50z-ln
@ 10 K Rpm
F,'gure 11
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MODEL CORRELATION
This figure shows the open-loop axial characteristic from an analytical model.
The stru:tural m_des of the system are phase-stabilized.
m
Z
0
AFML ANALYTICAL AXIAL MODEL
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RESULTS
Fig. 13 shows the results obtained by measuring the open-loop characteristic of
the hardware. The correlation _th the analytical model was quite good.
AFML AXIAL CONTROL SYSTEM RESPONSE
+10
SYSTEM CHAN B
WITH CHAN A
POWER BRIDGE
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The unit demonstrated that permanent magnetic suspension of this type provides a
definite advantage over ball bearings for energy storage efficiency. The low radial
stiffness would have to be evaluated for each application.
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MAGNETIC SUSPENSION OPTIONS
FOR
SPACECRAFT I'N'ERTIA-WHEEL APPLICATIONS
J. R. Downer
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
Camhr idEe, Massachusetts
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L_sted below are the criteria that should be used when evaluating a suspension
system for an ineTtia wheel in a spacecraft environment. The suspension must be com-
patible with a vacuum environment. It must exert minimal drag torques on the wheel
and must consume only small amounts of power. The suspension must be capable of ex-
tended life with little or no attention. Additional functions that could be performe_
by the suspension include pointing the wheel's angular momentum vector to achieve
active attitude control and precisely measuring the torques exerted on the wheel so
that an attitude refereztce signal can be obtained.
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR
SPACECRAFT INERTIA-WHEEL SUSPENSIONS
282
• VACUUM COMPATIBLE
• LOW LOSSES
- DRAG
-- POWER CONSUMPTION
• LONG LIFE
• Lr_W ;MAINTENANCE
"'_ 'l_.$i_l" R E L lAB I L IT y
"_ A_IGULAR MOMENTUM VECTOR POINTING
_'_APABI LITY (OPTIONAL)
• CALIBRATION CAPABILITY (OPTIONAL)
o. i - . ...-
4m •
The primary advantage of ut£1iz_ a ma4_nettc suspens£on for a spacecra£t lnerCia-
3el applicat£on is the lack of physical contract between cbe rotor a_d the stacor.
Ls leads co extended suspension l_e and reduced dra$. The colerances chat must be
Ld in couscrucc_on of the suspension can be reduced from those required of ocher sus-
2slou system types such as precision ball and gas bearlnSs. Reduced vlbraclon and
.*uctural interactlon can also be obtalned, Since mq_neCl¢ IMIpm_1ons require no
>ricanc, they are quite compatible with a vacuum enviro_ent. Properly designed
_neric suspensions also allow the £unctious og attitude control and attitude rate
_slng co be performed.
ADVANTAGES OF MAGNETIC
SUSPENSIONS OVER OTHER SUSPENSION TYPFJ.
FOR SPACECRAFT INERTI.,e_-WHEEL APPLICATIO_
• NO ROTOR/STATOR CONTACT
- EXTENDED LIFE
-- REDUCED DRAG
-- REDUCED TOLERANCES
-- REDUCED MECHANICAL VIBRATION
-- REDUCED STRUCTURAL INTERACTIONS
• NO PROBLEM OF PROVIDING LUBRICATIONIW AVACUUM
• POTENTIAL TO ELIMINATE MECHANICAL GIMB/idi_
• POTENTIAL FOR ESTIMATING SATELLITE RATES
I-
J
4_ • --
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A magnetic suspension system may per£orln one or more of the £ollo_ng functions:
rotor support, torquing, and torque measurement. Regardless of gunction, the suspen-
sion design is typically driven hy the inertia vheel precession torques, the stiffness
o£ the surrounding structure, and by the angle through which the rotor must be tipped.
l
• FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
- BEARING
- TORQUER (OPTIONAL)
- RATE SENSOR (OPTIONAL)
• FACTORS AFFECTING MAGNETIC BEARING DESIGN
- WHEEL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
- REQUIRED SLEW RATES OF SATELLITE
- STRUCTURAL COMPLIANCES AND INTERACTIONS
-- MAXIMUM TILT ANGLE
J
I
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There are four co_on designs for _gnetic suspensions. The oldest type, the
_sive dynam/c field bearing (ref. I), is stabilized by tuning circuit parameters for
particular excitation frequency. This type typically consumes excessively high power
r a spacecraft inertla-_heel application. Earnshaw's theorem states that a body in a
itic magnetic field is stable in at most two axes. The stiffness along passively
able axes is typically low. Many desIEners utilize active control of passively un-
able axes to achieve a stable system. Several advantages exist for actively control-
"E all axes with servo control. These are addressed in detail on the next viewgraph.
MAGNETIC BEARING TYPES
TYPE COMMENTS
PASSIVE DYNAMIC FIELD
PASSIVE STATIC FIELD
PASSIVE/ACTIVE
ACTIVE
• HIGH POWER CONSUMPTION
• STABLE IN AT MOST TWO AXES
(EARNSHAW's THEOREM)
• LOWSTIFFNESS
• UNSTABLE AXIS OF PASSIVE
SYSTEM ELIMINATED WITH
SERVO CONTROL
• SERVO CONTROL REQUIRED
• POTENTIAL FOR ADVANCED
CONTROL STRATEGI ES
• POTENTIAL FOR ELIMINATION
OF MECHANICAL GIMBALS
!
n- .........u-_''"_ "" - ' ...... ;
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An actively controlled magnetic suspension will typically be _ch stiffer tha
a passive suspension. The advantages of a high dc stiffness include more repeatable
performance and reduced core losses due to changing flux in the rotor as it spins.
Stiff suspensions are required if conventi,,nal electrical machines (such as Inductio
motors), which produce siEnlficant sldeloading forces, are to be utilized.
Actively controlled magnetic suspensions may be used to provide set point con
trol of the inertia wheel's angular momentum vector to provide attitude control with
mechanical gimbals. By actively varying the damping of the suspension, performance
near rotor critical speeds may be improved. Advanced control and estimation technlq
aimed at suppressing whirl instabilities can also be applied.
ACTIVELY CONTROLLED MAGNETIC SUSPENSIONS
• HIGHER dc STIFFNESS THAN PASSIVE MAGNETIC
SUSPENSIONS
- MORE REPEATABLE PERFORMANCE
-- LOWER DRAG LOSSES
- UTILIZATION OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTRICAL
MACHINES POSSIBLE
• POTENTIAL FOR UTILIZING ADVANCED CONTROL
STRATEGIES
- SET POINT CONTROL OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
VECTOR
-- ACTIVE VARIATION OF DAMPING
-- WHIRL MODE SUPPRESSION
286
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D,'_gnetic suspensions exer_ forces either through the attraction of a ferromag-
netic body or by the Lorentz force.
F@_romagnetic attraction type magnetic suspensions can be fur=her classified by
the manner through which the magnetlc field is produced. Purely electro-magnetic sus-
pensions have very low galn near zero current and are highly non-Iinear. Permanent
magnet biased electromagnets, however, possess relatively high gain near zero current
and are more nearly linear.
Magnetic suspensions that produce forces by the Lorentz force across a fixed
length air gap have an advantage in terms of core loss since the core mater/el sees a
constant flux. Lorentz force suspensions are very nearly linear. By utilizing a per-
manent magnet rather Khan a wound core to produce the magnetic field, copper losses
are reduced.
ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEAR ING DESIGNS
• FERROMAGNETIC ATTRACTION
--PURE ELECTROMAGNET
• LOW GAIN
• NON-LINEAR
-- PERMANENT MAGNET (PM| BIASED
ELECTROMAGNETS
• HIGH GAIN
m LINEAR
• LORENTZ FORCE
-- FIXED GAP LENGTH
• ELIMINATES CORE LOSSES
a LINEAR
-- PERMANENT MAGNET FIELD
• REDUCES COPPER LOSSES
I
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The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL) has been involved in magnetic suspen-
siov technology for more than 30 years. The definitive reference on float suspensions
was written by three CSDL engineers in 1974 (ref. I). A 5-axls actively controlled
flywheel suspension supporting a 12 lb rotor was constructed in 1978 (refs. 2, 3, 4).
A maEnetlc suspension system for removing all but a nominal preload from the ball bear-
In8 support of a 200 Ib flywheel was constructed in 1981.
There are currently three advanced magnetic suspension programs at CSDL. A
single axis actively controlled magnetic vibratlon-lsolator and a magnetically sus-
pended inertial reference unit _re being constructed and tested. A study of a Combined
Attitude, Reference, and Energy Storage (CARES) system (ref. 5) is also in progress.
The goal of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of performing the energy
storage, attitude control, and attitude reference functions of s satellite with high
energy density, maEnetlcally suspended inertia wheels. A novel Lorentz force type
magnetic suspension is being constructed and tested as part of this program.
DRAPER LAB MAGNETIC SUSPENSION EXPERIENCE
t
d
!
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• F LOAT SUSPEI_SIONS
• 5 AXIS ACTIVELY CONTROLLED FLYWHEEL SUSPENSION
(12 Ib WHEEL)
• HYBRID FLYWHEEL SUSPENSION (200 IbWHEEL)
• PRECISION ACTIVE MAGNETIC VIBRATION ISOLATION
• MAGNETICALLY SUSPENDED INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT
• COMBINED ATTITUDE, REFERENCE, AND ENERGY
STORAGE (CAR ES) SYSTEM
%.
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IAs an example of a typical fl)_heel magnetic suspension, the S-axls actively
controlled flywheel shown here wlll be discussed.
OR'._?_.. ,+_;.
OF PGC_ <.:, ,,.
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The figure below shows the internal arrangement of components. This system
uses three actively controlled bearing elements, two radial and one axial, to control
five degrees of freedom. Three inductive position sensors and an optlcal speed sensor
are also used.
The f_ywheel module was designed to have a vertical spin axis so that the sus-
pension that supported the weight of the wheel would not see changing fluxes due to
rotor eccentricity and thereby reduce losses.
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ORIGINAl.- PA_'_"
OF POOR qUALITY
dThe photograph below shows the maguetic actuators that were used in the 5-axis
act£vely controlled flywheel. Each is a permanent masuet biased electromagnet which
uses a pernmnent magnet to produce a biasing field and control coils to obtain active
control.
!
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As an example of the operation of a permanent magnet biased magnetic suspension,
consider the axial bearing of the 5-axis actively controlled flywheel that is shown
below. The primary flux for suspension is provided by an axially orleuted permanent
magnet. Control of the air gap flux is obtained by usin 8 a control coil to shunt flux
through an alternate flux path that has been provided in the magnet housing.
-- DELRIN SLEEVE
IY FLUX PATH
L FLUX PATH
CONTROL
SHIM
/-WEDGE RING
,_\ _ A_SEMBLY
\
r
FERRITE SLEEVE
STRUCTURAL SHAFT
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The CARES syeten _N_etie bear_ is shown below. Forces sre exerted on the
£1ywheel due to the interaction o[ rotating permanent magnets and stationary control
coils. The ££gure also ahoms the vtndlng configurat£on requ_zed to pzoduce these
forces. The wind.s of the control col structure are _hovn asse:bled and in exploded
_msamw
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CARES IIA_E'TIC SUSPENSION
CONCEPT
CONTROL COILS A,_F._L_
f.ONTROL COILS DETAIt.ED
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Proper material melectlon in terms of either permanent magnets or core materials
is crlC_cal Co a _ccesaful magnetic suspension design.
When selecting a permanent magnet;, maximum energy product is of primary ='mpor-
tance since this directly affects the ,_Enet size, The proper mix of reL_nence and
coerclvlty must alno be conagde_ed to make a small cross sectional area or lone air gap
desiEn work. The relaCive ease _th which a permanent magnet can be machined should
also be considered.
Core materials are typically selected on the basis of their core loss character-
istlcs (as measured by their hysteresis loop and volume resistivity) but ease of mag-
neelzatlon must also be eonsldered. Ease of magnetization is measured by a material's
permeahillty (one of three _ypes, depending on application}. Operating a core material
in its saturation region is typlcally wasteful of power.
MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
• PERMANENT MAGNETS
-- MAXIMUM ENERGY PRODUCT
-- PERMANENT FLUX DENSITY
- COERCIVE FORCE
-- MACHINABILITY
• QORE MATERIALS
-- HYSTERESIS LOOP
-- RESISTIVITY
-- PERMEABILITY
"" • INITIAL
•., • MAXIMUM
• INCREMENTAL
-- SATURATION FLUX DENSITY
i
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IIt is safe tO conclude that the basic technolosy required _to utilize an actively
Itrolled _agnetic suspension system in a spacecraft inertia wheel has been satis-
"roril7 demonstrated, and that the design and control experience necessar7 to produce
Ls hardware is available. -_ "-
In additiou, there is curre_tly in proEress a great deal of effort aimed at im"-
_v!ng magnetlc materials. _hese "advances are taking place, in the areas of hish er.ergy
_duct rare earth/cohalt magnets and low loss ferroceramic core materials. These ad-
,ices are certain to facilitate magnetic suspension design.
CONCLUSIONS
• THE BASIC TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED FOR'M_GNETIC
SUSPENSION OF A SPACECRAFT INERTIA WHEEL
EXISTS:
..
-- SUSPENSION DESIGN EXPERIENCE
-- CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
• RECENT ADVANCES IN MAGNETIC MATE P,_I_I_._ACIL-
ITATE MAGNETIC SUSPENSION DESIGN
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INTRODUCTION
Thepurposeof this paper is to present an overview of magnetic bearing control
and linearization approaches which have been considered for annular magnetically
suspended devices. These devices include (Fig. ]) the Annular Momentum Control Device
(Ref. 1) and the Annular Suspension and Pointing System (Ref. 2).
ANNULAR MAGNETICALLY SUSPENDED DEVICES
FOR CONTROL AND POINTING APPLICATIONS
[] ANNULAR MOMENTUM CONTROL DEVICE (AMCD)
• Momentum Storoge Device
[] ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINTING SYSTEM (ASPS)
• Auxiliary Pointing System,
Figure 1
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i CONTROL AND LINEARIZATI ON APPROACHES
i In order to define the basic type of magnetic bearing actuator being discussed,the simpllfled schematic diagram of Figure 2 is introduced. Shown are two electro-
i magnets, with currents I_ and I_, producing forces FT and FB on a suspended element• /
, positioned at a gap dmstance G from the top electromagnet pole face• A position
-_ sensor is shown and is required both for some of the linearization approaches to be
I discussed and for the magnet suspension control system, tinder ideal assumptions,
! the force produced by a given electromagnet is directly proportional to the square of
"_,i the coil current and inversely proportional to the square of the eTectromagnet gap.
._ Since the electromgnet produces an attractive force only, two are required to
i produce a bidirectional force capability. Two approaches ha.-e been investigated for
controlling this type of magnetic actuator. One approach involves controlling the
; upper and lower electromagnets differentially about a b'as flux. The bias flux can
i either be supplied by permanent magnets in the magnetic circuit or by bias currents•
i In the other approach, either the upper electromagnet or the lower eTectr_aagnet is
contro|ied depending on the direction of force required. One advantage of the bias
i flux approach is that for small gap perturbations about a fixed operating point, the
i force-current characteristic is | |near. However, if a requirement for a linear force
icharacteristic over a wide gap range exists, as for example in the ASPS, bias currents
iwhlch are varied as a function of measured gap are used. L[nearization approaches
'_ investigated for individual element control include an analog solution of the nonlinear
:electromagnet force equation and a microprocessor-based table lookup method.
MAGNETIC BEARING CONTROL APPROACHES
IT
, I I I f I
_ l i t i /l I
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i BI/_ FLUX
1 ;ND]VIDUAL ELERENT CONTROL
MAGNETIC BEARING LZNEARIZATZON APPROACHES
• BIAS FLUX
- PERRANENTRAGNETS
- FIXED B|AS CURRENTS
- VARIABLE 3IAS CURRENTS
• INDIVIDUAl. ELEMENT CONTROL
- ANAl.06 SOLUTION OF IEARIN6 ELEMENT
FORCE EQUATION
- MICROPROCESSORCONTROL (TABLE LOOKUP)
Figure 2
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PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX-BIASED HAGNETIC ACTUATOR
In order to describe the operation of a permanent magnet flux-biased magnetic
actuator, the simplified sch_atic drawing of Figure 3 is introduced. The figure
shows a single actuator, for control along a single axis, which consists of a pair of
magnetic bearing elements with permanent magnets mounted in the cores. The bearing
elements are connected in a differential configuration. That is, for a given input
the amplifier driver shown in the figure produces current in a direction to aid the
permanent-magnet-produced flux in one element while at the same time producing equal
current in a direction to subtract from the permanent-magnet-produced Flux in the other
element. This results in a net force produced on the suspended mass in a direction
dependent on the polarity of the input to the amplifier driver.
III II
Ill I I
.
I I I I I I
III III
POSITION
SENSOR
t
:I AMPLIFIERDRIVER
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FLUX-BIASED MAGNETIC ACTUATOR FORCE CHARACTERISTIC
The composite force-current characteristic of a flux-biased magnetic actuator
with the suspended mass centered in the actuator gaps is shown in Figure 4. This
figure i11ustrates a linear electromagnet gain of the actuator at a given gap
position. By performing a first orJer linearization of the actuator force equation
about a fixed operating point the actuator force as a function of differential coil
current and dlsplacement can be written as
F = KBI + KMG
where K_ is an equivalent electromagnet gain and I_ is an equivalent bias flux stiff-
ness. These gains would be different for differe_ operating points. Permanent
magnet flux-blas was the control approach used in the original magnetic suspension
system for the laboratory test model AMCD (Ref. 3).
BIAS FLUX
NET FORCE-OJRRENT
CHARACTERISTIC
UPPER IIA6NET F = K.B! + KMS
NET
CHARACTERISTIC
L
v
QIRRENT
......... _ "_ Dr
-j
,i
r
rr_
Figure 4
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VARIABLE BIAS CURREh_ APPROACH
Figure 5 is a simp]ified block diagram of a variable bias current approach which
was implemented for the ASPS. As can be seen by working through the block diagram,
the bias current and control currents of the upper and lower electromagnets are
adjusted so that the bias force produced by each and the net force _roduced bv a
given command force are equal no matter where the suspended mass is in the gap. The
unbalanced bias flux stiffness is thus eliminated and the electromagnet gain is
constznt. For more detail on the imp]ementation of this approach, see Reference _.
FC "
DIFFERE]fl'IALCONTROLOF ELEFIENTSABOUTBIASFLUX
VARI_LEBIAS CURRENTAPPROACH
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Io
CURRENT I IT
lOOP ]
GT = Go - G, Gs
F = KF c
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=Go+5
FROM POSITION SENSOR
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Figure 5
INDIVIDUALELEMENTCONTROLFORCECHARACTERISTIC
L
The composite force-current characteristic of a magnetic actuator with individual
element control and with the susperded mass centered in the actuator gaps is shown in
Figure 6. This figure illustrates the highly non]inear force characteristics of an
uncompensated actuator.
INDIVIDUAL ELE}IENT CONTROL
!
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m
t,a,J
/ / UPPERRAG/IET
CHARACTERISTIy FOR LINEAR FORCE QLII,RACTERISTIC
Figure 6
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ANALOG SOLUTION OF FORCE EQUATION FOR INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT CONTROL
Figure 7 is a simplified block diagram of an analog implementation of the solution
of the force equation For a magnetic actuator with individual el_ent control. This
approach was implemented For a magnetic suspension system for the |aboratory test model
AMCD. For more detail on the impiementation of this approach, see Reference 5.
INDIVIDUALELEMENTCONTROL
ANALOGAPPROACH(SOLUTIONTO FORCEEQUATION)
FROM SENSOR
Figure 7
FT = R Fc
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TABLE LOOKUP APPROACH FOR INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT CONTROL
The last magnetic bearing iinearlzation and control approach to be discussed is
a microprocessor-based table lookup llnearlzation approach for individual bearing
element control and is shown in Figure 8. This approach was bench tested but has not
• been used in the AHCD laboratory model suspension system to date. In this approach,
actual calibration data for a given bearing element pair are used to build a lookup
_table which is stored in the memory of a microprocessor system. Using the force
'-command and gap position as input data, the correct value of current input to the coil,
for the suspended element centered in the actuator gaps, is obtained by using a table
lookup routine. This current is compensated for displacement from center by multiplying
by the calculated gap. This approach is described and test results froth bench tests
are presented in Reference 6.
INDIVIDUAL ECL91ENTCONTROL
MICROPROCESSORAPPROACH(TABLE LOOKUP)
i
I _I_R I
Figure 8
17- ,q. _ ,R,,,_,_ -- 5
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ABSTRACT
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and the University of Maryland (UM)
Mechanical Engineering Department have a common interest in flywheels and have
cooperated since the mid_1970's in designing and testing flywheel components.
GSFC/UM is currently involved in studying application of a graphite/epoxy,
magnetically suspended, pierced disk flywheel for the combined function of
spacecraft attitude control and energy storage (._).
Past achievements of the GSFC/UM magnetically suspended flywheel program
include design and analysis computer codes for the flywheel rotor, a magneti-
cally suspended flywheel model, and graphite/epoxy rotor rings that have been
successfully prestressed via interference assembly. All hardware has success-
fully demonstrated operation of the necessary subsystems which form a complete
ACES design.
Areas of future GSFC/UM work include additional rotor design research,
system definition and control strategies, prototype developement, and
design/construction of a UM/GSFC spin test facility.
The results of applying design and analysis computer codes to a ,_agneti-
cally suspended interference assembled rotor show specific energy densities of
42 Wh/lb (92.4 Wb/kg) are obtained for a 1.6 kWh system.
k
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INTRODUCTION
The Goddard Space Flight Center has been active in the development of high
efficiency motor/generator and magnettc suspension systems since the early
1960's. One outcome of this work resulted in a magnetically suspended momen-
tum wheel for spacecraft application [1,2,3]*.
Based upon this earl_ work at GSFC it appeared useful to consider a system
which can provide for the joint functions of attitude control and energy
storage. Since the mid-1970's C_FC and the University of Maryland have been
active in a joint program on the various aspects of a magnetically suspended
flywheel system. Recently G_FC/UM has addressed the problems of the joint
solution of attitude control and energy storage. The program is termed ACES
(.Attitude C_ontrol and Energy Storage) and it involves hardware definition and
problem identification/solution of all aspects of a magnetically suspended
flywheel system.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief review of the GSFC/UM ACES
effort, to present some of the hardware currently undergoing testing, and to
identify the areas of future work.
Brackets denote refenences at enJ of paper.
)
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SYSTEMS BACKGROUND
In designing a magnetically suspended flywheel system, r,SFC/UM has
concluded [4,5,6] that a pierced disk of uniform thickness provides a
desirable rotor geometry from both a performance and manufacturing point of
view.
Shown in Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of the original GSFC/UM magne-
tically suspended flywheel design. The original design consists of 2 rings
with the outermost ring being made of a filan_ntary wound composite material
and the inner ring being made of continuous iron bonded to the filamentary
wound ring. The stator of this design fits in the "hole" of the 2 ring rotor
and it carries the magnetic suspensio_ and motor/generator electronics. The
original GSFC/UM design was configured around a homopolar permanent magnet
motor/generator _th variable field flux for maintaining constant voltage out-
put as rotational speed varies [4]. The magnetic suspension system is an
integral part of the motor/generator design and it utilizes permanent magnets
to establish a steady state magnetic flux, which is then modulated via sensor
feedback [4].
Shown in Figure 2 is a photograph of the current test system v_ich GSFC/UH
is using to establish rotational losses and efficiencies for the
motor/generator and magnetic suspension concepts _nbodied in the original
GSFC/UH design. Testing is currently under :ray on this first generation ACES
design and preliminary results are encouraging and SUpDOrt the performance
projections previously presented In the literature [4,6].
. • .: .
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ROTOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
RCA [7] and J.A. Kirk, under contract to GSFC, have done additional work on
the original GSFC/UM design. It was concluded that a multlring, interference
assembled rotor, such as shown in Figure 3, would provide for substantial
improvements over the original GSFC/UM design. The modified GSFC/UM design,
shown in Figure 3, differs from the original GSFC/UM design in the following
areas:
I. The rotor is co_osed of a number of individual filamentary wound
rings, rather than being one continuous ring.
2. The inside diameter (ID) to outside diameter COD) rotor ratio (ID/OD)
is smaller than the original GSFC/LIM design.
3. The innermost ring is made of iron and is segmented into discrete pie-
shaped "chunks'.
Each of the above changes was made in the original GSFC/UM design in
order to i_rove the overall performance of the system. The reasoning behind
the changes has been docunw_nted by Kirk and Huntington [8,9,10,11] and a
brief explanation follows:
i. The rotor is made of a number of composite material rings which are
interference assembled. The reason behind this change is to
favorably prestress the rotor so higher rotational speeds and energy
densities can be obtained before a limiting performance constraint is
encountered.
2. The ID/Og ratio has been lowered. The reason behind this change is
that the original GSFC design was of a "thin hoop" type and suffered
excessive "gap" growth between the rotor and the stator as it spun.
31'1
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Since gap growth will degrade electrical performance, it must be
controlled, and the best way to achieve this control is by decreasing
the ID/OD ratio.
3. The innermost ring must be made of iron and is now segmented instead
of being continuous. This change has been made because the iron ring
would always reach its limiting strength long before the filamentary
wound composite ring(s) reached their strength limit. To overcome
this limitation a "segmented '_inner ring is now proposed for use on
the magnetically suspended flywheel system. The important point to
note is that the inner iron ring will have all the necessary magnetic
properties but will consist of a number of pie-shaped segments which
are bonded to the inside diameter of the first filamentary wound
ring. The iron ring thus has no stiffness in a "hoop" or tangential
direction and presents an "inner loading" on the filamentary wound
composite ring to which it is attached.
The three changes described above have no impact on the motor/generator or
magnetic suspension system. The effect that these changes have on the pro-
ject_d system performance is dramatic and has been documented via a recent
GSFC contractor report [12].
ROTOR ANALYSIS TOOLS
GSFC/UM realize that the final rotor design dimensions must evolve in
parallel with the _agnetic suspension and motor generator designs {as they
impact on the dimensions and weight of iron inner ring). Obviously then, the
most useful rotor design and analysis tools are those which most closely model
the real physical system and are convenient to apply as the iron inner ring
312
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design evolves. GSFC/UM has developed two (2) design and analysis tools for
this purpose. Both tools are computer codes which perform detailed stress
analysis and final dimension selection (including component tolerances) for
all the components of the ring rotor. The analysis code is called FLYANS
F_wheel ANalySis) and the sizing code is called FLYSIZE F_wheel SIZE).
The interested reader will find a description of these codes in References 8
and 12.
Shown in Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the multiring rotor which is
modeled by the FLYAI_S and FLYSIZE codes. Each of the rotor rings is the same
axial thickness and the stresses in each ring consist of a hoop or tangential
stress (oB) and a radial stress (Or). If power is being put in or taken out
of the system there is an additional shear stress (Tre) in each ring. It is
assumed that the flywheel rings are in a state of plane stress, meaning that
there is no variation of the _6 and Or stresses in the axial direction.
The materials which comprise the multiring rotor are modeled as homoge-
neous, linearly elastic, orthotropic materials 113], with material
properties specified in the radial and tangential direction. The current
GSFC/UM design is based on Celion 60DO/epoxy for i;he filamentary wound com-
posite rings [12]. It should also be pointed out that any new or hypothetical
materials can easily be added to the computer code data base with minimal
effort.
The total stress distribution in one ring of the _Itiring flywheel is the
superposition of the five stress distributions due to the following:
1. Rotation of the ring at constant angular velocity.
Z. Interaction with adjoining rings due to rotational expansion.
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3. Interference assembly of the rings.
4. Residual stresses due to curing.
5. Angular acceleration of the entire assembly.
The stress distribution for the entire flywheel is the summation of the above
5 stresses for each flywheel ring.
Of the 5 stress distributions given above, no. 3, interference assembly,
is under the direct control of the designer. The FLYANS code provides an
algorithm for the selection of interference pressures in order to optimize the
stored energy per unit weight of the rotor.
It will be instructive at this point to consider the hypothetical example
of how interference stresses interact with rotational stresses in a simple 2
ring "pierced disk" rotor.
Shown in Figure 5 is the stress distribution which occurs when 2 rings of
the same material are interference assembled. When the interference stress
distribution is added to the rotational stress _istribution the net result is
as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6 the stresses have been made nondimensional
by the factor
2bZ
ple Cunits are psi)
where
Pl " mass density for the first ring of the assembly (value is
weight density in 1b/in 3 divided by g - 386 in/sec 2)
m s rotational speed (rad/sec)
b = outer radius of the flywheel (inches)
The solid line shown in each of the plots in Figure 6 represents the stress
314
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distribution which occurs when the 2 rings are spun _thout any interference
asse_ly present. The dotted lines show the stress distribution when the 2
rings are interference assembled and then spun. Consider the lower plot in
Figure 6. If the working tangential stress of the material, o e, is constant,
the ltmiting value of ae/Plw2b 2 is - 0.97 _th no interferencethen present,
and 0.94 with interference present. For a fixed value of b and a0 it is clear
the interference assembled flywheel has a larger m, and therefore a larger
kinetic energy per unit weight over the non-interference assembled flywheel.
GSFC/UH has done preliminary testing of interference assembly of composite
rings and has found that a conical taper of approximately I degree between
the inside diameter and outside diameter of adjacent rings will permit press
assembly of the rings. Shown in Figure 7 are two graphite epoxy rings that
were assembled and pressed together at the Hercules Allegheny Ballistics
Laboratory {Cumberland, I_) in 1978. The two rings are 8 inches in (30, 7
inches in ID and are each 1/2 inch in radial thickness. The two rings have
approximately 0.3_ interference and the ring interface was lubricated with
epoxy before pressing together. The collection of rares shown in Figure 7
is for strain gage instrumentation placed on the rings. The ring assembly
shown in Figure 7 was donated to the University of Maryland and is currently
undergoing further testing as part of the GSFC/UN ACES program.
The results of applying the FLYANS and FLYSIZE computer codes to a 1.6 kWh
GSFC/IJM design [121 have shown that it is possible to design a 6 ring rotor with
an iron inner ring. The rotor has an inside diameter of 8 inches and an outside
diameter of 20 inches. Using Celio_ 6000/epoxy for all the fllamentaG, wound
co,_oslte mat__rial rings, the projected specific ener_, density is 41.9 Wh/Ib
3"5
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(92.2 _h/kg) and the inner radius displacement (I.e., air gap growth) _11 not
exceed .040 inch (from 0 to burst speed).
CURRENT gORK
GSFC and tin are currently engaged in a detailed study which will signifi-
cantly advance understanding of the magnetically suspended flywheel for ACES.
The following three major tasks are currently being worked on:
1. Rtm research requirements
2. Systems research requirements
3. UM/GSFC prototype development and spin test facility.
Task Z: Rim Research Requirements
The purpose of this task is to conduct a deteiled analytical analysis of
the mechanical properties and stresses of a composite metertal rim.
Specifically the analysis will include:
• Analytical determination of the stress distribution in the rim. This will
include the loading of the iron at the inner radius. The simulation of
the stress distribution will be initially represented by closed form solu-
tions, although standard finite ele_elt codes may be applied if the
authors feel their use is warranted.
• Determination of the effect of mechanical stresses on the magnetic proper-
ties of the iron With specific consideration of hysteresis.
• Identification of optimum materials and mnufacturing/assembly methods for
present and future rims with an alto t_ards mxlmlzlng performance.
• The ¢_e of multirings that are interference assembled for prestressing.
• Identification of detection mechanisms for rotor failure and system
316
shutdown prior to destructive failure.
The overall goal is to clearly define the present state of technolo_ and
future problems that must be solved for a viable design.
Task 2: System Research Requirements
The purpose of this task is to conduct a study in order to establish the
!
feasibility of the complete ACES system. Three major sub-tasks have been
identified. These are:
• System definition
• Control strategies
• System testing
System definition includes the characterization of the subsystems needed for
t_e entire system. This includes specifying, at least _nerally, the require-
k
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ments of commutation, microprocessing, containment and interactions, and iden-
tifying the problems of failure and shutdown. The identification of control
strategies for the system is quite unique. Certainly the inertial coupling
and control of the momentum rec:uire careful analysis. The interaction of the
magnetic field and other perturbations on stability and attitude control are
also important areas requiring careful characterization.
The system testing component of this task is specifically concerned with
testtng the GSFC/IJH model. This model _ll be modified for maximum perfor-
mance by redesigning the rotor initially. The primary thrust of this exercise
is to identify important parameters that must be studied for future component
and system design.
Task 3: t_/GSFC Prototype Development and Spin Test Facility
An important adjunct to the current research tasks is to foster continued
I
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tlong-term involvement between the University of Maryland and GSFC. At the end
of FY 84 it is envisioned that _FC/NASA Headquarters will continue _ funding
for development of the ACES system. In particular, the next phase of the work
wi11 involve development of a 500 watt hour ACES system along wlth deslgn and
construction of test facilities suitable for evaluating the 500 watt hour
system. The proposed UM test facilities will provide for experimental moni-
toring of the performance of the Am, motor/generator, and magnetic suspension
systems. The 500 watt hour system m|1 be designed for ease in the replace-
ment of all components. It is expected that the 500 watt hour system will
serve the purpose of both a showpiece working model and a facility to try out
enhancements which can improve system performance. Hot only will _ be a
N_A/GSFC resource but, in addition to that, NASA contractors producing deli-
verable magnetically suspended f1_heel systems will find _ to be a valuable
analysis, test, and evaluation facility.
CONCLUSIONS
The concept of using a magnetically suspended flywheel for the combined
function of spacecraft attitude control and energy storage _(___.S) is extremely
viable. Several pieces of hardware have been built and are undergoing testing
to evaluate the various subsystems used in ACES. Based upon reasonable and
well founded projections, an ACES magnetically suspended flywheel system could
easily store 1.6 kwh _th a rotor specific energy density of 42 Wh/lb (92.2
Whlkg).
The areas of study which will be required to integrate the ACES subsystems
into a complete working system have been identified and are currently under
detailed study. The results of the current study _I] project a workable
318
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S-year plan between UN and NASA/GSFC to turn the already documented successes
of the magnetically suspended flywheel system into a complete ACE___SSsystem.
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The GSFC/LIM test system
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ABSTRACT
In contrast to all existing reaction wheel implementations, an order of
magnlcude increase in speed can be obtained efflclently if power to the
actuators can be recovered. This will allow a combined attitude
control-energy storage system to be developed with structure mounted
reaction wheels.
Combining reactton wheels with energy storage wheels may seem an unlikely
marriage between two elements _rlth opposing requirements. This paper will
show that they are not incompatible. The power required for control
torques is a function of whee19speed but this energy is not dissipated; £t
is stored in the wheel. The I-R loss resulting from a given torque is
shown co be constant, independent of the design speed of the motor. What
remains, in order to eff£clently use high speed wheels (essentlal for
energy storage) for control purposes, is to reduce rotatlonal losses to
_cceptable levels.
Progress has been made in permanent magnet motor design for high speed
operation. Varlable field motors oiler more control flexlblllty and
efficiency over a broader speed range. Research necessary to reach the
goal of efflclent kinetic energy storage will have generic benefits to
spacecraft attitude control systems and dynamic power systems. (See
fig. 1.)
REACTION WHEELS {'or" ENERGY STORAGE
AC/ES
÷ I
MOTOR
REGENERATIVE TORQUE CONTROL
1
R INDEPENDENT OF SPEED
TECHNOLOGY
-I-
-I-
+
IRONLESS ARMATURE
PERMANENT MAGNETS
VARIABLE FIELO-CONSTANT VOLTAGE
Fl_nlre i
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bREACTION WHEELS FOR KINETIC ENERGY STORAGE
Energy storage in flywheels has had a long and successful history in
machtnes as stmple as grandmother's spinning wheel to current automotive
engines. It has recently been studied and found potentially competitive
for applications in which the desired output is electrical as an alterna-
tive tc electrochemical batteries. Rotating machinery has not had a
significant role in aerospace power systems, whereas attitude control
systems have used flywheels for stabilization and control since the early
days of space flight. Combining these functions could potentially reduce
the weight of two of the heaviest elements in both of these systems. Power
used for a_titude control has not been recovered in the past. Brushless DC
motor drives make it possible to recover energy previously lost, iiproving
system efficiency.
Hergtng these two subsystem functions and recovering energy used for
control radlcally change the cradeoffs used tc size and set the speed
limits on reaction wheels. It _rfll be sho_m that several improvements iu
technoloKy have the effect of raising the optimum design speed of reaction
_eels with a consequent reduction in control system_as_. L£ke_rlse, the
further evolution of wheel technology necessary to make flywheels compe-
titive with batteries will have a beneficial effect on all future attitude
control systems.
Kistorlcally, reaction wheels have been low speed devices. They are
generally operated at nomlnally zero speed and are able to store mmaent_Jm
by rotating in either direction. The maximua _peed is set by the cyclic
momentum expected in one orbit. The rotational motion of the wheel _s a
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mirror image of the motion of the spacecraft (or what that motion would be
if unopposed). The amplitude of the angles, rates, and accelerations are
proportional to the ratio of the inertia of the wheel to inertia o£ the
spacecraft about the axis of control. The scored momentum is the product
of wheel luertla and angular rate. Therefore, a tradeoff is routinely run
between Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA) weight and power as a funct|.ou of
maximum speed to find a minimumef_ecttve weight which will meet _he
mission momentum requirement. (See fig. 2.)
RF__ACTION WHEEL OPTIMIZATION
X=POWER." =WEIGHT, O=WE_HT+ EOU/V._WEIGHT
TOTAL WT.-- /:/
%//
_- -- o / REGENERATIVE:
RWA WT 7 POWER
I=R+R.L
O
x -- x _x
X/
.100 200
4-08 BOO' 1600 ..320._ RAD.____,.
DESIGN SPEED > SEC.
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This proportionality between power and _xi_um speed is based on the
physical law relating power to speed and torque (figure 2). The motor
constant KT, torque per ampere, is equal to KV, volts per tad/see. We
cannot change these physical relationships bu_ we note tha_ _hls energy is
not dissipated, It is stored in the wheel. In the case of a combined
attitude control/energy storage (ACES) system, we have simply transferred
energy from one storage element to another where it remains available to
the power system. Since reaction wheel control handles cyclic torques, the
wheel will be called on to slow down as often as to accelerate. The drive
must be a motor/generator to efficiently recover the stored energy and
transfer It to the spacecraft electrical load. The permanent magnet dc
motor is an efficient transducer. It behaves equally well as a generator
and as a motor. This power recovery has not generally been Implemented in
spacecraft control systems because the energy was relatively small and the
voltage variation was I00 percent, making efficient recovery very
difficult. For high speed energy storage wheels, the energy involved will
be larger and the voltage variation much smaller.
The efficient transfer of power requires a careful look at the amount
of power dissipated in the process. As we have seen earlier, the motor
constant _ decreases in proportion to the increased no-lo_d speed of the
motor. At first glance, an order of magnltude increase in the current to
produce a given torque looks alarmlng, recognlzlr_ that I_is the power
dissipated,
333
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__ovever, (figure 3) the number of turns (armature conductors) necessary
to achieve K V and KT are lower by the same proportion. Also, if the motor
in question ts the same size, she diameter of she condueeors can also be
12
proportionally Increased. Therefore, R decreases as fast as Increases
and :he Internal dissipation is the same for all design speed ranges.
ARMATURE D I551PA TION
VS. DESIGN SPEED /
%. /
+ _i.i. +
DESIGN SPEEDj RAD/SEC
Figure 3
A ,,ore difficult cha].lenge is posed by the rotational losses, At peak
efficiency the ror.sCional loss_.s are equal Co Che l_ losses (figure 3).
Furthermore, these are noc all linearly related Co speed. There are
components which are speed Independent, such as hysceresls in motor
lamlnatlon8, and some wb/ch increase faster than the square of the speed
such as w_udaEe. It is ue_essary to _solate and eli_tnaEe as many sources
of parasitic loss as possible If efficient hIEh speed operation is to be
achieved (l). There follows a list of losses not associated w/Oh power into
or ouc of a dc ioCor _meracor (see fig. 4):
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ROTATIONAL LOSSES
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EDDY CURRENTS__"UT'Z"WIRE
CIRCULATING CURRENTS____"WYE"Wl NDING
.!RONLESS ARMATURE
Figure 4
Electronic co---utatlon has eliminated the mechanlcal drag torque
associated w_th carbon brushes. There are electrlcal losses due to leakage
currents in power switches and diodes, logic circuit power drain, and rotor
position sensors. All of these occur independent of the power demand on
the motor/generator. They are also independent of the operatlng speed of
the motor and will not be considered further here.
Windage loss is extremely speed dependent| but the solution is
straightforward. Reduction of enclosure pressure to 10 -5 tort can make
this loss negligible over the entire speed range.
Bearing drag torques for mechanical bearings have both coulomb and
viscous components. The power loss is therefore proportlo_al partly 'to
speed and partly to the square of wheel speed. MaEneti_ bearings offer
somewhat lower torques having the same effects due to hysteresis and eddy
currents. Treating magnetic bearing torques adequately would requlre a full
discussion in another paper. For the purpose of _ discussion, lec us
_sume that the beating torque loss can be held to small enough levels so
as not to drive the choice of operating speed.
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For conventlonal dc motors, the hysteresis and eddy current losses are
much larger than bearing losses for the power and torque levels required
for either energy storage or reaction wheel conerol. These losses occur in
the lamlnated =agnetically soft iron into which the armature conductors are
wound. Although the potential of newly developed amorphous steel a11oys,
such as Hetgas (a trademark of Allied Corp.), have not been fully explored,
the power losses of this type of motor would likely be prohibitively high
at the upper end of the speed range.
Fortunately another dc motor construction is available. These so-
called "ironless armature" dc motors have the armature conductors in the
_agnettc air gap (2) (figure 5).
MOTOR ARMATURE (IRONLESS)
& MAGNETIC BEARING STATOR
PERMANENT MAGNET SrnC_ MOTOR ROTOR
& MAGNETIC BEARING .SLF--------------------------_PENSIONRING.: i.-,
Figure 5
,.e': ,'" -' •
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The entire "iron" and peraanent magnet field assembly is on the rotor
and there is no relative motion becweeu it and any stationary iron.
Therefore, there is no hysteresis loss. There remains eddy current loss
within the armature conductors themselves, but even this can be reduced by
known methods such as subdividing each conductor into finer strands ("litz"
wire) (3) Further gains can be expected by pole shaping to make the field
pole flux vary slnusoidally since the flux gradieut creates the eddy
currents. Neither of these techuiques drastically affects the performance
or sizing of the motor. Therefore: very high efficiency, high speed motor
design can be approached _ch confidence when the necessary analytical and
experi_ental resources are applied.
There ace a few other sources of parasitic power losses such as
circulating currents within the armature windings and eddy currents iu
various structural and mech_nical parts which require careful engineering
attention because they are generally ignored in less demanding
applications.
L
"e " _rom P_RKE_ _ I_
_"' HIT^CHI MAGNETICS _
_',,. EnMORE MICH (US/_) r"
i -
1989
Figure 6
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Permanent magnat motors have improved significantly in the past 25
Fears (figure 6) and each of these steps has allowed efficient operation at
a higher speed regime. Higher speed puts more e,ergy into a smaller
lighter package. This has a visible impact in attitude control
technology_the NOAA series of spacecraft utilize brushless dc reaction
wheels with a no-load speed of 10,000 R_. Neither ironless armature
motors nor ma_metic bearings have yet been applied to flight spacecraft
systems by American aerospace manufacturers. In spite of many feaslbillty
demon_tratlous, the required depth of englueering analysis and design has
no_ been applied. However, given the technology program needed to
accomplish the kinetic energy storage task, generic improvements in
attitude control systems will result.
All of the earlier discussion focused on permanent magnet motors.
Would field motors offer greater control flexibility, the ability to vary
the peak of the efficiency point to match the load, and produce constant
voltage over a range of speeds. (See fig. 7.)
EFFICIENCY-
PERMANENT MAGNET AND V_Ia, BLE FIELD MOTORS
FIELD CONTROL _.
..- .(..--- \,.,,,/ \ \
OPERA"rING SPEED w p
Figure 7
®
This technology was explored briefly in the 1960's and is applicable to
comblned energy storage and attitude control systems. The value of wound
field motors Increases at higher power levels now being considered. NASA
owns the patents on this design approach (4'5)" Tc improve balance stability
both the field and the armature wfndlngs are on the stator. The rotor is
enrlrely a magnetically soft ferro-magnetic alloy, which has the requlslre
strength properties for use on energy storage wheels. Since the field flux
is induced into the rotor via an auxiliary alrgap(s), the magnetic
suspension can be integrated into the motor design with a slzeable weight
savings since they utilize a common ".4ton" path. Integration of these two
prime _unctlons adds a significant challenge to the engineering design
task. The payoff is a vastly superior product.
In conclusion, the GSFC is already operatlng reaction wheels in space
with good reliability at speeds as hlgh as 10,000 EPM. The technological
path which will allow quadrupling thls speed to make kinetic energy storage
competitive with electrochemical systems has already been charted. If the
dectslon is made to proceed with development and use of ACES, a signlflcant
advance _111 be achieved in two prlmary spacecraft subsystems. If the
United States does not meet this challenge, someone else will; the
Europeans (6) and the Japanese (7) are already proceeding wfth developments
of energy storage flywheels.
Efficient recovery of the energy stored in a flywheel is _mplIelt in a
kinetic energy storage system. When this mode of operation Is Incorporated
into the reaction wheel sizing and speed selection tradeoff_s, much
different results are obtalned.
. . !
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The cechnologlcal development program to make efficient rellable energy
storage wheels will have substantial intermediate benefit_ in attitude
control and dynamic power systems generally. Power eff_clent lightweight
high-speed control and momentum storage wheels will improve spacecraft
"bus" performance, increasing payload mass fraction and available power for
instruments. Combining the functions of control actuators and energy
storage as in ACES focuses the technology on two oF the more massive
elements in spacecraft and can be of particular value in large scale long-
life systems where resource sharing, distributed control, and unlimited
cycle life are essential.
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ROLL-RING CONFIGURATION
The successful flights of space s_uttles Columbia and Challenger initiated an
entirely new generation of space research. The opportunity now exists to build and
maintain a variety of strategically important space structures. A large percentage
of these spacecraft will nave one or more rotating interfaces through which signal
and/or power current must be conducted. New demands for high-voltage and high-
current transfer, at up to 200-kilowatt (kW) power levels, have been forecast,
particularly in the area of solar power arrays.
Considerable research has been conducted to determine the operational advantages
and disadvantages of a variety of rotating electrical interface devi, -. The
majority of thiS effort has been expended on a wide variety of slip- ,g designs,
power rotary transformers, and the roll ring. The latter device is the subject of
this paper.
The patented roll ring, a concept with ore- 550,000 circuit hours of test in 400
circuits, is a device that performs the same function as a slip ring/brush assembly,
but does so by means of rolling instead of sliding electrical contact. The roll ring
consists of two concentric conductive rings and at least one roiling flexible
conductlve eIem__nt. This latter flexure is fitted to and captured in the annulus
space b_tween the two rings. When the rings are suitably attached to two structures
aligned with a common axis, the fl_xure provides a precise electrical coupling
between the two. Figure I shows a photograph of the circuit components of a typical
roll-ring circuit. This particular design has been used to conduct up to 15 amperes
of current.
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Figure 1: Single Roll-Ring Circuit
OF ;-C_.--, C
DESIGN FEATURES -- CURRENT CAPACITY
m, .....
When transfer currents exceed 15 amperes, the roll-ring design is modified and
the number of flexures is increased to divide the total current. The flexure design
parameters are also modified to accommodate a transfer current greater than 15
amperes.
Another aesign consideration is the fact that sliding contact is undesirable in
any device that operates in hard vacuum. When more than one flexure is used, the
high-power design includes idlers between _djacent flexures to minimize interface
sliding. These idlers _re guided by a set of rails that are mechanically attached to
the inner ring assembly. This arrangement iS shown schematically in Figure 2.
ROLLER_
IRE
ROLLER RIM
/
/
_ROTATING INNER RING
INNER RING AND
ROLLER RIM
RIGIDLY CONNECTED
F, gum 2: Multiple I=lexum Idler Configur_on
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DESIGN FEATURES -- ROLLING INTERFACES
The idlers that maintain the spacing between adjacent power flexures roll on a
rim that is rigidly connected to the inner ring assembly. This nonconductive, disc-
like mount acts in conjunction with the outer ring spacer/insulators to provide an
effective labyrinth between adjacent r_ng sets. This labyrinth acts primarily to
inhibit _rcing and corona formation at higher voltages. It also effectively controls
debris, and even though debris generated by ro11-ring components is almost
nonexistent, these barriers also prevent external debris from entering the circuit
cavities.
In any given high-power, roll-ring design, the size of all roll-ring components
is selected by simultaneous solution of the interface velocity equations of these
components so that the relative velocity of the two contacting surfaces at each
interface is zero. Figure 3 is a graphic representation of these various velocity
vectors.
\
\ I P2
OUTI[ R
/
OmG_
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Figure 3: Velocity Vector Diagram
JHIGH-CURRENT PROTOTYPES
An initial design was generated on Sperry IR&D funding for a mu|tiflexure high-
current test module that incorporated idlers to maintain the spacing between adjacent
flexures. This configuration fulfills a need for high-current transfer for both
oscillating and rotating applications. This design requires that a ful| complement
of flexures exist in the annulus between the rings. Two iterations of this device
nave been evaluated to date. The measured contact resistance of a ring set (circuit)
is less than .6 mi|liohm Cm_. The unit has been tested at up to 200 amperes in
10-3 torr vacuum at 10 volts. The unit has been operated for >300,000 revolutions
without showing measurable wear. A photograph of the original two-circuit prototype
test module is shown in Figure 4. The latest version of the original prototype has
demonstrated that weight-to-power ratios as low as .07 kilogram/kilowatt are
acnievab]e, even for only two-circuit configurations.
Figure 4: High-Current Test Module
I
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PREVIOUS PERFORMANCE
The modified two-circuit prototype was tested in a 10-3 tort vacuum, and
evaluations were made at various current levels up to 185 amperes, the limit of the
power Supply. The transfer efficiency, defined as the percentage of current
conducted through the rotating interface without thermal loss, was derived from these
tests. The mean terminal-to-terminal resistance of the prototype was measured as
6xi0 -4 ohm. This roll-ring design can be configured to accommodate high voltages,
which makes it feasible to include this parameter in the potential transfer
efficiency optimization. The governing equation is
El - 12R E - IR
eT = EZ "---C---
where
E = Source Potential
I = Conducted Current
R = Effective Terminal-to-Terminal Resistance
This relationship is plotted in Figure 5 for the device resistance of 6xlO -4
ohm.
/
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Rgure 5: FJecwical Transfer Characteri_(:s at 10 kW
i
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JFLr:',URE EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS
The design of a "latest generation" high-power roll-ring test unit has been
initiated to evaluate both high-current and high-voltage current transfer. The
objective of this roll-ring power transfer assembly is to ultimately conduct up to
2DO amperes of current at 54)0volts dc. This represents I00 kW of power transfer per
circuit.
It would be expensive and difficult to evaluate a power transfer unit under
high-curren_ and high-voltage conditions simultaneously because of the size of both
the power source and the power load required. However, the unit can be satisfac-
torily evaluated by monitoring the performance at high voltage with reduced current,
and again at nigh current with reduced voltage. High-voltage tests evaluate the
voltage breakdown characteristics of the insulating materials as well as corona and
arcing susceptibility, High-current tests evaluate the thermal properties of the
unit and contact characteristics. Both test configurations evaluate t_e transfer
efficiency of the unit. By using this approach to test a power transfer assembly, a
much lower power expenditure is achieved with essentially the san_ results. When
conducting ZO0 amperes at Z0 volts dc, a power of only 4000 watts must be converted
to thermal energy by the load. When operating at SO0 volts clc and 500 milliamperes,
only 250 watts must de transformed.
Figure 5 is a cross section of a representative power/signal transfer module.
An evaluation module of the power transfer section of thiS device is now being
de_eloped under a NASA/Lewis Researcn Center contract to bring this technology to a
more mature status.
F'_lUm 6: High-Powlr/Sillnal Tim Unit
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SUMMARY
".I
• Sperry has extensively evaluated a patented roll-ring design that is uniquely
suited for rotary signal/power transfer in space applications.
• Two high-power configurations of the roll ring have been developed.
• Present lab-proven hardware is available with power transfer capability of 2 kW at
200 amps.
• Higher power units with lO0-kW capability are presently in design.
• Theoretical analysis has indicated that power levels of >100 kW are possible, which
will keep pace with spacecraft requirements for the 19gO's and beyond.
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This presentation includes a dlscuss_on of the impact of efflclency on the
power system; how efficiency is affected by componen_ types; some ac and d¢ bu_
confIEuratlons; and system_ developed at CSDL; and concluding remarks.
HIGH-EFFICIENCY POWER CONVERSION OPTIONS
FOR
FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
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SYSTEM MASS VS EFFICIENCY
This graph (ref. I) shows the mass of a satellite energy system as a function of
conversion efficiency and energy density for a system that supplies a l-kW steady-state
load aboard a satellite in low Earth orbit. The satellite energy system consists of a
photovoltaic array and an energy storage ele_sent, such as a battery or flywheel. Thc
mass of the photovoltalc array is the product of the required capacity and the power
density of the array material. The mass of the storage element is the product of the
required storage capacity and the energy density of the storage element.
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A relative comparison of each semiconductor technology reveals their strengths
weaknesses. The IGT is an _nsulated Gate Transistor, a relatively new technology.
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SWITCHING LOSS
The relative switching efficiencies of the three most popular types of power
,ieonductors including FETs. bipolar junction transistors (B/E). and silicon con-
tiled rectifiers (SCR) are indicated. The FETs clearly give superior performanCe
•oughout, end will efficiently operate in regions which are not possible for S-Rs
I even BJTs.
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l'tw design p,arameters of _he candidate machine types can be compared in order to
tr_:tlv o£f perf_rnaance with simplicity.
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PWH losses are minimized by selecting a carrier frequency which is a trade-off
between the decreasing harmonic losses and increasing switching losses wlth increased
carrier frequency. The combined effect of harmonic and switching losses is plotted
for differing values of a machine normalization quanclty, Nm (ref. 2). The_e curves
demonstrated thac FET devices are advantageous for all appllcacions. They do, how-
ever, have particular advantages for high Nm and, therefore, PM motors.
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In the first dc configuration, a hlgh-frequency pulse-wldth modulated inverter
controls the rate and direction of power flow. The rate is determined by The voltage
regulation control loop.
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DC BUS CONFIGURATION
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Thls is the block dlagram of a 10-kW three-phase motor controller developed at
CSDL (ref. 2). It utilizes MOSFET's in the power stage and employs pulse-wldth modula-
tion to produce a variable frequency, varlable current drive. It was used to develop
the sllp-control algorltb_ for opti_um-ef_iclency operation of an induction motor.
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C
/PO_ER STAGE
The power stage of the lO-kW three-phase inverter comprised 24 MOSFET's and
their associated d_ive_s on a forced-air cooled heat sink.
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In an alternate de conflgurat_on, the high-speed switching can be performed tn a
one- or two-swltch converter ra_her than the slx-swltch inverter.
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SQUARE-WAVE INVERTER
This figure is the block diagram of the Inertial Power Storage Unit (IPSU)
developed at CSDL as a battery replacement. It utilizes a permanent magnet (PM)
machine wound to produce square-wave back-_2_F and separate input and output
converters.
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ENGINEERING MODEL
The flywheel/machine module and electronics module for IPSU have to perform as
a form, fit, and function replacement for the NiCd battery in f_ghter aircraft.
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In the first ac configuration, bl-dlrectlonal power flow through the cyclo-
converter will require forced commutation in at least one direction.
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In the alternate ac configuration, a field-modulated machine allows bi-
directional power flow _hrouEh naturally commutated SCR's.
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FIELD MODULATION
This power-conversion system uses a CSDL-developed machine (ref. 3) utilizing
two independently controlled field windings on the stator. The system includes an SCR
swi_chlng circuit that demodulares the hlgh-frequency armature waveform to produce the
lower-frequency bus voltage.
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PROTOTYPE MACHINE
The multi-fleld machine (right) is shown on its testbed with adc machine which
_lates the flywheel _s both load and driue.
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Improvements in componen_ technology in recent years have increased the atErac-
tlveness of flywheel energy s_orage. A technology developmen_ program is required to
determine the optimum configuration.
%,
CONCLUSIONS
• TECHNOLOGY EXISTS FOR PRACTICAL SYSTEM
• RECENT ADVANCEMENTS INCREASE SYSTEM
VIABILITY
• SPECIFIC IMPLEME._.TATION DEPENDS UPON
- POWER
- VOLTAGE
- AC/DC BUS
• ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
INDICATED
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DEVELOPNENTS It_
SPACE POWER COMPONENTS
FOR
POWER MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
David D. Reuz
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
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Power Electronic Component Development
at Lewis Research Center
Advanced power electronic component development for space applications has
been soiug on at NASA Lew_s £or more than • decade (Fig. 1). A wide ran@e og
development work has been done, including transformers end inductors, semi-
conductor devices such as transistors and diodes, remote power controllers,
and supporting electrical Bsterials development. Present power component
capability for space applicatiorm is about 25 kW. Work _n the early and
middle 1980's should raise this capability up to 100 kW and begin work toward
a mesawatt.
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DfOT Transistor
AEainst the backdrop of a ciruuit diaEram for a solid-state remote power
controller • technician holds a D60T (FIE. 2) ready for assembly in • stud
packaEe (ref. I). In her riEht hand the interdiEitated silicon wafer may be
seen inside the base. The emitter-base contacts are visible in the ceramic-
to-metal top held in her left hand. To the left of the picture are shown
three packaEe types. From the top are a special flat base packaEe (a modl-
flcatlon of the stud package), a stud package and a dlsc-type package. This
transistor is rated at 400 to 500 volts, i00 amperes continuous (200 A peak)
collector currents with swltchln E frequency of 20 to 50 kHz. This device
can be used in DC-DC Inverters, DC-AC converters, DC motor controllers and
remote power controllers.
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High Current Power Svitching Transistor
Figure 3 shows the Westinghouse D7ST (ref. 2), which is nov being marketed
as a direct transfer of technology from a research contract supported and
dlrecced by NASA LeRC. The cvo package types ava_L1able are shown in the cancer
photograph. Surrounding the picture are listed the features and appticacions
of the DTST. The primary benefit of the new transistor co NASA is the
extension of che pover handling capability co 50kk' without paralleling of
transistors. This opens nay areas of application and directions for future
apace pover system design.
!
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t&ugmented Power Transistor Specifications
Fisure 4 shows the ratir_s and main characteristics of a research contract
now underway st Westinghouse (ref. 3). Transistors from this progrma are now
available. The two sisnificaut developments o£ this prograw vere the
demonstration of 81ass passivation of the va£er to provide hermetic sealing o£
the junctions and a new package that isolates the thermal and electrical inter-
faces.
VOLTAGE: 800 TO I000 VOLTS
CURRENT: 70 TO 112 AMPERES (GAIN OF TO)
400 AMPERES PEAK
POWER HANDLING: 75 KILOWATTS
POWER DISSIPATION: 1,25 KILOWAI-IS AT 750C
RISE AND FALL TIMES: 0.5 I'|ICROSECOND
STORAGE TIr,IE: 2.5 MICROSECONDS
Fig. 4
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4Fast Recovery, High Voltage Power Diode
Figure 5 shows the benefits to NASA, the features and general applications
of a newly developed 50 ampere, 1200 volt fast recovery powe_ diode (ref. 4).
Power Transistor Company developed the new diode on contract to NASA LeRC.
Because of the large deRand for such a device commercially in motor
controllers. Power Transistor Company is already mrketin 8 the product as
their PTC 900 series Power Rectifier. A 150 a_pe-_e device (ref. 5) has also
been developed but is not shorn.
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Solid State Remote Power Controller
Figure 6 shove the 30 ampere version o£ the 120 VDC solid state I_PC (ref.
6) developed for NASA LeRC by Westinghouse Aerospace Division. This version
incorporates I2t trip characteristics rather than current limiting. It may
be noted that this version has a single layer substance 6 x 7 cm end weighs
about 7 ounces.
Fig. 6
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NASA High Voltage, High Pover Clrcuies
Figure 7 shows an SCR svitched solid state ¢ircui_ breaker breadboard for
1000 volts DC and 25 amperes (ref. 7). This is an early model developed for
use with ion thruster power supplies by John Sturman of Levis Research
Center. With the develol_ent of the 1000 volt D7 size transistor, a
transistorized version is nov available as syubolized by the circuit schematic
on the right. Three advantages are listed, also. Solid state circuit
breakers at high voltage DCbave other significant advantages over
conveneionsl electroaechanical circuit breakers. These include: arcless
circuit interruption, long life (no contact wear), reliability, 99X
efficiency, and universal source, load, computer interface compatibility.
. CIRCUITMULTI HUNDRED
! POWER
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Heat Pipe Cooled Transformer
Using heat pipe cooling permits about a 30Z reduction _n transformer
vei_ht in the transformer shown (ref. 8). Lifetime is also probably improved,
as the maximum temperature rise above baseplate is only half as much. The
transformers shown in Figure 8 have a nomlnal 2.2 kWpower rating and a power
density of 0.6 kg/kW at an operating frequency of _0 kHz.
Fig. 8
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Comparison of Space-Type and Co_erclal Transformers
The significant weight and .size reductions which can be realized by going
to high frequency operation and unique thermal control techniques are clearly
illustrated in Figure 9. Of major /mportauce also is the face thac the 25 kVA
space-type transformer (ref. 9) is more than lZ more efficient and has a
35°C lower temperature rise than the commercial transformer. The specific
weight of the space-type 25 kVA. 20 kHz transformer is 0.28 lb/kVA, wh__le that
o£ the commercial 25 kVA, 60 Hz transformer is 16 I_/kVA. The very good
maintainability and easy serviceability of the space-type transformer are
additional outstanding features. The advanced technology which the space-type
transformer exelplifie$ is not limited to power transformers but should be
applicable co ocher power magnetic components. Power systems utilizing this
type of magnetic components should show marked improvement in system weight,
size, e££iciency and reliability.
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25 kVA Space-Type Transformer
Shown in Figure 10 is a close up photograph of the 25 kVA high frequency
transformer shown on the previous page. Pie or pancake-type coils bonded to
metallic conduction plates are the basic building blocks for constructing the
primary and secondary windings. Very low leakage inductance is possible by
placing a primary pie coil on one face of the metallic conduction plate and
the secondary pie coil on the opposite face. Good thermal control is realized
since the coil's 12R loss is uniformly transmitted directly to the metal
coil plates which then conduct the beat directly to the heat sink baseplate.
In this transformer, the 8 primary pie coils for a 200 V input are connected in
parallel and the ends of each pie-coil terminate on copper tabs which become
an integral part of the primary bus bars located on top of the transformer.
The 8 secondary pie coils for a 1500 V output are connected in series, and
again the ends of each pie-coil terminate on copper tabs which become an
integral part of the secondary bus bars located below the primary bus bars.
Fig. I0
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High Power Uigh Frequency Lightweight Capacitor
The smaller capacitor is a nominal microfarad, 600 vclt capacitor with a
maximum current capability of 125 A at 40 kHz (ref. I0). The dlelectrlc _s
polypropylene. The losses at maximum operating conditions are 22 watts, which
may be compared to the 75 kVA rating of the capacitor. The small capacitor
developed for NASA applications as sho_ in Figure II is compared to a typical
comerclal 60 kHz capacitor, which has a rating of 1.8 kVAR per pound. The
NASA capacitor, as developed by Maxwell Laboratories, inc., has a power density
of ll kVA_per pound. This represents a decrease in size and weight by a
factor of seven.
F_g. 11
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Lightweight Filter UsinE Heat Pipe Cooled Iuductor
1
Figure 12 aho_s a factor of t-so reduction iu weight tesultinS £Tom the use
og heat pfpe cooled inductors (re£. 8) in the £irst stake input filter in a
DC-DC converter. Both capacitor a_d inductor weights are reduced, because the
lishtweisht inductor allows the u_e of a large inductance value, and therefore
a sma_ler capacitance.
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Power Processor for Ion Rockets, Functional Mo4el
The power processor for a pair of 30 ¢m ion thrusters (ref. 11) is shown
in Figure 13 in its package form. Included in this funetioQal model is Lewis
developed new technolosy in both circuits and electroui¢ components. Circuit
development includes the series resonant inverter, which throush zero current
turn o£_ and turn on of swltches allows low stress long life operation.
Components developed st Lewis and _nco_porated in this model include heat pipe
cooled lightweight transformers and inductors, polyvinylidene fluoride
capacitors, and gste assisted turn-off thyristors. The power level is about
6 kw.
i
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Fig. 13
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_otary Power Ttmnsfot_er
Two studies were conducted by C_neral ELecttlc for Lewis Research Center.
The first study designed a 100 kW rota_ trmmfon_r (ref. ii) which had an
axial gap (axial sy1_tric) and utilized four 25-4d_ modules placed alon& the
shaft axis. The second study (ref. 12) was to _vest_4_ate a rad_l gap
(vertical gap) rotary transformer and compare its characteristics with those of
the axial gap configuration. The conclusion o[ the study vas that the radial
gap rotary trensfo_er is the most £m_sible method for transferrin_ electrical
power of I00 kW or more across a rotary joint. The rotary transformer program
£s shown in Figure IA.
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Roli Ring
The Roll Ring isa device chat transfers electrical power across a
rotating joint through rotating flexures between concentric conductors (Fig.
15). The advantages of the Roll Ring over the slip ring are the elimination
of sliding friction and the lov torque needed to rotate she device. ."he Roll
Ring can transfer both AC and DC pover and rill be more efficient than the
rotary transformer. Levis Research Center is purchasing a :ulti-kilovatt
devicef_om Sperry Flight Syste:, Phoenix, Arizona for in-house component
testing. Each pover circuit will be capable of conducting 200 amperes at 500
volts DC.
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%Transmission Lines
Levis Research Center is presently preparing am RFP for a high power, h_gh
frequency transmission line. The specifications of the line will be 1000
volts, 100 amperes ac 20 kBz. The output of the contrsct will be a 50 meter
transmission line that will be tested to determine the line charncterls¢ic8.
Fig. 16 shows two possible configurations o£ 8 hiEh frequency transmission
Iine.
H16H-POWERHi 6H-FREQUEN£Y
TRAIISIqISSI ON LINE
,i
COAXIAL LINE
F_. 16
PARALLEL PLATE LINE
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Power Management
For the last 15 years, Lewis Research Center has been developing power
processors for space flights. The current development is a 25 kW series
resonant DC/DC converter which is at the prototype level (ref. 13). With
today's component technology, the power level of space power processors could
reach 50 kW. These 50 kWmodtLtes could then be paralle-Ted, which could
increase the power system size Co 250 kW or ]_arger (Fig. 17).
STATUS: 25 kW DC/DC CONVERTER - PROTOTYPE
TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY: 50 kW POWER PROCESSORS (AC OR DC)
(USING N_ POWER COMPONENTS)
SYSTDI SIZE: BY USING 25 TO 50 kW MODULES IN PARALLEL, SYSTEM
SIZES >250 kW ARE REASONABLE
Fig. 17
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MOTOR/GENERATOR AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL CONSZDEEATIONS
FOR EHEP_GY STORAGE FLYWHEELS
13878
Frank Nola
NASA Marshall Space Flisht Center
HuntsviUe, Alabama
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REQUIREMENTS
Requirements of the system are to accelerate the momentum
wheel to o fixed maximum speed when solar energy is
available and to maintain a cons%an_ voltage on the
spacecraft bus under varying loads when solar energy is
no% available.
@SOLAR_ AVAILABL£
ACCELERATEflOflENIU,qWHEEL TO _'5.000RPfl
HAINTAINCONSTANT SPEED IF EXC£SSENER6YAVAILABI.E
DECELERATEIOiEEL - PROVIDE ELECTRICAL.ENERGY TO sPAr"FCP,.AJ:T-
14AINTAIN CONSTANTREtgJLAIED SI.,I_Y VOLTAGEOVER VAR]'ABLEPO_
OUTPUT_.
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ENERGY FLOW CONTROL
This is a simplified energy flow control diagram. The motor
controller senses the voltage level From %he solar power
source and compares i% to a threshold. Voltage above the
threshold indi¢a%es %he availabLlity of solar energy and
the con%roller is switched to a speed ¢on%roI mode for
accelerating the Flywheel. Solar energy is being supplied
to the IPACS and to the spacecraft in %h_s _ode. Voltage
below %he threshold indicates insufficient solar energy and
switches %he con%roller %0 o voltage control mode. In %his
mode, energy is being supplied %0 %he spacecraft only by
the IPACS and the voltage is held cons%ant by the voltage
feedback loop.
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tCANDIDATE MOTOR TYPES
Candidate motor types are discussed. Permanent magnet
brushless DC motors and variable frequency AC induction
motors are _he only two considered for IPACS. The
brushless DC motor is favored because of its high torque
to weight ratio and high efficiency.
e SEL':-SYNCttROflOUSP[PRANENTMAGNETE,RUSHLESSDC RDTOR
$ CONVENTIONALSTATOR
• IRONLE,SS STATOR
e VARIABLE FREQUENCYAC INDUCTION ROTOR
• BOTH ARE ESS81TIALLY AC ROTORS
DC LINE VOLTAGECONVERTI:11TO AC FOR ACCELERATION
AC ROTORVOLTAGECONVERTEZ)TO DC FOR ENERGYRETURN
CONTROLLERACCORPLISHESBOTH/CONTROLLERALSO REGULATESLINE
VOLTAGEIN GENERATOR ODE
• AC INI)UCIIONROTOR
RUC_
REQUIRES.NO POSITION SE)ISORS
REOUIRF..S_ SE_ISOR
• BRUSNLF.SSDC ROTOR
HIGHESTTOROUF.TO NEI6NT RATIO
HIGHF.STEFFICIENCY - PEI_'IANEXTFIAGNL:'I"IS LOSSLESS
BETTER REDtI_ANCY POTENTIAL
REOUIRESROTORPOSITION SENSORS
SARARIURC01BALTRACKETSIN_URE RUG6EDNESS
lqO HP, 20,000 RPMROTOR_IONSTRATE_ (G.E.)
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PULSE WIDTH MODULATED CURRENT CONTROL
Simplified diagrams show the pa_h of current flow in the
pulse width modulated (PWU) controller for both the
occel_ro±ing and decelerating mode. Diagrams show how
both are accomplished in a common controller. Transistor
switches are either full on, dissipating very low power;
or full off, dLssipa%ing no power, resulting in high
efficiency.
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_40-PHASE SINUSOIDAL PWM CONTROL - BRUSHLESS DC
A transistor bridge provides bi-directional current flow for con-
verting DC to AC in the motor mode and AC to DC in the generator
mode. In the two-phase system, sinusoidal outputs of the shaft
position transducers are pulse width modulated as indicated to
produce sinusoidal motor currents. Linear current feedback is
used to control the amplitude of the current and to force it to
be in phase with the position transducer. Maintaining sinusoidal
motor currents essentially eliminates harmonic losses.
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THREE-PHASE PWM CONTROL - BRUSHLESS DC
!
In the three-phase controller, the shaft position sensors are
converted to square waves which, after conditioning, switch a
square wave of current to the motor to essentially step the motor
in 60 degree increments. In the accelerating mode, one top
transistor is switched at the PWM frequency while one bottom
transistor is switched on for a full 120 degrees to provide a
r
i
-!
, 1
path for "free wheeling" current. In the generating mode, one
bottom transistor is switched at the P_M frequency to instantaneously
short out the back EMF. The "free wheeling" current supplies
power to the bus through one upper and one lower diode. Voltage
appearing across the current sampling resistor is DC and is con-
sistent with the DC current command voltages.
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EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS
Sources of power loss which affect the efficiency
listed. Included ore the motor, the electronic
controller, and beorings.
oTe
SOURCES OF LOSS
ROTOR
ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER
BEARINGS - BALL OR MAGNETIC
,_OTOREFFICIENCY OPTIMIZE_ BY INCREASING WEIGHT
REgUCESCOPPERLOSS
LOWERFLUX DENSITY IN IRON RE_ CORELOSSES
IRONLESSSTATOR ELIMINATES CORELOSSES
O CONTROLLEREFFICIENCY OPTIMIZED BY OUTPJT POWEROF SYSTEM ANDBY LINE VOLTA6E
CONSISTEI_ITWITH AVAII.ABU[ TRANSISTORS
O EFFICIENCY DECREASES SIGNIFICANTLY WITH DEPTH OF DISCHARGE
CURRENT IX)LI_I.ESAT HALF SPEED
ROTOR12R LOSS INCREASESBY AT LEAST A FACTOROF FOUR
CONTROLLERLOSS AT LEA.S'T130UBI..ES
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BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR WI_H IRONLESS STATOR
In the ironless stator motor below, the flux return path rotates
with the permanent magnet rotor. Since there is no relative
motion between the flux and the iron, core losses are eliminated.
In high speed fly wheels, the return path may be the inner rotor
and the magnets mounted in the outer structure to take advantage
of the support provided by the wheel. The low inductance
resulting from this type of structure may require external chokes
for proper controller operation.
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COMPARISON OF INDUCTION AND FERMANENT MAGNET (PM) MOTORS
A variable frequency AC induction motor and a brushless PM motor
were designed to be interchangeable on the shaf_ of a control
moment gyroscope. Both were tested with a common controller with
only minor modifications to the input circuitry as required by
each motor. The lower efficiency resulting from rotor excitation
losses in the _.nduction motor is clearly indicated. Also, the
higher inductance of the induction motor forces a lower back EMF
and torque constant than for an equivalent PM motor resulting in
a higher current capacity controller.
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ILUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV) MOTORS
OF POOR _._.:_.;:.:
Ri ¸
Both a series wound motor and a brushless permanent magnet (PM)
motor were developed for the Lunar Roving Vehicle. The series
motor completed qualification first and was incorporated in the
flight system. The PM motor was used in other off-road vehicle
programs. The regenerative braking feature and 465 hertz
excitation frequency (equivalent to 27,900 RPM, 2-pcle motor) of
the PM motor are similar to the requirements for a high sFeed
energy storage flywheel application. Because of its low inductance,
small external chokes were used (as opposed to raising the PWM
frequency) for smoothing the PWMcurrent.
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LRV BRUSHLESS MOTOR ELECTRONICS
The electronic controller developed by Marshall Space Flight
Center for the LRV included regenerative braking similar to that
required for energy storage flywheels as well as electronic
gearings. The motor winding was tapped at one-fourth of its
turns. The vehicle started with the full winding applied to the
controller for high accelerating or climbing torque. At one-fourth
maximum speed, the controller automatically switched to the
one-quarter turns tap for high speed, low torque operation. This
reduced the current handling requirement of the controller by
75 percent.
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EFFICIENCY VS TORQUE OF LRV MOTORS
Peak motoring efficiencies of 85 percent were obtained for the
LRV motor and electronic controller. Efficiencies shown are for
a 36-volt system. The motor was weight critical and was not
optimized for efficiency. Increased motor weight and higher line
voltage would result in a significant increase in efficiency.
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BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR AND FLYWHEEL
The brushless DC motor and fl_heel shown below were fabricated
early in the SKYLAB program (1967) to investigate control concepts
for high speed brushless motors driving momentum storage wheels.
The 162-pound wheel has an angular momentum of 2000 ft-lb-sec at
8000 RPM and stores 315 watt-hours of energy. While the motor
exhibits efficiencies in excess of 95 percent, it operates from
a 28-volt source resulting in an overall efficiency of slightly
greater than 80 percent when controller losses are included.
Bearing losses are also appreciable. Although the system is not
optimized for efficiency, it is presently in use at MSFC for
developing motor/generator concepts related to integrated flywheel
systems.
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FLYWHEEL MOUNTED IN GIMBAL ORl_t'_;.i r_ ,-:
OF POOR QUALITY
r,
The flywheel is shown mounted in its gimbal support and vacuum
enclosure assembly.
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HIGH ENERGY FLYWHEEL TEST VAULT
Control concepts for storing energy in flywheels and for converting
stored energy to supply a constant bus voltage under varying load
and wheel speed conditions are being tested in the vault shown
below.
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
An assessment of the technology related to motors/generators and
electronic controls for high speed flywheels is presented in the
comments below.
O
PRESENT MOTOR TECHNOLOGY ADEQUATE - TRADE-OFFS MAY BE REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE
ULTIMATE IN EFFICIENCY
PWM TECHNIQUES FOR CONTROLLING POWER IN BOTH THE MOTOR AND GENERATOR HAVE
BEEN WELL DEVELOPED AND DE_IONSTRATEI)
HIGH EFFICIENCY (> 95%) ELECTRONIC CONTROLLERS IN THE i/2 TO i kW RANGE HAVE
BEEN DEMONSTRATED
DESIGN AND TRADE-OFF STUDIESFOR HIGHER POWER SYSTEMS WILL BE REQUIRED TO
MAINTAIN HIGH EFFICIENCY. SWITCHING LOSSES IN HIGHER POWER BIPOLAR
TRANSISTORS BECOME APPRECIATIVE AT PWM FREQUENCIES REQUIRED FOR HIGH WHEEL
SPEED OPERATION
• POSSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
- USE OF NEW MOSFET POWERTRANSISTORS
- MOTORSWITH MULTIPLE PARALLEL WINDINGS AND MULTIPLE TRANSISTOR
BRIDGES FOR CURRENT SHARING
REDUNDANCY ,'%ANAGERENTTECHNIQUES FOR MULTIPLE WHEEL OPERATION NEED TO BE
DEVELOPED
• FOR MOST EFFICIENT OPERATION ALL WHEELS SHOULD SWITCH FROM MOTOR TO
GENERATOR MODE AND VICE VERSA SIMULTANEOUSLY
• AlL WHEELS SHOULD SHARE A COI_J40NERRORVOLTAGE TO INSURE THEY SHARE
EgUALLY IN SUPPLYING THE SPACECRAFT LOAD
• NEAR EQUAL WHEEL SPEEDS PIAY SIMPLIFY MOMEN'I'URMANAGEPIENT CONTROL LAWS
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TO.DE CO_4AND STEEEING LAW
FOR
DOUR_-GIMBALED CONTROL _MENT GYEOS
APPLIED TO
EOTOE E_EEGY STORAGE
R,- .F. Kennel
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INTRODUCTION
As space vehicles become larger and mission rimes become longer _o_ble-gimbaled
control moment gyros (CM_s) will be used more and more for attitude control, angular
momentum storage and energy storage. Therefore, _ need exists for a simple, but
universally applicable C_ steering law which takes the control torque co-_and and
generates gimbal rate commands in such a way that, in spite of the highly nonlinear
CMG behavlor, the resulting torque on the veb/cle /s ideally equal to _he co_anded
one. Furthermore, th_e steering law should allow the use of any number of CMCs,
which allows the tailoring to the angular moment_ requirement while at the same
time making the fa/lure acco_odat_on a built-in feature. Zt should also allow the
m/x/n E of CHGs of different moment,--magnitudes to the extent that some or all CMGs
could be used for energy storage. It also should allow adding energy storage fly-
wheels to the ._lx.
A steering law :_ presented here, wh/nh has all these features, assuming the
CMG outer gimbal freedom is unlimited (however, the range of the outer gimbal angle
readout should be: -_ .,?. Bi > +_; the inner gimbal angle should be hardware limited
to -+_/2). The reason is the idea of mounting all the outer gimbal axes of the _s
parallel to each other. This allows the decomposition of the steering law problem
into a linear one for the inner gfmbal _le rates and a planar one for _he outer
gim_al angle rates. The inner gimbal angle rates are calculated first, since they
are not affected by the outer g/tubal angle rates. For the calculation of the outer
rates, the inner rates are then known quantlt_es. An outer gimhal angle d_strlbution
fm_ct_on (to avoid s_ngularltles inte1_al tO the total angular momant_ envelope)
generates d_strlbut£on rates next, and finally the pseudoinverse method is used to
insure that the desired total torque is del_vered.
This paper Ls a revision of Reference 1.
4O8
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PARALLEL MOUNTING ARRANGEMn_E
The proposed mounting, with all outer gi,_al axes parallel, is shown in Figure 1
(for convenience only, the outer glmbal axes are also shown collnear). This mounting
arranEement has many advantages. The mounting interfaces can be identical, i.e., the
mounting bcackecs and hardware, cable harnesses, etc. There is no need to Indlv_d-
ually identify the CMGs, and the on-board computer can assign an arbitrary label to
any _MG, which could be changed from one computation cycle to the next. This slwpll-
fles the steering law and the redundancy management. The parallel mounting in con-
junction wlth a steering law that accepts any number of CMGs makes failure accommoda-
tion a built-ln feature. However, if increasing angular momentum requirements during
the design of a space vehicle demand it (and the moments of inertia always tend to
increase), additional CMGs can be added with minimum iIpact on the hardware and
almost none on the software. The parallel mounting also makes the visualization of
the system operation exceedlugly simple (especlally when compared _rlth the momentum
envelopes and saturation surfaces of skewed mounted single-glmbaled CMGs).
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TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND TORQUE CO_ND
L
Q
/-
Given a CMG coordinate system W, Figure i shows the inner and outer gimbal angles
a I and B i of the ith CMG. With this definition, the angular momentum of n CMGs is
(i ranges from 1 to n, H i is the momentum magnitude):
= HG2
HG3
-_. Hi s= i -
i
= _iHi ca i cB i
_.H i ca i sB i
(i)
The CMG angular momentum change is
_. (-Hi s=i CBi &i - Hi c_i sBi Bi )
1
_. (-Hi sai sBi &i + Hi cai cBi Bi )
-_._i s_i -
l
+ _i Hi c_i c_i
i_Hi c_ i s_i3
(2)
We can assume that the H terms are known (from power demand or the difference between
present and past value of 2) and it is accounted for in the torque co---_nd:
F_H. ca. &.
iii z x x
T = H--G---H = i_(-Hi s_i cSi &i - Hi c=i sBi _i )
!_ (-s. s_. sS_ &i + _i c=i cSl _i)
(3)
The task is now to find a set of gimbal angle rate co.ands _ and_which when
inserted into equation (3) will satisfy the torque co_and,_hile at the same time
utillzin8 the excess degrees of freedom to dlstzlbute the E_abal angles such that
the momentum singularities are avoided.
!
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DESIRABLE INNER GD_AL ANGLE DTSTRIBUTZON
The n double-gimbaled CM_s have 2n de, tees of freedom. Three are needed co
satisfy the torque colmand; the excess of 2n-3 degrees of freedom is utilized to
achieve a desirable glmbal angle dlsCrlbuclon. Before one can decide on a desirable
disCribuClon, the characCerlsc4cs of a double-simbaled CI_ have Co be considered.
The inner gimbal angle rate needed to produce a 8ivefl torque perpendicular to
the inner gimbal axis is _ndepeudenC of Cha inner and the outer gimbal angles.
ever, the outer simbal angle rate needed Co produce a given torque perpendicular to
the outer gimbal axis is inversely proportional to uhe cosine of the inner Simbal
angle. Therefore, ic is desirable to keep the cosine of cha inner gimbal angle large,
i.e., it is desirable to minimize the largest inner glmbal anEle. This then reduces
to outer glmbal ansle rate requlremenEs. The largest inner glmbal angle is minimized
when all inner gimbal angles are equal ro the inner gimbal reference angle, cf.
equaclon (I),
(4)
Inner $imbal angle redlstrlbutlon should Be made wlchouc resultin E in a torque
along the _I axis. This implies [cf° equatlozl (3)]
TD1 " _iii cai _i" 0
For. simplicity we select the distribution rate as _£ = Ka (a o - ai). The W1 torque
1s now
_1 " ._nl _i _ (% - _i >
1
Setting this torque Co zero results in
oo,) (5)
Vuen all (xi - ao, a ° has conve_ed Co its _deal value of equation (4). _, a
torque does result in the W2-W 3 plane and ic w_l be Created in con_unccion with the
outer g_bal angle distribution°
411
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DESIRABLE OUTER GIMBAL ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
k .
The situation is not as claar-cut with respect to the desirable outer gimbal
angle distribution. However, for double-gimbaled CMGs a singular condition inside
the total angular momentum envelope can only occur when some of the momentum vectors
(at least one) are antiparallel and the rest parallel to _heir resultant total angu-
lar momentum vector. Maintaining adequate and more or less equal spacing between the
vectors will _herefore eliminate the pusEibi]ity of a singularity. _ny distribution
functions are possible and the goal is to find one which minimizes the software
requirements. The selected distribution function requires no transcendenta] functions
or divisions and allows CMG failures or resurrections any time. The distribution
function uses repulsion between all possible CMG pairs, i.e., proportional to the
product of the angular momentum magnitudes and proportional to the supplement of the
outer gimbal angle differences, l%erefore, the repulsion ranges from a maximum (for
equal outer glmbal angles) to zero (for antiparallel momentum vector components).
Since the zepulsion is generated by pairs (and all possible pairs are treated equally),
no sorting is necessary. However, due to the stronger repulsion of the immediate
neighbors, the outer gimbal angles act as if sorting had been done. A _ailed CMG is
simply i_nt, red (its angular momentum magnitude is set =o zero) since it does not
generate a repulsion. Any number of Cb_s can be failed or resurrected :,t the
beginning uf any computation cycle. The rates due _o this d_str;.b_t_e,_ Cuuction are
(with -_ $ S i < +_)
%,
.
_Di =" -_ E {Hi Hj [Si - Sj - _ sgn (_i'- _j)] (l - 6ij )} (6)
3
Without any momentum constralnt the CMG outer gimbals would come _o res_ when they
are separated by an angle of 2n/n, assuming identical angular momentum magnitudes.
(This would not make any sense for two Cb|Cs s_nce they would be anrlpnr_7|el, l!uw-
ever, two CMGs have only one excess degree of freedom and i_ is raken _:p by _*-- i_vner
distribution, and no distribution is possible for the outer gimbals.)
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%INNER G_8_L RATE CQMMAI%DS
The change of the W 1 angular momentum component is not a fur.ctiou of the outer
gimbal rates [equation (3) ],
HGI = TGI = ._Hi cai _i
Since all inner gimbal angles should be equal (enforced by the inner gimbai distribu-
=ion), an inner gimbal rate command for all CMGs of
aC = TCI/_ H i ca i (7)
will result in TGI - TCI _ if it is assumed that the actual and ,'ha commanded gimbal
rates are equal. For :he toua] inner gimbal angle rate command we have then [c_.
ai " Ka (_o - _i ) "_"Tel/_3.. _i cai (8)
where it should be remembered that the distribution rates are non-torque-pro_uc_g
Inne 8imbal angle ra_es onwith respect to the W I axis. The effect of the total " r
t.he W 2 and W 3 moment_ components is treated later. Gimbal rate limitLug will he
discussed after _he ouuer glmbal rate co,remands have been t"rea_ed.
4_3
OUTER GD_BAL RATE COMMANDS
The outer distribution rates of equation (6) as well as the total inner 8imbal
a_gle rate co--hands of equation (8) generate a torque in the W2-W 3 plane. This torque
is
r -_ v
I_3
i Hico s il
Hi (c_l cBi _Di - s=i sBi _i)J
and the W2-W 3 torques must be modified as follows:
1ill:ITCH = TC2 - T 2
To generate the modified torque, we now apply the pseduo-lnverse method to Eet a
unique set of outer glmbal rate con--ands
--o "
BCl
Bc2
SCn
= [B] T {[_][B]T} -1
W_E__Ee
[s]
= [bll b12 "'" bln 1
L b21 b22 "" " b2n
The total outer stmbal rate commands are then
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PROPOETIOI_TAL GIMBAL RATE LIMT_TING
The gimbal torques will have a definite torque 1/m/t, TII M. In order not to
exceed this limit, we need to know the torque demand on the torquers due to the
glmbal rate commands. Setting the outer g/mbaZ ansle to zero we 8et for the torque
of the i_h CM_ [equation (3)],
TI 
T_j
= H i
" 1
_ccti Bd
The torque Tll is the torque load on the outer 8/tubal torquer and T3£ is the torque
load on the inner glmbal torquer. Assuming the same torque lim_ts for both inner
and outer 81mbal torquers, we get for the 8imbal race lim£ts
•rlnh Ki = _iM//ai a CMG desisn constant, more or less the same for all double-
81n_aled CHGs. There are also other rate llm/rs (_IM" _LI_ ) duo to hardware llm/ts
like glmbal rate _achometer lim/rs, volcaEe liwXEs, etc.
To reduce _he masnitude of the actual torque only, but keep the same direction
as the co.-_nded torque, a proportlonal scallng of all Ei_al rates by d/v/dlnE by
DIV is done, where:
DIV - MAX J&zl la2l ]_l I_zJ I_zl is.l}'" "_'- " -"_- ' .... -"_- " "C" " - .... "-_-
with
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PERFORMANCE DISCUSSION
As implied by the discussion of the desirable gimbal angle distribution, there
is no need for a strict adherence to the ideal distribution. For the inner distribu-
tion galn K this means that its value can be chosen over a wide range up to 1/At
a
where At xs the computer cycle tima, especially since the torque producing portion of
the _uner glmbal rate command tends to keep the inner gimbal angles on their distri-
bution. To select the outer gimbal distribution gain we have to remember that the
maximum magnitude of the outer distribution rate can be as large as [cf. equation
(6)].
_DN.A_ = I(B "_ Hi Z _j (1 - 61j)
3
_°
-7
o.
£
!-
. i
For a desired maxlmum outer distribution rate of 0.02 rad/s and with 5 CMGs of an
angular momentum magnitude of 3000 Nms we get for example,
Kb = I.SE-IO
No special effort has to be made to "unhook" the CMG momentum va=tors when, after
bunching up due to saturation, the torque co=_and is such thet the momentum magnitude
is reduced. In the real world, the 81mbal angle readouts are noisy enough to intro-
duce unhooking. Therefore, if a simulation is too ideal and problems are encountered,
some noise should be added to the glmbal angles. The same considerations apply for
starting up from an internal singularlty (_he distribution fLmctions prevent any later
internal singularities from occurring).
Tm'hile any number of double-_Imbaled (2_Gs can be acco_wdated (tvo CMGs are the
m_imum), the cycle eime mlght become a problem for very large nuBbers of CMGs. Since
any angular momentum magnitude is allowed, there is then the possibility to group
several CMG$, add their angular moment-m, and consider the group as one CMG as far as
the steering law is concerned. The group is then co_anded to its combined outer and
inner g_unbal angle. Setting the angular momentum magnitude of any CMG to zero is a
convenient way of signal!hE that the _G has fa_led.
The general Iogin flow, includln8 the input and output parameters for the steer-
ing law is shown in Figure 2. The implementation for the high level language APL is
sbown in Figure 3 and a detailed flow in Figure 4.
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OUTER G|MBAL ANGLES
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CMG ANGULAR MOMENTUM MAGNITUDES
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i'J
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n - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CMGs
Ka - INNER GIMBAL ANGLE DISTRIBUTION GAIN
ALL i's RANGE FROM 1 to n
Figure 2.-Sceer:i.s_ law logic flo',,"s.
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Figure 4.-Dera$1ed logic flow.
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Symbol
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
Definition
h
4
[B] 2 × n torque matrix (for outer rates); Nms
bij
c
components of [B]; i = 1,2; j = 1,2,
cos (before Greek symbol)
•.., n ; Nms
DIV divisbr for raze limiting
l
v
III I
H.
1
HGI, HG2, HG3
i
J
K
a
K b :
K.
1
n
s
TC_, TC2, TC3
TCM2, TCM 3
TG1, TG2, TG3
TLIM
Tli, T2i, T3i
angular momentum magnitude of the i-th CMG; i : 1,2,
... , n; Nms
total angular momentum of the CMG system; Nms
components of _G; Nms
angular momentum change for power generation; Nm
index
index
inner distribution train; 1 IS
outer distribution gain; lls
TLIHi/Ui; CMG torque constant ; l ls
number of double-gimbaled CMGs
sin (before Greek symbol)
control torque command; Nm
components of _C; Nm
modified torque commands; Nm
total CMG torque on the vehicle; Nm
components of _-G; Nm
maximum CMG gimbal toz'quer torque ; Nm
torque components in the W-coordinate system (with
8i = 0); i = 1,2,3 ... n; Nm
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Symbol
T2', T 3'
W 1 , W 2, W 3
0L
O
c%, Si
 IM' BLIM
%LIM' TUM
Sci
MAX
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS (Concluded)
Definition
torque components due to a.'sz and BDi" 's,- Nm
CMG coordinate system axes
inner Kimbal reference angle; tad
inner and outer g'imba] angle; i = 1,2 ..... n: tad
ideal inner gdmbal reference angle; rad
total inner and outer rates; i = 1.2 ..... n; rad/s
inner and outer distribution rate; i = 1,2 ..... a: rad/s
inner and outer rate limit; rad/s
inner and outer rate limit due to hardware: rad/s
inner and outer rate limit due to TLIM; rad/s
outer rate command vector (due to TCM 2. TCM3): rad/s
of _; i = 1,2 ..... n; rad/scomponents
maximum possible outer distribution rate; tad/s
= 0 for i _ j
Kroneeker delta
= Ifori=j !
a bar under a quantity denotes a vector
a superscript T denotes a transpose "bn a vector or a
matrix
a superscript -1 denotes the matrix inverse
a dot over a quantity indicates time derivative
REFERENCE
Sceerln 8 Law for Parallel Mortared Double-Gimbaled Control
NASA _u_-82390, 3anuaz7 1981.
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APPENDIX
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
'1
L
J
_C
ILCS
alternating current; attitude Control
attitude control system
_DV-FW
AFNL
analog to digital converter
advanced flywheel
Air Force Materials Laboratory
ANCD annular momentum contEol device
APL Applied Physics Laboratory
flux density
BOL
BRG
CDR
beginning of life
bearing
critical design review
command
control moment gyro
C_TL
CSDL
D/A
DC,dc
control
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
digital to analog convertor
direct current
DOO Depar_ent of Defense
Department of Energy
DSP
enf
EPS
ERDA
Defense Support Program
electrcnotive force
electrical po_er system
Energy Research and Developcmnt Izlninlstration
ESA
energy storage
European Space A_en_
E .S °W° energy storage wheel
A
FET fi-_id effect transistor
423
b.
FH flight hardware
o
FY fiscal year
GATT
GS_
H
gate-assisted turn-off thyristor
Goddard Space Flzght Center
_.o_e n "IU.f I
rat,-" _ of momentum to mass
I Current
IA ir F.u u axis
L
h -
r..
I/0
[_ACS
_2R
I_&D
inner diameter
input/output
!_tegrated Power/Attitude Control System
r_sistlve loss
independent resea=ch and development
:R[" inertial reference ,Init
kVAR
voltage constant
kilovclt ampere reactance
LF.D light-emitting diode
LeRC Lewis Research Center
LLNL
LT_
LVLM
Lawrence Liwermore National Laboratory
liter
:l vertical local horizontal
MAC magnetic
M_U million accounting units
ME_qT mechanical energy storage technology
M/G, M.--G motor/ge,erator, motor-generator
i
MJS
NDI
4,24
Mars Jupiter Saturn
nondestructive inspection
r.
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NDT
NRI0
NSF
OA
OAST
O.D.
Po
PDR
PSS
pV
PVF 2
R
R L
P.F
_FP
RoL.
ROM
_PC
RPM
R_4S
S/A
s/c
SCR
SDF
SNC
SOA- FW
SRA
nondestruc-tJve testing
Naval ke._earch [.ah<>retory
National Science Foundation
o_itput axis
office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
outer diameter
load
preliminary design review
power storage system
pho tovo Ita i c
[_olyvin,r I flbaoride
1_11se width modulation
resistance
]_ad resistance
radio frequency
request for proposals
running losses
read-only memory
remote power controller
revolutions per minute
reaction wheel momentum subsystem
solar array
spacecraft
si licon-controlled _ectifier
sinule degree of freedu_
sheet mrlding compound
state-of- the-ar1_ flywheel
single _0tation axis
\
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TACR
TDRS
TTL
UNTA
VAC
VLF
VOC
VSCF
W.RoT.
Y-12
tim
tachometer
trackinq data relay satellite
transistor-transistor logic
urban Hass Transit Authority
VaCUUm
very low frequency
voltage command
_riable speed consent frequency
with respect to
facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
r
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